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Sports

Special honor

Honorable mention

Softball city

MSU News wins award
at CSPA '86 competition

MSU's Martin, Mann
honored by magazine

Several local softball
teams report scores
See page 3B

See page 2B

See page 11A
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Pam Bailey now says she didn't kill her daughter

News In Brief

Confession recanted in Childress case

Jackie Gleason,'the Great One,
dies at the age of 71 in Florida

"It's just not true," said
DYERSBURG, Tenn. (AP) —
Volunteers say they will continue Emmons.
Mrs. Bailey, of Union City, says
searching for a missing 4-year-old
girl whose mother has retracted a man who sexually abused her as
an earlier statement to police that a child asked her for sex in April
she accidentally killed her and then kidnapped Marlene when
daughter and disposed of her he was rejected, Emmons said at
a news conference.
body.
Emmons also said there is still a
Clara Ann Wyrick, founder of
the Find Marlene Committee bas- chance Marlene is alive.
"Somebody out there listening
ed in Mayfield, Ky., said Wednesday night that Marlene Childress, to me right now knows where that
missing since April, could still be child is, if she's alive," he said.
Union City Police Chief David
alive.
"We have no proof of Marlena's Rhoades, who directed Mrs.
Bailey's arrest, declined comment
death," said Mrs. Wyrick.
The girl's mother, Pam Bailey, on her latest claims.
Authorities say no one else is
22, who is charged with seconddegree murder, says now that she under arrest in the case.
Mrs. Bailey, who Emmons said
did not kill her daughter and throw
the body into the Obion River, said
(Cont'd on page 2)
her attorney Wayne Emmons.

LAUDERHILL, Fla. (AP) — Jackie Gleason, who brightened
television's Golden Age with blowhard bus driver Ralph Kramden's
half-baked schemes and threats to send wife Alice "to the moon" on
"The Honeymooners," has died at age 71.
The rotund comedian, who earned an Oscar nomination for his
serious role as pool player Minnesota Fats in the 1961 film "The
Hustler," died of cancer Wednesday at his home in this Fort Lauderdale suburb.
Gleason, the self-proclaimed "Great One" whose zestful, Falstafflan appetite for food, drink and cigarettes was legendary, was
released June 18 from a Fort Lauderdale hospital after a month
there.
"He was feeling in good spirits Monday and Tuesday. He quietly,
comfortably passed away," said his wife, Marilyn.
Gleason became one of television's biggest draws during its Golden
Age in the 1950s, creating such characters as the Poor Soul, Reggie
van Gleason III and Joe the Bartender.
As Ralph Kramden, he won laughs when he blew his stack at nitwit
neighbor Ed Norton or turned to his wife, threatening, "Bang,
zoom!" "To the moon, Alice" or "One of these days, Alice."
In later years, he had a recurring role as redneck Sheriff Buford T.
Justice in the "Smokey and the Bandit" movies and co-starred last
year with Tom Hanks in the movie "Nothing in Common."
"I'm devastated," said Audrey Meadows, who played caustic Alice
Krarnden on "The Honeymooners." "I feel terribly sad because he
was a very close friend and brilliant performer."
Jane Kean, who first worked with Gleason in vaudeville and briefly
played Norton's wife, Trlide, said Gleason "was a joy to work with."
"If anything at all happened wrong,if a line was skipped, he always
coverefor you. He didn't want to go back and tape again. His theory
was that an audience would never laugh twice at the same joke."
"Jackie, who nanted himself'The Great One,'truly was'The Great
One,— said comedian Milton Berle.
"He was great on imprevisation, impromptu and ad-libbing. He
could run the gamut. He did everything. All I can tell you is that the
world is going to be less happier, more sorrowful with Jackie gone."
Gleaaon's capacity for enjoying life was reflected in his trademark
lines "How sweet it is!" and "And away we go!" He drove himself
hard on and off the set, once breaking a leg on the air.
Producer David Susskind once said Gleason could "put away more
scotch per square hour than any man alive," and Gleason's weight at

Mariana Childress
Missingsince April 16

UNION CITY, Tenn. (AP) —
The period during which public
comment is being sought on future
plans for the Land Between the
Lakes is to be extended for
another month, the Tennessee
Valley Authority board of directors has decided.
Directors extended the June 30
deadline through July 31 to allow
further public debate over plans to

commercialize the 170,000-acre
natural area on the TennesseeKentucky border.
The board also gave its approval
Wednesday to a $31 million subcontract proposal that is designed
to ensure piping at the Sequoyah
nuclear generating station meets
federal safety standards.
Park officials said cuts in
federal funding have driven TVA

to consider private-public partnerships to allow LBL, two-thirds of
which lies in Kentucky, to continue operations.
"We realize we won't get any
federal money to grow so we want
to seek public-private partnerships," said Lynwood Smelser,
LBL chief of development, in an
interview prior to the meeting.
Smelser says LBL planners

By the Assedated Press

SEOUL,South Korea — After talks with the government collapse,
the two main opposition leaders meet to discuss strategy for the campaign to bring down the regime. Students and others prepare for big
demonstrations.
ROME — The Vatican welcomed Kurt Waldheim, whose papal audience has sparked outcries because of his alleged complicity in Nazi
war crimes. The state visit is the Austrian president's first since his
election last July.
WASHINGTON — Lt. Col. Oliver L. North, the central figure in the
Iran-Contra scandal, will break his silence and tell his story to the nation beginning July 7 under an "ironclad" agreement with Congress.
WASHINGTON — As a trio of U.S. warships heads for the Persian
Gulf to back up President Reagan's pledge to protect Kuwaiti
tankers, congressional critics are trying to agree on some type of acor delay the plan.
tion to op
ST. LOUTS — A federal indictment that accuses Chrysler Motors
Corp. of disconnecting odometers of more than 60,000 vehicles before
selling the cars as new says the practice actually involved milions of
cars and dated back to 1049.
WASHINGTON — Congress gave final approval to its $1 trillion
fiscal 1988 budget opposed by President Reagan, but Democratic
leaders are keeping the door open for a compromise with the White
House.
FORT MILL, S.C. — The Rev. Jerry Falwell says he's willing to
talk with Jim Bakker about spiritual matters but any meeting between the two concerning the multimillion dollar PTL empire would
be a waste of time.
WASHINGTON — The United States is joining forces with the
World Health Organization to step up efforts against the global
scourge of AIDS, which the WHO estimates has infected 5 million to
10 million people in more than 100 countries.
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(Cont'd on page 2)

By DONNA NEW(Y)MB
Staff writer
With two vacant positions in the
Murray Police Department and 42
applicants for those positions, the
department is exercising a new
selection process for the first time
this week, according to Police
Chief Larry Nixon.
The new process consists of a
written examination, physical
agility test, a police department
screening committee, an oral
review board, psychological
evaluation and drug screening.
The screening committee,
which consists of two shift commanders, one sergeant, and two
patrol officers, will review the applicants' scores from the written
examination, conduct background
investigations and submit only
Need Line Executive Director Eupie Ward (left) accepts canned food from Ann Morrison, co-chairman of a
eight candidates to the oral review
food drive at the Murray Moose Lodge No. 2011. According to Ward, the contribution was a timely one as the
board.
agency's shelves needed restocking. "Sometimes we forget that people get hungry in the summertime, too,"
The oral review board consists
Staff Oslo by David Tuck
Ward said.
of the mayor, chief of police, one
public safety committee member,
one shift commander, one
sergeant the public utilities director, and a Murray State political
and legal instructor.
science
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Wilkinson made the comment

Wilkinson wants special session
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have set three priorities — the addition of visitor attractions, campground improvements and
maintenance of the park's natural
habitat. Under these goals, he
said, the following projects have
been suggested:
—A native animal and plant
park, featuring native species in

3113D attempts
new procedure
for replacing
vacant spots
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TVA board votes for LBL project delay
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Forecast
Tonight will be partly cloudy
with a 40 percent chance of
evening thunderstorms. Low
will be around 70 with west
wind 5 to 10 mph. Friday will be
partly sunny but not quite as
humid.
Itramlednretssot
The extended /forecast for
Saturday through Monday calls
for partly cloudy and less
humid conditions each day.

North will testify publicly July 7
WASHINGTON (API — Lt. Col.
Oliver L. North, the central figure
in the Iran-Contra scandal, wW
break his silence and tell his story
to the nation beginning July 7
under an agreement with
Congress.
The testimony of North, the
fired White House aide who appears to be behind virtually every
move in the elaborate deal that
sent arms to Iran and aid to the
Nicaraguan Contra rebels, was en-

LAKE LEVELS
350.1
Kentucky Lake
360.0
Barkley Lake

•
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sured Wednesday after his lawyer
accepted a letter of intent from the
congressional investigating committees' top counsel.
Conclusion of the agreement,
which lays out terms for North's
appearance before the committees, ended a week-long standoff
that had raised fears the panels
might never hear from the man
who apparently has the broadest
and deepest knowledge of the
affair.

"I'm delighted an agreement
has been struck," said Rep. Lee
Hamilton, D-Ind., chairman of the
House investigating committee.
"I look forward to Colonel North's
testimony."
The committees were scheduled
to hear today from Charles
Cooper, assistant attorney general
in charge of the Justice Department's Office of Legal Counsel,
(Coat'd on page 11)

North — central figure
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Democrats pass budget, hope for compromise with Reagan
WASHINGTON (AP — Congress gave final approval to its $1
trillion fiscal 1988 budget opposed
by President Reagan, but
Democratic leaders are keeping
the door open for a compromise
v.lth the White House
"The president wants to cut the
deficit," said Senate Budget Cornmitre Chairman Lawton
1)-Fla., as the Senate approved the
budget 53-46 on Wednesday night
The Congress wants the same
thing I invite the president's
cooperation '
The White House had no immediate comment on the final

vote, but Reagan has made clear
he won't cooperate d that means
accepting a $19.3 billion tax increase — $64.3 billion over three
years — that is the cornerstone of
the Democrats deficit-reduction
plan.
Neither the Democratic budget
nor the president's proposals
reduce deficits nearly enough to
live up to the targets in the
Gramm-Rudman budget balancing law.
The budget is a guideline for
Congress and doesn't require
Reagan's signature. However, the
president says he'll veto any taxes

produced as a result of the budget,
along with its domestic
bills which he says would be
costly.
To counter the president's position, the Democratic budget ties a
portion of military spending to tax
Increases as part of a strategy
designed to force Reagan to the
bargaining table
The budget provides $296 billion
for defense, $16 billion less than
Reagan requested but still permitting Pentagon spending a modest
inflation Increase. However, if the
president vetoes the tax package,
which totals $64.3 billion over

Confession...

that she might know the
kidnapper.
Emmons said she was afraid to
tell the kidnapper's name for fear
he would harm the child.
Volunteers looking for Marlene
blanketed the region with her picture and set up search committees
in Union City, Jackson, Memphis,
and Mayfield. Ky., the home of
Mrs. Bailey's parents.
But,,on June 9, efforts to find the
child were thrown into confusion
when Mrs. Bailey told police she
accidentally killed Marlene.
Police said the woman told in-

vestigators she hit the child and hired by Mrs. Bailey's parents.
knocked her head into a table.
Emmons said his client tried to
Mrs. Bailey told police that she recant the story on June 10.
and a man she had known for
Mrs. Bailey is scheduled for a
years threw the child's body into
pre-trial
hearing Aug. 10, and Emthe Obion River near Union City.
Police said they questioned the mons said he will ask then for the
man but lacked evidence to charges against her to be
dismissed
charge him with any crimes.
Mrs. Bailey's statement to
Emmons also said a "very
police set off a week-long search of reliable person" reported seeing
the river, but the child's body was Marlene in Union City last Sunnot recovered.
day. He declined to elaborate.
Emmons told reporters the conMrs Batley's parents,
fession was "psychologically
coerced" by a private detective Catherine and LaWade Strickland,

Caat'd tram page 1)
Is being examined by psychiatrists
in Nashville, reported Marlene
missing on April 16, setting off a
search by dozens of volunteers in
Tennessee, Kentucky and
neighboring states.
Emmons declined to name the
man his client says kidnapped the
child.
At the time of Mariena's disappearance, Mrs. Bailey told police
she feared her daughter had been
abducted but made no mention

.0(

three years, the military budget
would be frozen at $289 billion.
Most of the budget's limited
reductions in domestic spending
would also be in that package, giv.
ing Reagan's veto another result
he doesn't want.
In addition, the Democrats plan
to attach to the tax bill an increase
in the national debt that will be
urgently needed by late July
Without more borrowing power,
the Treasury would default on its
obligations and touch off an international financial crisis.
It's a strategy Democratic
leaders are calling "the whole ball

of wax "
GOP lawmakers, only three of
whom voted with Democrats in
giving final Senate approval to the
budget. labeled it blackmail and
predicted the president would win.
The Democratic plan, ratified
by the House 215401 on Tuesday,
would restrain spending, freezing
most domestic programs and
allowing only'a few selected increases in education, job training
and health Cost-of-living increases wold be given to recipients of Social Security, veterans
and welfare benefits.
Foreign aid would be reduced,

have offered a $25,000 reward for
the child's return and the total
reward offered now stands at
$30,000.
Strickland said the search will
continue until Marlene is located,
dead or alive.
Mrs. Strickland, who said her
daughter told her the story revealed Wednesday when they met
alone June 10 after Mrs. Bailey's
arraignment, said she had
"believed the second story all
along and I believe that Marlene is
still alive."

3 DAYS ONLY!
Friday-Saturday- Sunday, June 26, 27, 28

and agriculture subsidies would be
trimmed. It rejects the president's
proposal to sell off government
assets, favoring the increased
taxes instead.
The three Republican senators
who voted in favor of the
Democrats' budget: John H.
Chafee of Rhode Island, Robert T.
Stafford of Vermont and 1../3well P.
Weicker of Connecticut.
An equal number of Democrats
— William Proxmire of Wisconsin
and Howell Heflin and John Shelby
of Alabama — voted
t.
Sen. Joseph Biden,attnesl., was
absent

Second person dies
from three-wheeler
accident in Graves
John K. Lyell, 12, Rt. 1, Hickory,
died Wednesday at 1:15 p.m. at
Lourdes Hospital in Paducah as a
result of injuries sustained in a
three-wheeler accident on June 19
in Graves County, according to
Kentucky State Polcie Information Officer Chuck Robertson.
The accident, which occurred at
the intersection of Kentucky 440
and Kentucky 408 approximately
8.8 miles north of Mayfield, also
claimed the life of Chris Glenn
Feagin, 9, Rt. 9, Hickory, who was
pronounced dead on the scene.
Lyell was the driver of the threewheeler, Robertson said.

'Friendship families'
being sought by MSU
"Friendship families" to serve
as weekend hosts for a group of
European students are being
sought by the Center for International Programs at Murray State
University.
The students are scheduled to
work at Wickliffe Mounds
Research Center in July, according to Helen Park, who works
with foreign students at Murray
State.
"Family volunteers are needed
who would like to host a student
during two seperate weekends in
July to give the visitors a chance
to meet people and to get to know
family life, Kentucky style," Ms.
Park explained.
Interested persons should call
Ms. Park at (502) 762-3089 between
7:30 a.m. and 4 p.m. weekdays.

Council to meet

ALL PREVIOUSLY REDUCED MERCHANDISE

*Applies only to red ticketed or tagged merchandise
which has been reduced for clearance. Does not
apply to regular merchandise which is on sale a
limited time or to other merchandise in regular
advertising, in circulars or catalogs.
No additional coupons accepted

EXAMPLE OF
SAVINGS

original
price

,r 282

Sub 262
J

4180
S4408411-$

red
ticket
price

Lot 6111i:i
0.11/6-6

REDUCED TO
> $1

3.99

D282 B710

D282 67110

> $18 00

>$18.00

Fri
Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9 to 9
Sun. 12:30 to 5:30

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Ky. 42071
Office Phone 759-1400
Catalog Phone 1400-2224161

with extra
25% off,
your final
price

010.49

JOPenney

The Murray City Council will
meet in regular session tonight at
7:30 p.m. in the Council Chambers
of City Hall.
Included in the agenda is the second reading of an ordinance approving the city's participation in
the Kentucky Municipal Risk
Management Association General
Insurance Trust.
The proposed 1987-88 city budget
for the general fund will also be
resubmitted by Mayor Holmes
Ellis for first reading.
The council will meet again
Tuesday, June 30, at 7 p.m. to hold
a public hearing on a new police
facility. The public is invited to
both meetings.

LBL project...
((aat'd from page I)
their native habitat. "A lot of people come to watch the deer or
birds or whatever," said Smelser.
"This would concentrate plants
and animals in a natural setting to
make them easier to find."
—An expansion of the
Homeplace 1850 historical village
to include highlights of the area's
part in the Civil War and iron and
moonshine industries.
—Expand the educational complex with housing for adults. "We
could bring in professionals for
retreats and provide them with an
environmental education,"
Smellier said.
—Build an open-air activities
complex where large groups could
meet. "We've got groups who
want to come here and meet. What
they need is a covered place where
they can hook up telephones and
plug in copy machines, he said.
A contract for the Sequoyah
plant was awarded to GilbertCommonwealth Inc. Nuclear
Power Manager Steven A. White
said the contract saves the TVA
818 million in higher labor costs.
Other contracts approved provided 009,000 for hiring R.L
Gridley as a nuclear manager for
for one year and added $800,000 to
an existing contract for seismic
evaluations at Sequoyah, near
Chattanooga, and the Browns
Ferry generating station, near
Athens, Ala.
TVA also approved spending
VI million to reclaim land involved in a uranium mining project in
Converse County, Wyoming
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Can't stop
tinkering
In a continental nation
stretching across four time
zones, the resulting lag in poll
closing times can cause a
problem. In 1980 President
Jimmy Carter conceded defeat against Ronald Reagan
on the basis of early East
Coast and Midwest projections, even though polling
places in the West would be
open for another haik. The
sad result was that some
Western citizens saw no point
in voting at all — either for
president or in concurrent
state and local elections
where their votes might have
made a difference.
Carter's timing was unfortunate. But not so much so
that federal law should keep
it from happening again. At
least not as proposed in a bill
that recently won committee
approval in the House. To assure that no part of the country would again be so "disenfranchised," the bill would set
simultaneous closing hours
for election places throughout
the country.
Polls in Eastern, Central
and Mountain time zones
would close at 9 p.m. EST,
which is 8 p.m. CST and 7
p.m. MST. To enable West
Coast polls to remain open
until 7 p.m., daylight saving

,

Car trouble on the Parkway at night
is scary, but can lead to new friends

time would be extended in the
Pacific time zone through
election day.
West Coast citizens deserve
the same chance to have their
votes counted as other Americans. So at the least the timezone lag requires restraint by
candidates, television networks and others in projecting presidential election outcomes. But the House bill engages in overkill. Minnesota
Rep. Bill Frenzell calls it "the
ultimate government tinkering in state and local affairs."
Uniform voting hours
might make better sense if
the voting day was also
changed nationwide from
Tuesday to Sunday, to give
more voters time to get to the
polls. Since no such legislation is pending, and since
West Coast states are the
ones affected, let their legislatures set their own election
hours if they choose. Congress
should limit its role to giving
Pacific states the option of
extending daylight saving
time in presidential election
years. Otherwise, the current
legislation deserves a fate
similar to the one that befell
an identical bill last year.
That version passed the
House but died in the Senate.
This one should die in the
House.

Looking Back
Ten years ago
Groundbreaking ceremonies for
a new medical arts building to be
constructed on the grounds of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
were held June 23. Special guests
were Harry Fenton and Fleetwood
Crouch, members of first hospital
board.
Emmanuel Independent missionary Baptist Church will
celebrate its 14th anniversary on
June 28. The Rev. GrandyWe
Courtney is pastor.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Irvan of Scott.
sdale, Ariz., are the guests of his
sister, Mrs. N.G. (Virginia)
Towery and Mr. Towery and his
aunt, Mrs. Bob Fair.
Twenty years ago
Rosetta Robertson, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Flavil Robertson of
Murray and member of Murray
Assembly No. 19 Order of the
Rainbow for Girls, was installed
as Grand Charity at Grand
Assembly of Order of Rainbow for
Girls held at Kentucky Hotel,
Louisville.
Janet-Johnson and Craig Banks
were married June 13 at First
Baptist Church.
Pam Garland, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Eurie Garland, and Jan
Jones, daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
Conrad Jones, of Alpha Chi
Chapter of Sigma Sigma Sigma
social sorority at Murray State
University attended a national
leadership school June 14-18 at
Woodstock, Va.

By M.C. Garrott

Garrott's Galley

Thirty years ago
The A.P. Farmer Tobacco
warehouse located just east of the
railroad burned yesterday about
5:30 p.m. Pictures of the fire taken
by Meredith Rogers were published with the story.
Murray Board of Education has
just purchased the Porter Huie
home at 106 South Ninth St. The
board recently purchased the
home sites of Dessie Wilkerson,
J.M Turner and Wyman Jones for
possible expansion of the school
grounds.
Nancy Cotham, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Freed Cotham of Murray, is serving as arts and crafts
director at Camp Readsield,
Vegas, Mo., this summer.
Forty years ago
Murray Lions Club now has 98
members who recently helped to
stage the first Duck Derby to be
held in Calloway County. Over
$400 was raised to be used to help
erect an electric scoreboard for
Murray High School stadium, according to R.L. Wade, club
president.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hoskins,
May 21.
New officers of Eastside
Homemakers Club are Mrs. J.D.
Wall, Mrs. Clifford Smith, Mrs.
Eugene Shipley and Mrs. Hunter
Love.
Mildred Hatcher is now taking
graduate work at the University of
Wisconsin at Madison.

There still are some great people in the world. I met three of
them last week in the middle of the
night on a lonely stretch of the
West Kentucky Parkway.
One was Franklin Jackson of
Cromwell. He works in the coal
fields of Ohio County. The other
two were Kenneth Turnbull and
Larry Brown. They live in Beaver
Dam, also in Ohio County.
Mr. Turnbull is an auto
mechanic now, although he used
to be in construction work. Larry
and his wife, Doris, operate a
service station and 24-hour
wrecker service in Beaver Dam.
If you have ever been stranded
in the middle of the night with a
disabled car on a lonely stretch of
an interstate, you can appreciate
the circumstances that brought us
together - one at a time.
cc.
A nephew of mine, Brent Garrott, and his girl friend of some
four years, Patti Hester of Lansing, Mich., were getting married
last Saturday at Asheville, N.C.
They have been working over
there, he in a juvenile detention
center and she as a school teacher
since they graduated from Murray
State.
Cathryn and I were going to the
wedding. Our plan was to go to
Louisville late Thursday night,
then go to Asheville the next day
with daughter Kay and her two little girls. Her husband, Dick
Snider, was unable to get off from
his job in order to go.
Before we could leave West Kentucky, though, I had to attend a 5
p.m. meeting in Paducah. Usually, it lasts only an hour and a half,
but this time it ran late. I didn't
get out of it until almost 8 o'clock.
Figuring we should eat some
dinner before leaving Paducah, it
being as late as it was, we went to
a Chinese restaurant on Broadway. You get served fast there,
sometimes too fast.
Breaking into our fortune
cookies as we finished, mine read
"You will be called upon to make
many quick decisions." I got a
chuckle out of that, because at our
house I don't make many
decisions.
Then Cathryn read hers: This
marks the beginning of an unforgettable vacation." We laughed
a bit about that, somewhat nervously perhaps with a violent
thunderstorm thundering up out87.r;rov &re+4isys Teo*

ariapi,balSwe,-- 0
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side. We didn't much like the idea
of starting out for Louisville in
that, but did. By then it was 8:45
p.m. - 9:45 in Louisville - and
raining so hard we barely could
see to drive.

come, but about an hour later here
came the repair van, its yellow
lights flashing.
Out of it climbed Mr. Turnbull, a
kindly, gentle man of 63. "You
know," he said, as he shine the
light into the motor, "if any man
other than Franklin Jackson had
come to me tonight, there's no
way I would have come out here.
"But he's a good man, and he's
honest. When he said you needed
help, I knew you needed help."
Moments later, he had located my
problem. The big pulley that
works off the crank shaft and pulls
the belt for all those other things
had broken. "I've been working on
cars since I was 15 years old," he
said, "and this is the first time I
have ever seen this to happen.
"I'll have to send a wrecker out
here to get you," he went on. "I
can't do anything out here tonight.
Now, you two get in your car and
lock the doors. There's a couple of
convicts loose around here
somewhere. They broke out of a
Michigan prison yesterday, and
they wrecked a stolen car not far
away. Now they're out there
somewhere on foot."
Now, that's comforting news at
a time like that! "I'll wait for you
at the rest stop and will take you to
a motel in Beaver Dam," he went
on. Then he, too, was gone. More
fireflies. More sounds of the night
and countless cars and semis
screaming by.
• • •
About an hour later - by then it
was near midnight - here came
Larry Brown in his wrecker. Lifting our car up by the rear wheels,
we headed for the Beaver Dam
rest stop where Mr. Turnbull was
waiting.
My old car has never gone as
fast forward as it did backwards
behind that wrecker. A talkative
young fellow, Larry gave us a
thrill with his coffee. "I can't do
anything without my coffee," he
yelled over the roar of the motor,
and reaching down pulled a thermos from beneath the seat.
Then using both hands, he
poured himself a cup, put the top
back on the thermos and returned
it to its place beneath the seat
without ever touching the steering
wheel with his hands. All the time
we were roaring down the road at,
I know, a high rate of speed.
Mr. Turnbull was waiting for us
at the rest stop, and after getting

the car spotted where he wanted
It, took us into Beaver Darn to the
Daniels Motel - hardly the Ritz
but a welcome port in a storm.
"I'll go back and take that
pulley off," he said. "Then as soon.
• • •
as things open up in the morning,
For the next two hours we were
I'll see if I can find another one
In and out of heavy rains, but it
You just stay here until I come and
wasn't raining when we went over
get you."
the Green River bridge near the
• • •
Paradise steam plant.
The next morning, he was back,
It was then my alternator light
early as he had promised but with
came on. Then my power steering
distressing news. No pulley was to
went out, and we had gone no
be had to fit the car's engine. The
more than a quarter-mile when
quickest one could be shipped in
the engine light went red, infrom somewhere was Tuesday dicating it was hot.
four days hence.
You had better stop quick when
A call to Louisville led to
that engine light goes on if you
daughter Kay coming to get us.
don't want a locked up motor. We
Just as she arrived, though, Mr.
pulled off onto the road shoulder
Turnbull showed up with the
and stopped, my trouble lights
pulley. He had taken it to a friend,
flashing. The water in the engine
who had welded it back together.
was just beginning to gurgle "It'll get you home, but I wouldn't
just beginning to boil - so I had
run 'er long with it on 'er," he
stopped in time.
said.
Raising the hood and feeling
It took him about 20 minutes to
around in the darkened engine, I
put it back on the car and the belts
could feel that the big belt - the
all back in place. Soon, the car
one that pulls the fan, the power
was purring like a kitten with no
steering and the alternator - was
warning lights lit.
off its pulleys.
• • •
But to fix something like that in
To shorten the story, we left the
broad daylight would be like me
car at the rest stop until Tuesday
performing triple-bypass surgery
- day before yesterday - when
on someone. I had no idea what to
we rode back to it from Louisville
do.
with Paula Hedges, a friend of son
One car raced by, then a second,
Jeff's and a recent paralegal
but it began to stop and pulled
graduate of Murray State. Luckiover. It backed up to us and a man
ly, she had been in Louisville dogot out."Got a problem?" he smiling some research, and saved
ed, "Maybe I can help." He indaughter Kay the round-trip drive
troduced himself as Franklin
down there with us.
Jackson.
In the meantime, we had gone
Together we peered into the
on to Asheville by way of Bowling
darkened engine and he agreed
Green, Nashville and Knoxville with my diagnosis,that of the big
an eight-hour ride. We made the
belt being off its pulleys. "Well, I
wedding, saw all the family and
can't help you, but I know a fellow
had a great time before going back
about 10 miles up the road who
to Louisville with Kay and the
can," he said."He has a van full of
girls Sunday.
tools, spare parts and all that kind
Of course, we couldn't leave
of stuff. I'll go get him and send
Monday with granddaughter
him out here to help you."
Sarah swimming in several events
A few minutes later, his
in a keenly-contested meet with a
taillights disappeared over a hill.
rival swim club from an adjoining
Cathryn and I again were alone
subdivision.
• • •
amid the sea of fireflies and the
sounds of the night, shattered
The Good Lord was looking after
periodically by the swish of cars
us, though.
and the passing tractor trailer
He had Mr. Jackson stop to help
rigs.
us - the second car past and the
• • •
only one to even slow down, much
You can't help but be a little apless to stop. He sent Mr. Turnbull
prehensive in a situation like that,
to take care of our car and see to
wondering if help really would
our personal needs, and he summoned Larry from a sound sleep
to tow us in behind his flying
wrecker.
We keep coming back to those
fortune cookies, though - "This
marks the beginning of an unforgettable vacation" and "You
will be called upon to make many
quick decisions." How true they
both were.
It truly was an unforgettable ex-........
perience, and it seemed as if a
.•:;"---._/ p; , (..\,, ,,,V
decision had to be made every
.i)
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hour there at times. The good
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Lowest Prices Ever
On All White

Wicker Furniture
& Accessories
Chairs, Settees, End Tables,
Coffee Tables, Plant Stands,
Chests plus Much More...
All While and All On Sale!

Sala Good Thru Friday, July 3rd

Bullard: Food stamps should not be used for steaks
Dear Editor,
I really get disturbed when I see
people using food stamps to purchase t-bone, rib eye and the most
expensive cuts of meats as I saw in
a grocery story today as I was
buying my groceries.

It seems to me it should be illegal to buy luxury items with food
stamps. They should be used to
purchase necessary foods such as
potatoes, beans, chicken, bread,
hamburger (not ground round)
etc.

By the way, I looked at those
same expensive meats - I bought
chicken and smoked jowl with
cash.
Sincerely,
Vannetta Bullard
Murray, Ky.

*WHITE WICKER*
*SIDEWALK*
*SALE*

Extra Special!
4 Piece Set
Including Settee Chair,
End Table and Coffee Table

INe
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.

—Bel-Air Center - Closed Sat & Sun July 4th & 5th

$2
9
5
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MURRAY TODAY
Karen Dowdy
presented
scholarship
11.

Couple will be married for 40 years

Karen Lenore Dowdy of Murray
has been awarded a $400 Alice Sue
Fairless Scholarship for the
1087-88 academic year at Murray
STate University.
The daughter of Carl and Mary
Ann Dowdy ot Rt. 7, Murray, Miss
Dowdy is a junior home economics
major with an area in fashion merchandising. She is a dean's list
student.
In addition to her academic
schedule, Miss Dowdy is
employed outside of school and is
an active member of her church.
The Fairless scholarship is administered by the MSU
Foundation.
BARGAIN MATINEES
Cheri Daily
Cine Sot. & Sun.

Dorothy Nanny shows the gift of crystal and flowers protested to her by
co-workers at her retirement party.

Dorothy Nanny retires
A Boan De Palma Ftlm
"THE
UNTOUCHABLES"(A)

The BELIEVERS
5041[14
•
HE.EN Se.AVTil

1:1111
IP'S

Dorothy Nanny has retired after
20 years service with Murray
State University and the Kentucky
Cabinet for Human Resources.
While at MSU,she worked in the
Alumni Office and Student Finan.
cial Aid Office.
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The years with the Cabinet for
Human Resources were in the
Department of Social Services and
the Department for Social
Insurance.
Donal Harvey, field service administrator for the Department of
Social Insurance, stated in his
recognition of her retirement, "I
know that the citizens of Calloway
County will miss you and that part
of yourself that you have given to
Social services in your county
throughout your career."
Mrs. Nanny was honored by her
co-workers with a retirement luncheon. She was presented with a
gift of crystal and a bouquet of
roses by her co-workers.
Mrs. Nanny is married to John
Nanny, owner and operator of
John's Saving Center, and they
reside on Coldwater Road. They
have one daughter, Mrs. Jeff
(Susanl Durunan, also of Murray.
She is the daughter of Mrs. Joe
Smith and the late Mr. Smith of
Murray.
The recently retired honoree is a
graduate of Murray Training
School and Murray State
University.
In 1901, Anna Edson Taylor, a
43-year-old widow, became the
first person to go over Niagara
Falls in a barrel and live to tell
about it. Mrs. Taylor's dreams of
fame and fortune failed to
materialize and she died in poverty in 1921.

Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Barrow of
at. 1, Puryear, Tenn., will observe
their 40th wedthng annivermy on
Sunday, June 28.
They were married on that date
In 1947 at First Baptist Church,
Benton. Dr. Henry Franklin
Paachall officiated.
Their attendants were Charles
and Edith Morris. Mr. Morris is
Mrs. Barrow's brother.
Mrs. Barrow, the former Martha Morris, is the daughter of Mrs.
Ola Morris and the late Odle Moris
of Murray.
Mr. Barrow is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. George Barrow of Rt. 2,
Hazel.
They have two daughters, Mrs.
Morris (Carol) Wicker of Colstrip,
Mont., and Mrs. Wally (Ruth Ann)
Taylor of Elizabethtown, N.C.,
and one son, Dwayne Barrow and
his wife, Debbie,of Paris Landing,
Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Barrow have four
grandchildren — Leslie Wicker,
Clint Taylor, Brandi Taylor and
Craig Barrow.

Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Barrow

DATEBOOK

Nominations are
needed for award

Palestine plans homecoming
Palestine United Methodist Church will have its annual homecoming
on Sunday,June 28. Sunday School will be at 10 a.m. followed by worship
at 11 a.m. with the pastor, the Rev. Calvin Clark, as speaker. A basket
dinner will be served at noon followed by a gospeling singing. Stanley
Duncan is song leader with Faye Childress as pianist. Persons unable to
attend to make donations to the upkeep of the cemetery may mail them
to Glenn Jones, Rt. 3, Box 105C, Murray, Ky. 42071.

Atkins' reunion to be at Hazel
Descendants of Jimmy Atkins and Tommy Atkins of Henry County,
Tenn., will have a family reunion on Sunday, June 28, at the Hazel Community Center at Hazel. A potluck luncheon will be served about 12 noon.
All relatives are urged to attend this special reunion.

Revival to be at Temple Hill
Temple Hill United Methodist Church will have revival services starting tonight and continuing through Saturday, June 27. The Rev. Tom
Carey of Springville, Tenn., will be the evangelist for services at 7:30
p.m. nightly. The public is invited to attend, according to the church
pastor, the Rev. Kendrick Lewis.

Polley family visiting here
Deborah and Dan Polley and two children, Matthew and Michelle, of
Memphis, N.Y., are the guests of Mrs. Polley's sister, Mary Ann Orr and
her husband, Terry Orr, of Hazel.

Chad Tyler Blanton born
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Blanton of Rt. 6, Paris, Tenn., are the parents of a
son, Chad Tyler, weighing seven pounds seven ounces, born on Monday,
June 15, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother is the former
Mary Ellen Bell. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Tyler Blanton of
StatkvWe, Miss., and Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Bell of Paris. A greatgrandmother is Mrs. Maybelle Bell of Henry County.

The Western Kentucky Regional
Mental Health — Mental Retardation Board, Inc., is seeking
nominations from the public for
the 1987 Lovey Raburn Award.
The award, created in 1977, is
named in honor Ms. Lovey
Raburn, a former board member
from Carlisle County who died
suddenly while serving on the
board.
It is presented annually to a
deserving citizen whose outstanding service, dedication and support have made contributions in
the areas of mental health, mental
retardation and/or substance
abuse.
The recipient will be recognized
with a special plaque at the
board's annual dinner meeting on
Sept. 17.
Persons wishing to nominate someone for the award should mail
the name of their candidate, along
with a brief summary of the person's activities explaining why
that candidate deserves this
award to: Lovey Raburn Award,
Western Kentucky Regional Mental Health — Mental Retardation
Board, Inc., P.O. Box 7287,
Paducah, Ky. 42002-7287. Nominations should be received by
Wednesday, July 15.
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Captain D's,
700 North 12th
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
753-9383

Try Our Drive-Thru

Captain D's Announces Price Rollbacks
CountryStyle

off
SALE
(Store wide)

Place
Sotrihstcte Marcy

FISH DINNER
•a eposorews portionselCometry Style ftmode
wideourowe Ad ladsioesed liesethero style
own mood brooding•hies•2 hush poppies •slaw

$299
3piece

FISHDINNER
•3pines of flab Met • mom eele slaw
• t lendepopries •sob/ hoods Irks

$29
No Limit and No Coupons Necessary
MONDAY, TUESDAY

SPECIAL

Two-2 Piece $499
Fish Dinners
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by lochie had
This week seems to be a time of
reunions and visits back home. A
telephone,call, "This Is Brenda
Sue Futrell. Remember me?" She
and her husband were in town and
wanted to visit.
She is Mn. John Corbin. They
reside in Lewiston, Fla. Since his
retirement and both daughters
gone, they travel. John's mother
used to keep college students here.
Some of you may have lived in the
Corbin home.
Sue and I have been friends
since she and her parents, Amby
and Stanley Futrell, lived across
the street (Olive). She was about
10 years old then and loved to play

at my home. She grew up,finished
college at Murray State and then
was employed at the Bank of Murray until she married. Their
daughters — one is married and
has two children, the other has a
doctorate and is employed with
the Education Department of
Washington state.
• • •
Another young friend is Atty.
Edward Ovebey who gave me a
ride home recently. He reminded
me of his father, George Ed
Overbey — talks like him and
looks like him, too. His daughter,
KeW, is in California where she is

Shelley L. Howell selected
for Broughton scholarship
Shelley Lynn Howell of Murray
has been selected to receive a
$3,000 William G. Broughton
Fellowship for the 1987-88
academic year at Murray State
University.
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs. David
L Howell of 1607 Locust Dr., Miss
Howell Is a senior radio-television
major at Murray State. A dean's
list student, she is a member of
Alpha Lambda Delta honor
society.
Campus activities including
working for WICKS-FM and MSU
TV-11. She served as a summer intern at WNBS-WAAW in Murray
and has appeared in university

and community theatre productions. She also is a member of
Sock and Buskin theatre society
and Alpha Epsilon Rho broadcast
fraternity.
The fellowship was established
by Broughton, a retired district
sales manager for General Electric who earned the master of arts
degree in communications from
Murray State in 1972.
Recipients must be upperelassmen majoring in one of
the disciplines within the College
of Fine Arts and Communications.
The award is administered by the
MSU Foundation.

in television and movies.
wild
out there. He also told me
that Stacy, his brother Don's
daughter, is In Europe. A report
from her Tuesday stated that she
Is planning her wedding that is
scheduled soon and to be in
Switzerland.
Being withe Ed, called to mind
living next block neighbor to his
parents, George Ed and Reba and
their three sons. Ed was the oldest
and the twins, Bob and Don. I've
been victim of mud balls thrown
from the weedy lot near their
home. Slowing my car, I could
hear giggles and see the weeds in
motion. Fond memories.
• • •
Today comes a letter from
Virgil Robertson, a graduate of
Murray High, class of 1940. He
writes:
"Dear Lochie: I was re-reading
your column, Observations, and
think you are to be congratulated.
You are doing your bit to bring
wholesome news to the media, instead of the image of sensationalism as we have come to
expect.
"In one of your columns you
mentioned a lady that I think I used to know — Dortha Jones. I
believe she is a product of Martin's Chapel Methodist Church. I
was a member of the same
church. Later we both moved our
membership to Murray Methodist
Church. Her lovely sister did
God's handiwork in song which
gave us pleasure.
Ty Holland always amazed me.
He could see talent in a jackass.
And some of us tried to be horses
on weekends. I could succeed only
as a Shetland pony.
I have a suggestion for you.
Start a column called 'I
Remember' and call on reader

participation. I can dart you off
with one:
This may not be of Interest except to the class of Mt Thomas
'Farley, known then as Hon.
Junior, resides in Cohnubus, Ga.
He has a sister living In Nashville.
He visits me when he visits her.
He wuld not tell me who he was.
But after he mentioned a few
names and dates, I knew him. He
had a little less hair and a lot more
weight.
He told me the story about our
classmate, Gene Patterson, missing a day at school. Mr. Ed
Filbeck, the principal, asked
about it. Gene told him that he had
worked at Shroat's Meat Market.
When Mr. Fllbeck reached for the
phone, saying 'We'll just ask Mr.
Shroat About it,' Gene said 'hold
the phone. I lied."
Virgil Robertson WBB medically
retired from IBM after 20 years
employment. He resides at Rt. 4,
Mays Street, Green Brier, Tenn.
37073.
The Dortha Jones (Mrs. C. W.
mentioned in Virgil's letter
remembers him well and went to
school with him. She wants his address so she can invite him to the
Training School reunion that is being planned for Aug. 1 at Curls
Center, Murray State University.
The reunion for the class of 1940
will get together July 31 at Emma
Sue Hutson's home.
Muray High School Class of 1967
Is planning a reunion too.
IS.
Madeline is the name given to
their baby born in the local
hospital this week. The parents
are Susan Valentine Wrye and Edward Wrye of Canton. Susan is
receptionist at the office of Drs.
Quertermous.
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New COMM are Mr. and Mrs.
Jim Bauder who reside at South
lath and Sycamore Streets. They
retired in Chicago recently — she
from the real estate business and
he from air transportation. She is
a niece of Mrs. Euva Waldrop
Alexander, Wells Boulevard

Extended.
II.
My invitation to "Summer
Showcase" from Murray State
University Speech and Communication Department and held
In The Stables, Curris Center,
came today.

Come To The
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Weekend Special
NO LIMIT

Rent 3 Movies
Get I FREE
Members Get 2 FREE
Pickup Friday Bring Back Monday
Rent a VCR for the
weekend and get a
FREE movie for only

8.95

4-P7P

Your movie professionals
have over 2600 frovie titles
& 50 VCR's to rent

open til 8 Fri.
and 6 Sat.

• • •

RENTAL SALES

CENTER
200 t.

In St.

Murray

753

Prince Philip
to get Outward
Bound award
LONDON(AP) — Prince Philip,
husband of Queen Elizabeth II,
will visit Denver in October to
receive the highest award given
by the American branch of Outward Bound, the international
survival-training organization.
The prince, a patron of Outward
Bound, is to receive the Kurt Hahn
Award, named for Outward
Bound's founder, Buckingham
Palace announced Tuesday.
His Oct. 24 visit coincides with
the 25th anniversary of the
organization's founding in the
United States. Hahn was headmaster of Britain's Gordonstoun
School when the prince was a pupil
there.
The palace reported the prince
will watch an Outward Bound
adventure-training course and attend a banquet in his honor during
his overnight stay in Denver.
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SWEATERS
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1 1 24 To 637
'

(..olltgetown, r,rnesis

Reg. 17°° to 85'

1999

ACTIVEWEAR

TO

3299

1799 To 2999

Comfortable Summer Fashions Designed For The Woman
Reg. 24"to 42"
On The Go, Jantzen, Catalina, Hang Ten,

1199 To 2774

SKIRTS

Styles For Juniors & Missys To Complement Any Hot
Weather Wardrobe, A Great Color Selection, Reg. 16°'to 37'

LEISUREWEAR

t-

659 To 2399

Choose From Comfortable Tops & Shorts, Sun Dresses,
Reg 11°' to 41°'
As Well As Traditional Dusters & Robes.

Mike Harlan
Daniel McGrew
David Lamb
Dennis Green
Thrry Bather
Jay Watson
Larry Barbee
Mac McClanahan
John Boner
Alien Watkins
Mike Malmsey
Brian Gray

Save On Daywear Lingerie & Sleepwear From Vanity Fair,
Greg Adams,Shodowline, Miss Elaine & More. Reg. 3"to 67°°

1
IS
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Bel Air Center

6" TO

HANDBAGS

6399

Choose From Selected Bogs Including Beautiful New
Mocrames, Straw, Shoe Coordinates & More. Reg. 10"to 86°'

1267 To 59"

A Huge Selection Of Styles Selected To Offer The
Reg 17'to 90'
Best In Summer Style & Fashion

1349 To 4399

BLOUSES

Beautiful Junior & Missy Styles To Flatter Your
Reg 18
Summer Wardrobe With Colorful Charm.

o 58

1049

SHORTS

TO 2024
Hot Junior & Missy Styles Reody For A Summer Full
Reg 14 to 27
Of Fashion Fun, Great Colors & Prints

TANK TOPS

449 TO

1 724

Tanks For The Memories, Knits For The Kicks & Sweet
Reg 6 t
Sweaters For All Your Summer Fun

ACCESSORIES

1" TO

3299

Scarves, Hots, Belts, Sunglasses Collars, Umbrellas
Reg 2 to 66
Combs & Hair Accessories & Billfolds

1"

JEWELRY

To

1699

Our Entire Stock Of Spring & Surnme; Costume Jewelry
Reg 3'to 50
With Styles From Monet & Other Top Names

BRAS & GIRDLES

824 TO 2099

Flattering Support In Beautiful Styles From Vanity
Reg 1
Fair, Bali, Ploytex, Formfit & More

' to 28

ferfffriTit
Rego or 0I ue:
360
,to,6
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1" To 3599

LINGERIE

Brides & Grooms To Be

TO 3749

COORDINATES
PANTS

Registry

1467

Every Style & Every Color From Catalina, Dunks,
Reg 21''to 62
Sassafras, Robbly Len, Jantzen & More

Save Now On The Pants You Need For Your Summer
Reg 28°' to 44°°
Wardrobe, Great Styles In Juniors & Missys.

Bridal

SWIMSUITS

Beautiful Selections Of Spring & Summer Styles For
Reg. 52°' to 146'
Juniors, Missys, Petites & Half Sizes.

l'rr'. in,

Pier I

KeBie Proctor
Shares Lipton,
Melissa Netherton
Melbas Wilier
Tracy Beach
Betry Johann
Evelyn Dintosoon
{iamb Hays
MIMI McDougal
Ms Swift
Mary Linn Morris
Michelle Smith

29" TO 5990

DRESSES

SHOE SALE

—
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Life Stride, Naturalizer, Selby, Gloria Vanderbilt, Calico, Nina, Nicole, Wimzees, BrowsaboutsAi
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1 2 Price Sale
All Spring and Summer Sportswear
Dresses Swimsuits
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One Large Rack
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Coming community events are announced
iloreday,hoe 16
at 7 p.m. at Calloway Public
Library.

Thursday,hoe 16
Compassionate Parent Support
Group will meet at 7:30. p.m. at
Calloway County Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive Streets.

Murray Shrine Club will have a
dinner meeting at 6 p.m. at Boston
Tea Party, Holiday Inn.

•Ma. 111•1

Meeting of Chapter 50 of Disabled American Veterans and Auxiliary has been cancelled for
tonight.
---Humane Society of Calloway
County will have an open meeting

Bethel United Methodist Church
will have Vacation Bible School at
6 p.m

South of the
Border Burger

Catch the 50's

fever

•

(hamburger.
hot chees&
taco sauce)
Only $ 1 59

TAKE ME
BACK CAFE..

5 miles east on 94
behind Duncan s Mkt
Coll in

orders

753-6425

Just in time for vacation. . .

Summer Sale
ill _Progress
"The more you buy,
the more you save."

25%. 75% off
ALL SALES FINAL
Mon -Fri.
:00-5:00
Sat
10:00-3:00

L'ildeof

Court Square Mall
Mayfield, KY
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JULY 4TH SPECIAL

TINieday,Julie 16
Dexter-Hardin United Methodist
Church will have Vacation Bible
School at 6:30 p.m.
Society for the Preservation of
Southern Harmony Singing, Inc.,
will be at 7:15 p.m. at Benton
Library.
---Murray Single Connection will
meet at 7:30 p.m. in third floor
classroom of Educational
Building of First United Methodist
Church. For information call Martha at 750-4040 or Glen at 4354143.
---"No, No, Nannette" will be
presented by Community Theatre
at 8 p.m. at Playhouse in MurrayCalloway County Park. For information call 759-1752.
---AA and Al-Anon will have closed
meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens' Center at Benton. For information call 753-0061, 762-3399.
753-7764 or 753-1663.
---"Summer Showcase" will be
presented at 7:30 p.m. in The
Stables, Curris Center, Murray
State University.
---Friday,Jute 311
Kentucky Lake Chapter of National Association of Retired
Federal Employees will meet at
11:30 a.m. at Boston Tea Party,
Holiday Inn.
---Home Remedy will present a
concert at 8 p.m. in Meeting Room
A of Kenlake State Park Hotel.
Tours of park in park's Cadillac
will be featured in afternoon.
---Garden Department of Murray
Woman's Club will have a meeting
to plan for Audubon district
meeting at 10 a.m. at home of
Sallyanne Sawyer.
---Vespers Consecration to the
Sacred Heart of Jesus and
Benediction of the Blessed Sacra-

All Summer Sportswear

1/3 _ 1/2 Off

Kk

1 2 Price
/

All Sleepwear

town & countR

L(i cr- f,

I.
11
On&

rut leannc.- Durrell.
Firadlc‘ and (rratt
altt‘41,:a

ht lanticn

Dixieland Center

Print Si Frame Sale
Wed., Thurs
July 1

2 3

Susanne's
100

.
011Alks>

Fri

13t1. c,t

751 5819

uvocirCIISer

607/
3:00 - dark
Woodmen of the World
Youth Campground
Highway 641 North

e STRECY

•Auction
(behind Scott's Grove Baptist Church)
•Gospel Music
•Borbecue Dinner
,zer
featuring:

Auction items
include:
•Microwaves
•Color TV
•Portable TV/Radio
•Brass Lamps
•Washer & Dryer
•Bicycle
•Furniture
•Cookware
•Prints
•Savings Bonds
•Gift Certificates

Shelton Singers

Friday,Jun U
mint will be at 7 p.m. at St. Lao's
Catholic Church.
.11M,

Oft •11,

Special "Hospital Update" for
all area ministers will be at9 a.m.
In third floor classroom of
Murray•Calloway County
Hospital.
•••• m•• aim •110

1\frilight Golf and practice round
for Kings and Queens Tournament
will be at Murray Country Club.
---Twilight Golf for men and ladies
will be at 5:30 p.m. at Oaks Country Club.
---Vacation Bible School for Hazel
and Mason's Chapel United
Methodist Churches will be at 8:45
a.m. at Hazel church.
—
West Fork Baptist Church's
Vacation Bible School will be at 1
---Dexter-Hardin United Methodist
Church's Vacation Bible School
will be at 7:30 p.m. with a program
and picnic for families.
---North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church's Vacation Bible School
will be at 8:30 a.m.
---Memorial Baptist Church's
Vacation Bible School will be at 9
a.m.
---Bethel United Methodist
Church's Vacation Bible School
will be at 6 p.m.
---Vacation Bible School at First
Baptist Church will be at 9a.m.for
age 3 through Grade 8 and at 6:30
p.m. for Grades 9 to 12. A potluck
will be at 6 p.m. with commencement at 7 p.m.
---National Boy Scout Museum will
be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
---Health Express of Murray.
Calloway County Hospital will be
at Jim's Garage at Dukedom,
Tenn., from 9 to 11 a.m. and at
Cuba Grocery from 12:30 to 2:30
p.m.
---"No, No, Nannette" will be
presented at8 p.m. by Community
Theatre at Playhouse in Murray.
Calloway County Park. For information call 759-1752.
---AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
10t11 Street Extended, Mayfield.
---"Summer Showcase" will be
presented at 7:30 p.m. in The
Stables, Curls Center, Murray
State University.

Friday,hoe SI
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.
•MI• •1=1, 1=1

Montana' Baptist Church Puppets will present a peogram at 8
p.m. at Hillman Ferry Campground In Land Between the
Lakes.
---Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Skywalk at 10
cm. and 2 p.m., Magic of the
Night at 12 noon and 4 p.m. and
Stargazing at 9 p.m. at Golden
Center; Iron Industry at 10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
at The Homeplace-1850; LBL
Wildlife at 2 p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center.
Square and-r;uid-dancing with
music by Sharecropper band will
be from 7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn
Grove Roller Rink.
---Saturday,JIM 27
Fourth Annual Kings and
Queens Couples Golf Tournament
will begin at Murray Country
Club.
---Fund-raising event for Murray
Youth Center will start at 6:30
p.m. at Woodmen of the World
Youth Campground, Highway 641
North. Gospel singing, auction,
barbecue dinner, etc., will be
featured.
Rose Ball, sponsored by Charles
and Elsie Thurman of Murray,
will be from 8 p.m. to midnight at
Paris Elks Lodge, Paris, Tenn.
---The Neighbors will present a
gospel concert at 7 p.m. at Independence United Methodist
Church.
---Alternative Birthing Practices
Workshop, sponsored by Birth at
Home League of Murray, will be
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at First
Christian Church, Murray. For information call Chris Harrison,
759-1647.
---C.B. Cates Detachment Marine
Corp League will have a family
picnic at 12 noon at Camp Energy
In Land Between the Lakes. For
Information call 753-1342.
---National Boy Scout Museum will
be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
---Descendants of Delmus C. and
Virginia Ann Howard Rogers will
have a reunion at Tennis Club
Building, Kenlake State Park.
---Second of three Summer Orientation sessions for new freshman
and transfer students will be at
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Saturday,hos V
Murray State Universy.
---Murray-Calloway Chamber of
Commerce and Leadership Murray Alumni Association will host a
simuner orientation for parents of
prapective Murray State University students at 8 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Park.
---Jackson Purchase Historical
Society will have a noon luncheon
at Seven Seas Restaurant,
Murray.
---"No, No, Nannette" will be
presented by Community Theatre
at 8 p.m. in Playhouse in MurrayCalloway County Park. For information call 759-1752.
---AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets.
---Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Skywalk at 10
a.m. and 2 p.m., Magic of the
Night at 12 noon and 4 p.m. and
West Kentucky Amateur
Astronomers at 8 p.m. at Golden
Pond Visitor Center; Turtles of
LBL at 10:30 a.m., LBL Wildlife at
2 p.m., Stream Stroll at 3 p.m.,
Evening Canoe Trip at 6 p.m. and
On Silent Wings at 8:15 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature Center; Iron
Industry at 10:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m. and Puttin' Up Food at 1:30
p.m. at The Homeplace-1850.
---Sunday,Jame 28
Second of three summer orientation sessions at Murray State
University for new freshmen and
transfer students will be today.
---An will have a closed meeting at
4 p.m. at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets. For information call
753-0061, 762-3399 or 753-7764.
---"No, No, Nannette" will be
presented by Community Theatre
at 8 p.m. in Playhouse in MurrayCalloway County Park. For information call 759-1752.
---National Boy Scout Museum will
be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
---Stewart Cemetery will have its
annual homecoming at 12 noon.
---Locust Grove Baptist Church
will honor the Rev. and Mrs. Jack
Jones at a potluck meal following
the 11 a.m. worship service.
---Northside Independent Church
will have its annual homecoming.
---Compton family reunion will be
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at pavilion
by old court house in MurrayCalloway County Park.
---Reunion of descendants of Jimmy Atkins and Tommy Atkins will
be held at Hazel Community
Center with lunch at 12 noon.
---Palestine United Methodist
Church will have its annual
homecoming.
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Clothes Drastically Reduced
Earrings

25'

Hair Bows

$1"

Necklaces

"
$1
•
•
•

Storewide Reductions
Lg. Fan Back Wicker Chairs

•

"
$19

We aro pleased to announce
that Tina Swift, bride-okra of
Alen Wadkins, has selected her
bakeware, small appliances &
glassware and other decorating
accessories from our bridal
registry.
Tina and Alen wit be married
August 22, 1987.

BOLDLIQUIDATORS
Downtown Ct. Square
,

•1983 Pontiac
Phoenix
donated by Purdom
Motors

•

1114-•

46.1

4401
:
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44;1,
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Muirray. Ky.
Che.,Inot St,.-'t
Phone 753.2571

.;

Gourmet Galley
presents

Calvary Quartet

"A Special Touch"

with
Freedom Singers
the Richardson.
Anna Lindsey

A Flower Design School
by Mark Foshee

0Much more...

Mississippi Floral Dosismor of The Year

All Proceeds Will Benefit A Non-Profit

Community Youth Center
Call 753-1622 For More information

Select Your Own Flowers &
Containers available at the
Semimar and let Mark
Custom Design for you!

A Seminar and Luncheon from 0:30 - 3:100 p.m.
at the Irvin Cobb Ballroom in Paducah
Monday. August 3, 1987
Call 442-2284 for ticket Information.
INS Broadway

Paducah, Ky.
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Fear of Kroger strike will not
affect Murray or Paducah stores

COLIENRib
CC
Steaks•Seafood•Prime

Pram slatea AP reports

A feared strike of Kroger Co.
employees will not affect the Murray store or any of the stores in
Paducah, Union City or Paris,
Tenn. because they are in a different area than where the contract dispute is brewing, according to co-manager Gary

•Sandwiches•
Daily & Nightly Specials
Live Entertainment Upstairs At Zachs On Weekends
Paducah, KY

2ad sad Broadway

Kroger Co. officials in Nashville
said they hoped to avert a strike
by checkers, baggers, clerks and
other supermarket workers in
Tennessee, Kentucky and
Alabama, but planned to take
steps in preparation of a walkout.
Williams said the contracts for
this area come out of Memphis not
Nashville.

Select Groups

Ladies Summer
Sportswear

I.

Marked Up To

50%-75%

Off

The United Food and Commercial Workers Union Local 1557
have told the company its
members may strike, but a
Kroger official said Wednesday
the company still hopes to agree
on a new contract.

Original Price
Pants
'& Blouses
Tops,
Skirts,
Jackets,
NEW SHIPMENT Denim Jackets, Dresses, Blazers
& Skirts in Many Styles!

JO-AN'S Varieties
Court Square

Reid Draper, (left), Murray, and Use Wright, Nashville, Tenn.,
presented a series of short plays entitled "Echoes in the Fire" during
Piney Musidest, a special event which took place recently at Piney
Campground in Land Between the bikes. The dramatic presentation
was sponsored by the National Scooting Museum in Murray, Ky.

NOTICE

PARKER'S Warships head to Persian Gulf;

.dasid\VIVIARKET
IZ
RED HOT SPECIAL

Critics try to agree on action

Prices Good Noon
Mod., Juno 24 thru
Noon Wed., July?
:
'
a 4
...w•

111.—

Lynn Grove
Grode "A" Large

EGGS
'
C
With Each $15.00 purchase
Excluding Dory, Tobacco,
II Drinks On Special

WASHINGTON AP — As a
trio of U.S. warships heads forthe
Persian Gulf to back up President
Reagan's pledge to protect
Kuwaiti tankers, congressional
critics are trying to agree on some
type of action to oppose or delay
the plan.
The Senate Foreign Relations
Committee was meeting today to
discuss, and possibly vote on, a bill
that would delay Re,agan's plan
until after Congress approves it.
Democrats, who control both the
House and Senate, were working
on a variety of proposals, but none
has widespread acceptance. Party
leaders had tentatively scheduled,
• and then postponed, a series of

UNCLE
JEFF'S
Cold Shot
Refrigerant
For Auto
Air Conditioners
891

meetings earlier in the week to
work out a consensus.
"The clock is running, clearly,
and we haven't got much time, but
there's still time if we can get
together on something," said Sen.
John !ferry, D-Mass., a member
of the Foreign Relations
Committee.
"There is no consensus on how
we should respond," said Rep.
Mike Lowry, D-Wash., chairman
of the House Democratic Caucus.
"Moreover, time is running out."
The comments were underlined
by the. movement of three Navy
arships through the Suez Canal, en
route to the Persian Gulf to join
other Navy vessels.

"We have been notified by
UFCW Local 1557 that the
possibility of a work stoppage next
week does exist for 68 Kroger
stores in Middle and East Tennessee, lower Kentucky and North
Alabama," said Mark Thompson,
vice president of Kroger's
Nashville division.
But the Cinchuiati-based company will be ready in case the
union does go on strike, he said.
"We will begin taking steps to
prepare for that," Thompson said,
including "notifying other

Vatican welcomes Waldheim
ROME (AP) — The Vatican today extended its customary pomp.
filled welcome for a head of state
to Kurt Waldheim, who passed
through a cordon of police for a
papal audience condemned by
some because of the Austrian
president's alleged involvement in
Nazi war crimes.
Under a cloudless sky and amid
the din of helicopters circling
overhead, Waldheim's motorcade
of eight limousines crossed St.
Peter's Square, which in a rare

Hospital releases dismissals
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital has released the
dismissals for Wednesday, June
24. No newborn admissions were
listed.
Dismissals
Mrs. Kimberly J. Wheeler and
baby boy, Rt. 1, Box 190, Sedalia;
Larry 0. Barber, Rt. 1, Box 227,
Sedalia:

Mrs. Sherry P. Moseley and
baby boy, Rt. 1, Box 188, Cottage
Grove, Tenn.; Miss Deborah E.
Jones, Rt. 7, Box 17, Murray;
Mrs. Emma L. McCuiston, 306
South Fourth St., Murray; Mrs.
Dana H. Bazzell, 103 Williams
Ave., Murray;
Luther A. Scott (expired) 302
North Cherry St., Murray.

MULTI-ROOM CIRCULAIRE'

AIR CONDITIONER

8Irc.

Limit 2 please!

SATURDAY IS TAX DAY
On ANY PURCHASE
FREE
Installation
In Normal Window

in Ht.alth 6. Beauth Aids, Automotive, Hardware,
Paint and Toy Departments
Model AVM24DA

Bathroom
Tissue

23,000/22,700 BTU. 230/208 volts,
16.0/17.1 amps. Energy saver switch.
2 fan/2 cooling speeds. 10-position
thermostat. 4-way variable air flow

4 RoN Pack

41.

79
Barbeque Grill
24" Grill

"Lights in Less Than 8 Minutes"

Special

3.79

Hwy 641 S. w.

ST. LOUIS (AP) — Federal officials should investigate all
automakers, Chrysler Motors
Corp. said after it was charged
with what it called an industrywide practice of letting employees
drive cars that are later sold as
new.
The Chrysler Corp. division and
two executives were accused of
letting employees drive more than
60,000 vehicles in an 18-month
period beginning in July 1985 with
disconnected odometers before
selling them. Some of the cars had
been wrecked and repaired before
they were sold, the indictment
said. It said the practice actually
goes back to 1949, involving
millions of cars.

GE 4000 BTU
GE 8000 BTU
GE 15000
GE 18000

Let us install continuous
seamless Reynolds
Aluminum gutters formed
to fit your home on our
special equipment.

69995
SAVE '170"

$2.39.95
$389.95
$51 9.95
5549.95

Only 1 1 99
18" Grill

Residential/Commerical
*Vinyl and Aluminum Siding
*Replacement Windows
*Shutters *Columns
*Storm Windows and Doors
*Canopies and Awnings
*FREE ESTIMATES

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV

Only6
"

°Sale Good Through Sunday, June za•
Reserve The Right To Limit Owned**

Chrysler says feds
should investigate
all U.S. automakers

WAS ,869"
NOW

FREE Installation in Normal Window

Electric Charcoal Lighter

security measure was blocked off
by police, and entered a side door
of the Vatican.
The papal audience is
Waldheim's first official trip
abroad since becoming president
last July. The United States barred him from visiting because of
the Nazi allegations.
Gathered outside the square was
a group of about 50 protesters,
several of them former Italian inmates of Nazi concentration
camps with death camp numbers
tatooed on their arms.
Beate Klarsfeld, the Parisbased Nazi hunter who tracked
down Klaus Barbie, the so-called
Gestapo "Butcher of Lyon," stood
beside a large placard reading,
"Will Klaus Barbie be the
Vatican's next guest?"

Follow
The Leader

We Will Pay Your Sales Tax

Velvet

marketing areas and bringing
other people in if necessary."
Libby Dinr, senior advertising
executive at Kroger, said the
negotiations have been going for
at least two months and effect
about 6,000 employees. She said
the contract already has expired
but was extended.
The next planned negotiating
session is scheduled for Monday,
Thorpson said.
Telhone calls to Local 1557's
office went unanswered Wednesday night.
Thompson said the company has
been attempting to reach a new
labor agreement similar to the
meat handlers' UFCW Local 405
agreement that was ratified by the
membership last March and
which ended a strike that began
the month before.
"The basic new hire package is
straight time on Sunday, with Sunday part of the work week and five
personal days off instead of five
major holidays," Thompson said.
"Otherwise new employees wili be
paid the same."
When the meat handlers called
the strike, union members said
Kroger was trying to reduce the
number of full-time workers and
increase the number of part-time
workers in order to avoid paying
for pension and health care
benefits.
The new contract called for pay
raises, an increase in the number
of full-time and insurance benefits
for some part-time workers, Billy
Atnip, secretary-treasurer of the
local said when the agreement
was ratified in March.

753-6575

YOUR GENDIAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAy
753 1580
212 Fast Main Street
Howard Coy A. John S.mrnons Ownt•rt

=REYNOLDS
=ALUMINUM

Bli

Tbondou Co., Inc.
INNI atestand St., Murray
OP)151-11111111
11=1smg)
7116411011
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Man's Table Manners Case against Julian Carroll's allies thrown out
WASHINGTON (AP) — The dad Jr.
,said the nil- means the lengthy grand jury proCause Woman to
Supretne Court, lintiting the scope int effective
the case will be resulted in only one conviction.
of a federal anti-fraud law, threw be
A key figure in the federal probe
out the =dictions of a former
"The
Court decision was former Kentucky Democratic
Kentucky date official and a supports our arguments in this state chairman Howard P. "SonLose Her Appetite
budnesaman accused in an in- case from the outset that the in- ny" Hunt, who served two years in
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: The man I'm dating is• widower, mid-60s, who was
married for 40 years. I'm 56. The
problem is his table manners. He
doesn't have any.
He doesn't remove his hat in a
restaurant, tucks his napkin into
his collar under his chin and eats
with both elbows on the table. When
he eats steak, he holds his fork
tightly in his fist with the handle
vertical and cuts up all his meat at
once. He eats so fast, he's finished
before I'm halfway through. He
carries toothpicks in his wallet and
thinks nothing of picking his teeth
at the table.
On the plus side, he's generous,
good-natured and fun to be with. He
wants to marry me.
I am wondering if he is hopeless.
Should I try to change him now? If
so, how do I go about doing it?
NEEDS ADVICE

We Accept
Food Stamps

DEAR NEEDS: Some people
can accept constructive criticism and are grateful for it.
Some cannot. You will never be
happy with this man unless he
improves his table manners, so
tell him now — gently and
lovingly — what he needs to
learn. His reaction to your
suggestions will tell you all you
need to know.

That letter has had an interesting
history. It was censored during the
war, dunked in the ocean, and
almost everything that could happen to a letter happened to this one.
Can any of your readers beat our
record? Would we be eligible for the
Guinness Book of Records?
FLORENCE(ZIEGENHORN)
BRAYTON,
MUSCATINE,IOWA

•••

DEAR FLORENCE: I don't
know, but maybe we can find
out. Readers?

DEAR ABBY: I graduated from
Graceland College at Lamoni,Iowa,
in 1930. Twelve of us were very good
friends. We all went in different
directions after graduation, but
wanted to keep in touch with each
other, so we started a round-robin
letter, and after 57 years it is still
making its rounds with only six of
us left!

•••

(For Abby's booklet,"How to Have a
Lovely Wedding," send • cheek or
money order for 112.60 and a long,
stamped (39 cents), self-addressed
envelope to: Dear Abby, Wedding
Booklet, P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris,
IlL 81064.)

surance contract kickback
scheme.
In a 7-2 decision Wednesday
stemming from the lengthy
federal probe into the administration of former Democratic Gov.
Julian M. Carroll, the court said
the federal law is designed to protect money or property rights.
The court ruled in favor of
James E. Gray, former secretary
of Carroll's cabinet and former
secretary of public protection and
regulation in Kentucky, and
Charles J. McNally, a
Prestonsburg, Ky., businessman
and ally of the former governor.
Each was sentenced to 10 years
In prison and fined $11,000 for conspiracy and mail fraud. They remained free pending their
appeals.
Gray's attorney, William E.
Johnson of Frankfort, and
McNally's attorney, Frank Had-

tangible rights theory has no place
In a mail fraud prosecution," said
Haddad. "Mr. McNally, Mr. Gray
have finally been declared innocent of any wrongdoing."
But U.S, Attorney Louie
DeFalaise did not rule out the
possibility of a retrial. The court's
opinion was being reviewed by his
office and U.S. Justice Department officials and "we will consider the options," DeFalaise
said.
Haddad said he talked to McNally, who is "very happy, very
elated and finally feels
vindicated."
A five-year federal grand jury
Investigation of the Carroll adminstration produced nine indictments in 1983. But a recommendation by prosecutors to seek indictment of Carroll was rejected by
the Justice Department.
The court action Wednesday

1407 Main St.
753-4682
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HOURS
STORE
Prices
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8-7
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COW310
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liellman s

MAYONNAISE „
Bryan Devi
HAM
4

69
$1

Scott Decorated
TOWELS

Lrg.

Pet F yaporated

Cold Cucumber Soup

$

Is

Dow/
P1224 V114
Olympic Plaza, 641 N.
loaves from
Formerly Pizzo Inn

12 o

MILK
Blue
OLEO

gal

Bonnet or Parkay

lb. /

69
LEMONADE
99'
Minute Maid Frozen

79'
49 KETCHUP
POTATO CHIPS 89'
49' PEPSI&PEPSIPRODUCTSvCava0
TOILET TISSUE4.0„,,„99'
$189
99' TEA BAGS
TUNA
32 oz

16 vi

New Dirty "Cholesterol Free"

7 oz

White Cloud

Lipton Family Size

Bake Rite

SHORTENING..3
I'..

Starkist Oil or Water Packed

24 CI

lb. can

6:4 oz

8 Pk., 16 oz.

Heft

VIENNA SA USA GEL.2179' PEPSI& PEPSIPRODUCTS

Gold Medal Self Rising

89
32.89' HAMBURGER DILL53279' TORTILLA CHIPS
9'
199
2/79 WHOLE MILK
03/$1
BBQ SAUCE 18 „, 79' EGGS
59
$16
9
Plus Deposit and $5.00 purchase

All Flavors

h Park

GATORADE
MelI the

)

Rich 1 fq.it

2 Liter

MILK

59bowl

Dollcato blond of
'picot pocons
Cool Summer Treat

roll

Hunts Squeeze

oz.

prison after pleading guilty in connection with the kickback scheme.
Prosecutors said after Carroll
became governor in 1974, Hunt arranged for Wombwell Insurance
Agency of Lexington to retain its
workmen's compensation insurance policy with the state if it
would kick back part of the inguranee commissions.
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PORK CHOPS
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$
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M.GOTT
Peter
Gott, M.D.
-

No danger
from fillings
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

-

DEAR DR. GOT! - I recently
read two news stories linking mercury poisoning to amalgam fillings in
the teeth. Is this true! What tests
should be done?
DEAR READER - The amount of
mercury in amalgam is small, and it
is tightly bound to the other components of the filling. This does not present a health hazard because the mercury does not leach out of the
amalgam
You are probably at greater risk if
you work in an occupation that in-

TIRMINDAY, JUNE III, Ilett

wolves the use of roorcury, such as a
fartning/dismical industri. Although
many qm 40 seafood contain mercury, the km*k have not - in most
camas - beset shown to be harmful to
humans. A simple blood or urine test,
ordered by your doctor, will tell you if
there is as
amount of mercury
retavour body.
DR.Gorr - Recently I acMandy stabbed my palm. I've been
experisocing an
like shock
and pain ever since, although the finger seems numb. Will it heal itself atshould I see a doctor'
DEAR READER - The stab
wound may have injured a nerve in
your palm, or infection may have
been introduced into the deep tissue
by the penetrating object. Although
the situation may heal itself, you
should see a doctor to make sure that
no treatable or correctable condition
is present. Remember to ask about a
tetanus booster: it should be given every 10 years to prevent the possibility
of contracting this serious disease.
DEAR DR. GOT! - The muscles
on my wrist are forming scar tissue.
It seems as if, eventually, my fingers
will pull towards the palm. Is there
any treatment for this problem'

DEAR READER - I cannot tell
from your question which of two common candidate you have. carpal tunnel syndrome
Dupuyten's
or
contractures.
PADUCAH, Ky. AP)- Eleven
In the first instance, fibrous bands
grow across the wrist in a bracelet of the most valuable Kentucky
distribution. This causes pressure on state troopers never complain that
the nerves and produces pain, weak- they receive no paycheck or paid
ness and muscle wasting. The bands vacations.
can be released during an operation
Although they may growl about
that is standard for most orthopedic their work occasionally, the dogs
surgeons.
in the K-9 section of the Kentucky
In the second condition, a painless State Police are probably some of
tightening of tissues surrounding the
tendons in the palm causes progres- the most well-behaved troopers on
sive bending of the fingers - usually the force, said Li Paul Brooker.
Brooker. commander of the
the fourth and fifth fingers. This does
not ordinarily require treatment until KSP K-9 division, recently
the flexed fingers interfere with normal functioning. Then the contractures can be surgically released,
again by a qualified surgeon.
What are the benefits of VITAMIN
E'I. Gott's new Health Report tells
what's true - and what isn't. Send $1
BEIRUT, Lebanon ( AP) and your name and address to P.O
Box 01428, Cleveland, OH 44101-3428. Syria today imposed a virtual
Be sure to ask for the Health Report blockade on Shiite Moslem slums
on Vitamin E
in south Beirut, where most
111) 1991 NEWSPAPER EPMERPIUSE USN
foreign hostages are believed

Canine cops are well-behaved

Syria imposes
Shiite blockade

July 4th: not always a time to celebrate
WASHINGTON AP 1 - The
Fourth of July, when families
should be having tun, is marred
every year by tragic fireworks accidents, a doctor said while urging
caution.
"When we see the suffering of a
child who is blinded or has lost a
hand, we know the little bit of fun
is just not worth it," Dr. Kurt
Newman of Children's Hospital
told a news conference Tuesday.
Derrick Younger, 9. of

Washington, and Shawn Thompson. 19, of Topeka. Kan., who both

Centenarians
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cramp:, Trbune Cirsphic; Sources U.S.
Census Bureau end $aab Serb*/ deka
britbred bpTi. kribmal
on 60ns

suffered serious injuries in
fireworks accidents last year, also
made pleas for caution.
Younger, who lost a hand, left
the news conference before Consumer Product Safety Conunission officials demonstrated the
danger of fireworks by exploding
watermelons, a turkey carcass
and a mannequin for television
cameras.
But Thompson, who described
himself as having been "a "pretty
good" rock music drummer
before his accident, stayed on.
The Kansas youth, who lost a
hand and an eye, said he hopes
hearing about his experience
might keep some other young person from buying and using large,
dangerous fireworks.
"I love fireworks. I'll always
buy 'em and do 'em. But not the
big ones," he confided, as the safety experts told reporters about
labeling rules size limits and
other restrictions.
But Thompson's accident wasn't
with the small, legal items found
In stores and roadside stands.
Last July 4 he and some friends
acquired some quarter-sticks of
dynamite and went to a lake for
some fun, he said.
Today his left eye and right hand
have been replaced by mechanical
devices and his 10th session of
surgery is being planned to use

Stock Market
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bone from his hip to help rebuild
his badly damaged left hand and
wrist.
Thompson said that powder apparently must have leaked from
the dynamite he held, because the
stick exploded when he tried to
light it.
Thompson has managed to
graduate from high school despite
absences for surgery, but since the
accident, his life has been a series
of struggles to do common things.
"It's tough to learn to tie your
own shoes again," he said, adding
that it took him five or six months
before he could manage the buttons on his jeans.
The demonstration on the
grounds of the Washington Monument attracted a crowd of curious
tourists when the explosions
began.

Safety Commission Chairman
Terrence M. Scanlon urged
parents to buy only legal fireworks
and to carefully supervise
children using them.
Even a common sparkler can
cause a serious burn, with
temperatures rising to near 1,000
degrees Fahrenheit, he said.

Treasury note
yields rise again
WASHINGTON (AP) - Yields
on four-year Treasury notes rose
In Wednesday's auction to the
highest level since December 1985.
The average yield was 7.89 percent, up from 6.79 percent at the
last auction on March 25.
It was the highest rate since
four-year notes averaged 8.43 percent on Dec. 18, 1985. The notes
wW carry a coupon interest rate of
7% percent with each $10,000 in
face value selling for $99,904.90.
A total of $7.55 billion in notes
were sold out of bids totalling
$25.34 billion.
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held, after kidnappers failed to
release U.S. journalist Charles
Glass with two other captives.
Sources close to the Syrian command said troops were ordered to
maintain a close watch on all entrances to Shiite neighborhoods
and to stop any suspected
militants from leaving the areas
or entering Beirut's Moslem
sector.
"Even their religious and
cultural offices are going to be
closed down throughout west
Beirut. Troops are poised to begin
the raids," one source said, referring to pro-Iranian extremists. He
spoke on condition of anonymity.

vdue Ire ,:gh:
combination of price &
performance

WASHINGTON (AP)- Here is
a list of Kentucky water project
construction that would be funded
In fiscal 1988 under legislation approved Wednesday by the House
and sent to the Senate.
A "C" means a Corps of
Engineers project.
A "B" identifies a Bureau of
SEOUL, South Korea (,AP) - Reclamation project.
An "N" signifies a new project.
The country's best-known dissiAn "A" means the project was
dent was freed from 11 weeks of
house arrest today and met with recommended for funding by the
the top opposition leader to discuss Reagan administration.
Three dollar figures are
the next moves in the campaign to
bring down President Chun Doo- included:
-The first is the estimated
hwan.
The release of dissident Kim federal share of the total cost of
Dae-jung was a key demand of the the project.
-The second is how much the
opposition, which is pressing for
democratic reform of South administration requested for
Korea's authoritarian govern- fiscal 1988, which begins Oct. 1.
ment. However, there was no sign
-The third is the House's funthe government and opposition ding level for fiscal 1988.
were near any political
In some instances, the
estimated federal share was not
compromise.
Authorities have frequently con- available.
fined Kim Dae-jung to his home surrounding the house with
policemen - since he returned in
1985 from two years of selfimposed exile in the United States.

Korean leader
frees dissident

Classic, 1825 payload demo.
Prico
'11,485.00
Fro* A/C
745.00
Fro* Options
750.00
Dom°
415.00

)

Not Price

Murray Home & Auto
Chestnet Street
Murray. Ky.

Phone
753-2571

fE

ILLINOIS,INDIANA
& KENTUCKY
-Srnithland locks and dam,
navigation, C, A, $274.1 million,
$342,000, $342,000.
KENTUCKY
-Campground Lake, flood control, C, N, $1.4 million, 0, $250,000.
-Paintsville Lake, flood control, C, A, $63.4 million, $600,000,
$800,000.
-SalyersvWe, flood control, C,
N, $2.4 million, 0, $300,000.
-Southwestern Jefferson Country, flood control, C, A, $57.7
million, $6.5 million, $7.5 million.
-Taylorsville Lake, flood control, C, A, $92.2 million, $1.3
million, $1.3 million.
-Yatesville Lake,flood control,
C, A, $97.4 million, $7 million, $7
milion.
KENTUCKY & TENNESSEE
-Big South Fork National River
and Recreation Area, flood control, C, A, $129.8 million, $3.6
million, $3.6 million.

THE ACES ON BRIDGE.

White House
threatens veto of
big funding bill
WASHINGTON AP) - The
White House is making threats
against the first major fiscal 1888
appropriations bill passed by the
House, a $16.15 billion package for
energy and water development
programs.
"If the bill reaches the president
in its present, form, the Office of
Management and Budget would
recommend that he veto it," OMB
said in a statement issued Wednesday as the bill sailed through the
House.
The legislation to pay for a
variety of programs ranging from
nuclear waste disposal to
farmland irrigation was sent to
the Senate on a 340-81 vote, a
margin far beyond the two-thirds
needed to override a veto.

1

'9,575.00

TRUCKS-TRAILERS
BUSES, INC.
U.S. 641 South
753-1372

8 Oz. Sirloin Tips

South
1*
4•

"Good
'Includes choice of mushroom gravy
a
or green peppers & onions. Choke
*425 Thurs.-Sot.,
June 25-27
of potato, tossed salad and french bread
*CHECK OUR DAILY SPECIALS.
ALL YOU CAN EAT
Boneless Fish
'Every
or
Thurs., Fri.
Cattish Steaks
& Sot Evening
759-1864
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25" Diagonal
with Remote Control

West
Dbl.
Pass

North
2•
Pass

East
Pass
Pass

Opening lead: Club king
BID WITH THE ACES
6-25-8

South holds

South
1 NT
2V

•A 4
Q96 2
•K J 10 3
*KQJ
North

2*
311

ANSWER: Four hearts No reason
to be ashamed of this opening. Bid
game and hope for the best.
Send bridge qesettoes to The Aces. P0 Bow
12363, Dallas, Texas 75223, with selt-addressed,
stamped seveteps for repty

a.PARKEIZ'Sia,

Mods. No. 1C25111111
Stereo Sound SystemMagic touch tuning-178 channel tuning
capability. Advanced color sentry and
many other hastures.

Summer
Maternity Wear

FREE 5 Year Warranty
on any Stereo TV

Sikes 4 thur 46

20-50-75%
OffRegular Price

TUCKER TV
Open
Mon-Fri 8-5 & Sat 8-12

1914 Coldwater Rd.

BOBBY WOLFF

"To try may be to die, but not to West. A diamond lead would ride up
care is never to be born."
to South's A-Q, a heart lead would
- William Redfield. establish dummy's suit, and a club
would present a ruff and discard.
When did East commit his sin'
Today's East had such a bad hand
key play for East came on the
The
that he lost interest in the play. He
never dreamed that one of his spot- diamond lead from dummy.Instead
following suit casually, East
cards could play the key role in of
should have played his highest card
beating South at game.
South took his club ace and led a - the nine. South's plans for the end
low trump toward dummy. West play would have disintegrated and
defenders would have collected
was wide awake: he hopped up with the
plus score.
his ace, cashed a high club and exit- a
NORTH 8-25-A
ed safely with his last trump. Had
•Q J 7
he not done this, he would have had
V K 10 7 5 3
no safe leads after being forced to
•5 4 2
win the second trump lead. He could
+65
cash a high club, but after that, any
WEST
EAST
lead he made would cost a trick.
+32
South won the trump exit and •A 4
•Q 9 6 2
J8
cashed the ace and king of hearts.
•K J 10 3
•9 7 6
Next, instead of trying to split the •
KQJ
46 10 9 8 4 3 2
hearts 3-3(the bidding and play cauSOUTH
tioned against this), he led a lazy di•K 109 8 6 5
amond deuce from dummy. East
•A4
followed small and it was all over.
•A Q 8
South's eight went to West's 10, and
•A7
this time there was no escape for
Vulnerable: Both
Dealer: South
The bidding:

Homeplace Family Restaurant

1987 GMC 1S10803 Pickup,
Air, A/C, P.S., P.B., Sierra

SIMILAR SAVINGS
ON OTHER
TRIMMERS
IN STOCK!

arm the next day, and he's going
to be in court," Brooker said.
The K-9 unit also showed a "narcotic" dog. The dog found two
small packages of marijuana that
had been hidden before the
meeting. Also in the K-9 unit are
two bloodbounds, specially trained
in tracking down items or humans.
Brooker, who learned to train
dogs in Germany, said he hopes to
have police dogs at all state police
posts within five years.
The German shepherds in the
K-9 corps were bought and trained
in Germany, and work with most
commands in that language. But
Loomis, who keeps Nick at home
in a specially designed kennel,
said "the dogs follow voice inflection rather than the actual word."
With an annual budget of about
$11,000, Brooker said not only are
the dogs economical, but they are
valuable in another way.
"Anytime we can have a dog, instead of an officer, go into a dark
building looking for a criminal
that may be armed, that's worth it
for me right there.
"And it's worth it to my wife,"
he said.

Kentucky water construction
projects listed for fiscal 1988

owlTAr The

16oc engine

129

of Nick's fighting ability.
Brooker had Nick attack him as
if he were a criminal. Without the
protective gear Brooker wore,
Brooker's arm probably would
have been bleeding or broke.
However, without Nick, the
criminal might have gotten away,
Brooker said.
"This way, we have the
criminal, put a few stitches in his

1908 Coldwater Rd.

• semi-auto cutting line head
• lightweight but powerful

ONLY

demonstrated the different uses of
police dogs at the Western Kentucky Law Enforcement Coordinating Committee meeting.
Nick, one of eight German
shepherds on the force, has been
stationed at the state police post in
Mayfield since March.
His trainer and the post commander agree Nick has already
turned into quite a crime stopper.
"Nick founded a missing twosear old in Carlisle County and
recovered a gun being used in a
crime in Calloway County," said
Marvin Franklin, commander of
the state police post in Mayfield.
Charlie Loomis, Nick's handler,
said Nick usually has about three
assignments a week.
Brooker gave a demonstration

475

G T - 1 000
•

.44 494

•-

753-2900

Mayfield Shopping Plaza
247-8449
,
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Falwell: won't negotiate
FORT MILL, &C.(AP) — The
Rev. Jerry Fahvell dismissed as
theatrics Sim Bakkers call for a
referendum by "the people" to
end the PTL "holy war" and
decide who should control the
scandal-wracked evangelical
empire.
The future of the
500,000-member ministry is in the
hands of a bankruptcy judge, and
any such discussion would be "a

waste of everybody's time," said
Falwell, who took over PTL in
March after Bakkers downfall in
a sex scandal.
"As far as I'm concerned, no
reconciliation is needed because I
never had a falling out with him,"
he said Wednesday.
Bakker turned PTL over to
Falwell after admitting a sexual
liaison in 1980 with church
secretary Jessica Hahn. Bakker

, MSU News wins Wilkinson...
from page I)
award in CSPA ((oard
special session if there is no
specific plan on how to deal with
'86 competition the
workers' comp problem.
Wilkinson
The Murray State News, the student newspaper at Murray State
University, has been awarded a
First Place Certificate and an All.
Columbian Award for the 1986 fall
semester by the Columbia
Scholastic Press Association
(CSPA) at Columbia University.
An evaluation scorebook for The
News shows that it compiled
out of a possible 1,000 points to
earn the first-place rating.
The All-Columbian honor was
evaded for special merit in the
general operations judging
category with a perfect score of
100.
Other categories in which each
newspaper was judged were content and presentation.
The Murray State News is
published weekly during the spring and fall semesters. Dannie
Prather of Somerset, a 1987
graduate of Murray State, was
editor-in-chief of the newspaper.
Ann Landini, instructor in the
Department of Journalism and
Radio-Television, served as
adviser.
The CSPA also sponsors national competitions for collegiate
yearbooks and magazines. The
organization is affiliated with the
Columbia University School of
Journalism.

MPD...
(Coard from page I)
be given to all eight candidates.
After adding these results to
their evaluation, the oral review
board will rank the three candidates and make the final
selection.
Nixon said the final selections
should be made by the end of July.
He said the purpose of the new
selection process was to "hire the
best possible candidate because
the standard of law enforcement
in Kentucky has changed."
The new process he said,
"removes chances of favoratism
and the possibility of pressure
from outside people."
Nixon said the old hiring process
did consist of a test but was not
sure how much further it went.
But, he said, "I know it (the new
process) is better."
Once the two are selected, they
must enroll in the Department of
Criminal Justice Training
Academy in Richmond for a
10-week basic training program,
"and hopefully you've selected the
right people because academics
and physical endurance are
tested," Nixon said.
"If they don't pass the
academy," he added, "they cannot be employed here."

said Wednesday he has
a plan, but declined to give details.

A study done for the Kentucky
Reinsurance Association
estimates that the workers' compensation Special Fund has a debt
of $1.6 billion that is growing by $2
million each week. The debt
comes from benefits awarded to
injured workers but not yet paid.
The Special Fund was created to
cover workers' compensation
awards that cannot be attributed
to a single employer and for occupational diseases such as black
lung.
A gubernatorial task force is
scheduled to hold a two-day
meeting next week to draft a final
report, which may clear the air
somewhat about the chances for a
special session.
The task force has already made
some recommendations on how to
stop the growth in the debt of the
Special Fund. It has not, however,
proposed anything about the unfunded liability.
Wilkinson also refuted a
newspaper report that he and his
book business are under federal
investigation for criminal
wrongdoing.
He said he had been in contact
with federal authorities, who
declined to tell him if he is under a
federal probe.
"They don't comment, but
believe me, anyone with
reasonable intelligence would
know if they were under investigation, and I'm not," he said.
He also said he assured
Louisville leaders, most of whom
either supported former Gov. John
Y. Brown Jr. or Lt. Gov. Steve

4j

Prn, with Bakker

later said the change in leadership
was meant to be temporary.
Falwell has rebuffed repeated
requests by Bakker and his wife,
Tammy,to let them return, alleging reckless spending and recordkeeping, homosexuality on Bakker's part and lack of remorse.
The Bakkers, who earlier this
week hired celebrity lawyer
Melvin Belli to retake the
ministry, have vehemently denied
13eshear in the May primary, that
he holds no ill will.
"I particularly want to lay Wrest any theory or any rumor that
Louisville or Jefferson County
might be quote 'punished,' for the
fact that its elected leadership did
not support me," he said.
He convinced most of the 70
leaders who met with him.
"He put at rest any concerns
that Louisville has anything to
look forward to except fair treatment over the next four years,"
said David Grissom, chief executive officer of Citizens Fidelity
& Trust Co., who organized the
meeting.

Ribbon cutting
scheduled for
MSU office
The Murray Itinerant Office of
the Department for Employment
Services has been expanded to include unemployment insurance
services, effective June 22, according to Sue Cash, field office
manager.
A ribbon-cutting ceremony will
be held June 30th at 9 a.m. at the
Murray office located at 1210
Johnson Boulevard, to officially
open the new services to Calloway
County.
In addition to regular job services to applicants and employers,
the Murray office will also provide
a full measure of unemployment
insurance services to the public.
Applicants can now file for
unemployment at the Murray office instead of going to the local office in Mayfield.
Frankfort officials from the
Department for Employment Services will join local officials in the
ribbon-cutting ceremony. The
public is invited to the event.
Local-office hours will be, Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. to 4:30
p.m.
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Jackie Gleason, 'the Great One9•••

the allegations.
PTL, which stands for People
That Love or Praise the Lord,filed
for reognization under Chapter 11
of the U.S. bankruptcy code June
12, listing $72 million in debts held
by 1,400 creditors.
In a statement distributed
Wednesday at the $1.3 million PTL
parsonage in Tega Cay, Bakker
said, "For the cause of Christ I
feel this so-called holy war has to
come to an end."
"If the people want Jim and
Tammy to return to television
then they should support Jim and
Tammy," he said. "If they want
Jerry Falwell to head PTL and
Heritage USA then they should
support it in its present form."
"Theatrics," Falwell said of the
suggestion at PTL's Christian
theme park, Heritage U.S.A.
The Bakkers on Wednesday
were not at the Tega Cay parsonage, where a woman who
would not identify herself
distributed Bakker's statement.
PTL has sought to evict the Bakkers from the parsonage, but the
couple claim it is theirs.
Attorney James Toms, of
Hendersonville, N.C., said the couple planned to spend several days
at a mountainside home in Gatlinburg, Tenn., before returning to
Tega Cay to pack their belongings.
"They need some rest," said
Vicki Goodman Meadows of the
Bring Bakker Back Club, a group
working to restore the Bakkers to
the ministry's leadership.
The Gatlinburg home on
Wednesday was festooned with
balloons and a plastic dove in anticipation of their arrival. Wellwishers hung a cardboard sign
saying, "Welcome home Jimmy
and Tammy from your Gatlinburg
friends."
Miss Hahn, meanwhile, said on
the nationally syndicated
"Donahue" show Wednesday that
she is awaiting "the right time and
place" to tell her side of the story
and is waiting for an apology from
Bakker.
Bakker, in an interview Tuesday
with USA Today, said he apologized to Miss Hahn two days after the
encounter. "If she doesn't
remember that, I tell her I'm
sorry. It was a terrible mistake
and I believe Christ has forgiven
me."
Miss Hahn, 27, refused on
"Donahue" to answer many questions about the encounter, saying,
"There's still so much going on."

(Caard from page 1)
one point ballooned to more than 280 pounds.
He admitted smoking up to six packs of cigarettes a day, and
scarcely cut back after triple coronary bypass surgery in 1978. He
also underwent artery bypass surgery on his legs in 1983, and suffered from emphysema and diabetes.
"You only live once," Gleason once said. "Let's live it up."
Gleason was born Herbert John Gleason on Feb. 26, 1916, in a coldwater Brooklyn flat, the son of an insurance auditor who vanished one
night on the way home from work when Gleason was a child.
Gleason became enamored of show business during a class play,
quit high school and got a job as master of ceremonies at a theater,
taking home $4 a night.
He also hustled money at a pool hall, developing skills that helped
bring him his Academy Award nomination, and worked as a carnival
barker, daredevil driver, stunt diver, disc jockey and nightclub
comedian.
Gleason appeared in the movies "The Navy Blues" and "Springtime in the Rockies" before taking roles in such Broadway plays
as "Hellzapoppin— and "Artists and Models."
His big break came in the new medium of television. After two
years as the lead in "The Life of Riley," he was signed in 1950 to
"Cavalcade of Stars," and two years later had his own show.
He became the top male television comedian of the day. In 1954, he
signed contracts worth $16 million with CBS and an automobile company, guaranteeing $100,000 a year through 1972.
"The Honeymooners" began as a skit within a show and became a
series from 1955 to 1956, with Art Carney as sewer worker Norton and
Joyce Randolph as Trixie, the Kramdens' neighbors in a run-down
tenement in Brooklyn.
It won raves from critics, and even though only 39 episodes were
broadcast, it developed a following that persists three decades later.
Two years ago, Gleason announced the discovery of 67 black-andwhite episodes filmed live as part of "The Jackie Gleason Show" during the 1960s.
Gleason remained on television with his variety show from 1957-59,
and broadcast live from Miami from 1964-67, backed by Sammy
Spear's orchestra, the June Taylor Dancers and regular appearances
by Frank Fontaine as the barfly Crazy Guggenheim.
Gleason won a Tony Award for his performance in the Broadway
musical "Take Me Along" in 1959. Opposite Paul Newman in "The
Hustler," he was heaped with acclaim by surprised critics.
Other movies included "Gigot," which Gleason also wrote and
composed the music for, "Requiem for a Heavyweight" and "Don't
Drink the Water."
"Ralph Kramden is a character that we might be getting from Mr.
Dickens if he were writing for TV," novelist John O'Hara once said.
Kramden was a bully who never hit, an aspiring big-shot who
couldn't make the American dream square with Brooklyn reality. At
the end, he would often plant a big kiss on Alice with the line, "Baby,
you're the greatest."
"If you're doing situation comedy, you have to have the people like
you," Gleason said in 1980. "That's what's probably wrong with the
sit-corns today. There's no one you can really feel you want to like."
His passions — besides food and drink — included golf and music.
Though he couldn't read a note, he wrote the theme for his TV show,
composed a ballet and recorded 38 albums with the Jackie Gleason
Orchestra.
Gleason was married three times, the last time to Marilyn Taylor,
the younger sister of his long-time TV choreographer.
Besides his wife, survivors include two daughters by his first wife,
Genevieve Halford, a stepson and four grandchildren.
There will be a public viewing Friday and a private funeral
Saturday.
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How much Lawn Tractor does
your money buy?
Plenty, if it's a ROPER

North...
who was a primary figure in the
department's initial investigation
of the Iran-Contra matter last
November.

GRAND
RIVERS,
KY.

ASPHALT PAVING
• Streets
• Roadways
•Shopping Centers
• Parking Lots
• Residential
Subdivisions

FREE ESTIMATES

362-8661
ASPHALT PLANTS IN
PADUCAWIAATRIUMAU an

Air
Conditioners
AC0052XM
AC00752XM
AC1002X5
AC1202X5
AC1804XM
AC1824XM
AC2104XM
AC2504XM

249°°
336°°
40900
475°°
480°°
526°°
610°°
648°°

Best deal of the season
Best deal of the season
on the Roper
on the new Roper YT14
LT11 lawn tractor.
yard tractor.
•38-inch mower deck
•Durable 11-HP synchrobalanced Briggs & Stratton
Industrial/Commercial
engine:
•Dependable 5-speed in-line
transaxle.

90 Days Same As Cash
with approved credit

Jones Goodyear
721 S. 12th St • Murray • 53-0595

- • •-x4s•
%%ex!: • • F•••

standard equipment.
a Rugged channel frame
construction,
•2-year limited warranty

•Durable 14-HP twin cylinder
Briggs & Stratton Industriati
Commercial engine;
•5-speed in-line transaxle;

•38-inch mower deck
included as standard
equipment
•Electric PTO Clutch:
•2-year limited warranty.
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Death penalty opponents may be excluded
WASHINGTON (AP) — People
apposed to the death penalty may
be excluded from a trial jury even
though one of the defendants is not
facing a possible death sentence,
the Supreme Court ruled in a Kentucky case.
The court, by a 6-3 vote on
Wednesday, upheld a Kentucky
man's conviction and life prison
sentence for his role in a 1981
murder, rape and rubbery in Jettenon County, Ky., ruling he
received a fair trial.
The justices rejected David

Buchanan's arguments that prosecutors wrongly were atiowed to
exclude from his trial those potennal jurors who voiced opposition
to the death penalty.
Buchanan. who was standing
trial along with a co-defendant,
was not himself facing a possible
death sentence. His co-defendant
was sentenced to death after being
convicted.
Buchanan was convicted in the
Jan. 7, 1981, killing of Baerbel
Poore, a 30-year-old gas station attendant in Louisville.

Supreme Court allows discrimination
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
Supreme Court decon allowing
some employment discrimination
by religious groups threatens the
American commitment to a
pluralistic society, a civil rights
leader says.
Religious organizations,
however, are hailing the decision
for freeing them from government
regulation.
The justices ruled unanimously
Wednesday that religious
organizations may practice
employment discrimination by

favoring members of their own
faith, even for non-religious jobs.
In a victory for the Mormon
church and its hiring practices,
the court said 1972 federal legislation that exempts religious groups
from an anti-bias law does not
violate separation of church and
state.
Jeffrey P. Sinensky of the AntiDefamation League of B'Nal
B'rith said the ruling is "fraught
with danger to our pluralistic
society."

Dr. Merle B."Tim" Grady,as associate professor in the Department of
Computer Studies at Murray State Uelversity, accepts a 1987 Professional Achievement Award from Dr. Patricia Manning, professor of
education at the University of Central Florida. The award,presented by
the UCF Alumni Association, recognises Grady's work in computen
and language theory. The presentation was made at the association's
annual banquet June 13. Grady earned the B.A. and M.Ed. degrees at
UCF sad is a former student of Ms. Manning, The author of a college
text on computer language, Grady joined the Murray State faculty in
1984.

Reagan's call no ease to mother
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
mother of slain Navy diver Robert
Stethem says a call from President Reagan did not ease her
disappointment in his failure to
win extradition of the man accused of murdering her son.
West Germany on Wednesday
refused a six-month-old U.S. request to extradite Mohammed All
Hamad', a 23-year-old Lebanese
Shiite Moslem who has been indicted in the United States on
charges of air piracy and murder
In connection with the June 4. 1985

hijacking of a TWA airliner in
Beirut.
"I don't feel his (Reagan's) effort was strong enough. I feel ... a
top-notch effort would have gotten
Hamadi here," Patricia Stethem,
the slain sailor's mother, said in
an interview with The Associated
Press.
The administration said it was
disappointed with the decision, but
that "we have also been assured
by the Federal Republic of Germany that Hamadi will be dealt
with to the full extent of the law."

sured colleges and universities,
university spokeswoman Judy
Yancy said Tuesday.

(May 21 to June 20
You should be able to bring a work
project to a successful conclusion
now Judgment is good in financial
matters Enter in business negotiations with others
CANCER
/4E
(June 21 trifuly 22
Writers, salesmen and public
speakers are very effective today
You have just the nidu words to get
across your message Creativity is a
plus for you
LEO
(July 23 to Aug 22)
You're shrewd and insightful now
Research and study are favored.
Talks are of a confidential nature
Changes involving home life proceed
smoothly

VIRGO
(Aug. 2.3 to Sept 22)
Those wanting to write city hall
have just the day to do so Participate
in group activities Voice your views
so that all may hear' Income from
business improves

LIBRA
(Sept 23 to Oct 22)
You're able to chart your next
business move successfully Schedule
meetings with those at the te. You're
able to tidy up many loose ends now

Special (with this ad) $20

SAGITTARIUS
de
(Nov 22 to Dec 21)
You'll complete your research
about a business venture or investment matter, then make your move
Talks with others about financial

interests we productive_
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
You relate well with close des
toils,. Heart-to-heart discussions we
dieMed. Keep in touch with grandweals. The signing of contracts is
fenseed
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Prime Rib

1988

Or Order From Our Menu

Reg 24.99
Gcliarie

Electronic Rug Killer lures in1 3 acre with
sects from up to /
12 watts of hi-intensity "black
light." Quiet 3,000 volt grid

Rib Eye
Boiled Shrimp
Ground Sirloin
Lobster Tails

Seafood Platter
New York Strip
Stuffed Flounder
Steak & Lobster
Cnocken Cordon Bleu

Prime Rib
Fried Shrmp
Filet Mignon
Catfish Filet

COUPON — CLIP THIS AD

th

Jan 20 o Ft.t.
If you want to straighten out a
matter with a fellow employee now's
the time ti
so Work efforts today
are crowned with success Produc
tivIty is assured
PISCES
sob
(Feb Pe to Mar 211i
41100
Children are vet) reSpOIISIVe ti
what you haf e to say now Pleasure
pursuits stimulate you mentally Seek
commeri ial ioUtietis for creative work
IF 1-14 /RN T1 )(JAY you are happiest
in work that refit-cts your ideals You
shouldn t let your adventurous urge
rause you to be expedient in your
choice of fix ation You may have an
espe ial talent for acting or broker
aging Literature, and banking may
also appeal to you At times you may
start things and have difficulty in
following through
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13" Electric String Trimmer feeds
out new line with Just a tap 1/3
HP motor Pistol grip handle

circuit. 701 238/AR1012(1-4)

Portable 3-Position
Table Top Grill

Open Wed.-Thurs.-Fri.-Sat 5-10
Sunday 1-8
4

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, Inc.
Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

641 South
Murray

733-2617
,
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1984 Nissan
Maxima

805718

polyester
U.S. flag, gold tone plastic eagle ornament. and 2
piece aluminum 6' pole. Rust resistant steel hold riwcae er will mount vertically or horizontally

4 door, beige, P.S.,
Air, P.B., loaded
with equipment,
29,XXX mass

US. Flag Sot includes a 3' x 5' dyed

$9700

ma.„Da

•11•1114614,

All
18400

SALE ENDS
JUNE 30, 1987
. 't s
•1000 Discount

SCORPIO
(Oct. 13 to Nov 21)
It's a day when you put your best
foot forward Sessions with advisers
are fruitful You have the courage of
your convictions and should express
them

Final Cost pkg. Reg. 4.09
155

6-Pack of"C" or "D" Batteries
are a heavy duty super cell that

615-232-6654

Ft tit FRIDAY. .11 - NE •tti 14,57

GEMINI

Picnic 'Fable Frame includes assembly instruction & rust resistant hardware Vanilla finished

Dover,

Hwy. 79

Frames Drake

let

808849

Pine Ridge
Steak HouseTN

"The university is very pleased
to have its name removed from
the AAUP censure list," said MSU
President A.D. Albright. "Faculty
members and administrators
worked in harmony to achieve
this."

AQUARIUS

0•9 87.79

2 x 4 Economy Studs

Turner, 39, of Boise, Idaho, was
kidnapped Jan. 24 with two other
American professors and an Indian educator from the campus of
Beirut University College by
gunmen posing as police.
A group calling itself Islamic
Jihad for the Liberation of
Palestine claimed responsibility
for their kidnapping.

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) — The
wife of American hostage Robert
Jesse Turner has given birth to a
girl at the American University
Hospital in Moslem west Beirut,
the hospital said today.
An AUH announcement said
Badr Turner, 35, and her
daughter, who was born Wednesday night, were "doing fine."

Your Individual
Horoscope
ARIES
Mgt
(Mar 21 to Apr 19)
You'll be making important deci
mons affecting your domestic setup
now Judgment is good Family talks.
real estate ventures and house hunt
mg are favored.
TAURUS
(Apr 20 to May 20
Common sense isyour guide in
today's activities Take the initiative
in contacting others and attend to
creative work Making important
decisions is favored

2997

sa.

Wife of American hostage gives birth

Censure imposed on Morehead State
MOREHEAD,Ky.(AP) — A national professors organization has
lifed a censure imposed on
Morehead State University in connection with a dispute that started
seven years ago in the art
department.
The American Association of
University Professors notified
MS1.7 last week it had been removed from the group's list of cen-
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•2000 Disetatent
(includes '900 Mazda accessories free or '900 factory
cash back)

Don't buy a car or
truck in June unless you
check with us. We are
determined to have the
best sales month ever!
(Carroll Mazda! Ranked in the top 8% of Mazda Dealers in Customer
Satisfaction in 1986.)
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In Brief
Search continues Kentucky News
HAZARD, Ky.(AP) — Police were searching the banks of the Kenfor Murray men tucky River in Huard for three escapeesfrom the Perry County jail, ofThe search continues for two
Murray men who were reported
missing earlier this week. David
Allen Lee, 17, and Allen Hargis, 19,
were last seen Saturday, June 30,
at about 1 p.m. Lee is the son of
David and Jane Lee of Route 8.
They were believed to be in the
company of Ronnie Freeman from
Paris, Tenn.
When last seen, Lee was wearing light blue pants and a white T-

shirt. Hargis was seen wearing
blue jeans, red and white tennis
shoes, a white T-shirt and had an
earring in his left ear.
Calloway County Sheriff J.D.
Williams reported that the trio has

Allen Hargis
been seen in Murray since last
Saturday and as late as Wednesday evening driving towards Murray on Hwy. 94 east.
If anybody has any information
that could help locate the three
men, please contact the sheriff's
department at 753-3151 or the Lees
at 753-6700.

Legislation slated to
control pesticides
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Pesticides that leach into groundwater supplies would be subject to
more stringent controls under
legislation introduced in the
Senate.
Co-sponsors include Agriculture
Committee Chairman Patrick
Leahy, D-Vt., and three members
of the Environment Committee,
Dave Durenberger, R-Minn., John
Chafee, R-R.I., and Max Baucus,
D-Mont.

ficials said.
Perry County Jailer Lewis Baker identified the three as Bethelene
Campbell, 19, and Homer Caldwell, 42, both of Perry County; and
Michael Gwynn, 22, of Johnson County.
Baker said the three escaped about 4:15 a.m. EDT Wednesday after a
fight broke out in Ms. Campbell's cell. When a matron entered the cell to
break up the fight, Ms. Campbell slipped out and slammed the door shut
behind her, he said.
Baker said Ms. Campbell released the others after finding keys to
their cells in a desk drawer.
Baker said MIL Campbell was being held on murder charges in the
slaying of M.C. Napier High School teacher Franide Joe Williams.
Gwynn was being held on theft charges and Caldwell, a persistent
felon, had recently been sentenced to 15 years in prison and was to be
taken to the state reformatory at LaGrange, Baker said.
————
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — The overall cost of gasoline in Kentucky
has gone up 34 cents since Memorial Day weekend, according to the
latest fuel gauge survey from the Blue Grass and Louisville automobile
clubs.
The survey of stations along the state's major highways shows the
average cost per gallon at full-service pumps is now $1.08 for regular,
$1.14 for regular no-lead and $1.25 for premium no-lead.
Self-service prices range from 16 to 18 cents lower, with the average
cost per gallon at 91 cents for regular, 96 cents for regular no-lead and
$1.09 for premium no-lead.
Diesel prices dropped 3 cents to an average of $1.08 for full-service and
95 cents for self-service.
The survey also shows that 80 percent of the stations will be open on
the Fourth of July and 17 percent are operating 24 hours a day, seven
days a week.
————
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Kentucky Transportation Cabinet officials are studying a U.S. Supreme Court ruling to determine if it means
the legal end to the state's sticker tax on large trucks.
The high court ruled on Tuesday that a Pennsylvania tax law is unconstitutional because it subjects out-of-state trucks to a higher charge
per-mile traveled and did not reflect the vehicle's cost of using the
highways.
Kentucky has a similar law on large trucks that is being challenged by
the American Trucking Association, the same group that successfully
overturned the Pennsylvania law.
Steve Reeder, general counsel for the Transportation Cabinet, said
the Kentucky lawsuit was put on hold in Franklin Circuit Court while-the
Supreme Court decided the Pennsylvania case.
Kentucky's sticker law imposes a fee on large trucks based on weight
and annual mileage. It has a separate schedule for out-of-state trucks.
Reeder said he expects the trucking association to ask the circuit
court to rule againstthe Kentucky law based on the high court finding.
The trucking association wants Pennsylvania to refund the tax there,
but that is still to be litigated.
————
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — There was no intent by Alice McDonald's
1983 campaign committee to violate a technical requirement of state
campaign-finance law, the board of the Kentucky Registry of Election
Finance ruled Wednesday.
The board accordingly accepted a final audit that closed the books on
McDonald's winning campaign for superintendent of public instruction.
The audit was submitted to the board last month, but approval was
withheld because McDonald's committee did not have receipts for every
expenditure.
There was a detailed record of McDonald's daily expenses during the
campaign, but that was not what the law calls for, the board said.
————
MADISONVILLE,Ky.(AP) — An airplane taxiing for takeoff ran into
some fuel pumps at the Madisonville Municipal Airport on Wednesday
and burst into flames, officials said.
A spokeswoman for Badgett Enterprises, which owns the airport, said
the pilot, Robert Lynn Steward of Sturgiss, and a passenger, who was
not identified, escaped from the Kingair turbo-prop plane unharmed.
Don Armstrong, a spokesman for the state Department of Disaster
and Emergency Services, said the plane, owned by Midwest Energy
Development Corp. of Sturgiss and Madisonville, was destroyed, at a
loss of about $2 million.
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Ministrel,the resident cat at the Metropolitan Police Dog School in Keaton,Kent,in England walks past a lineup of German Shepherd police dogs. The dogs are being trained at Keaton for the forthcoming Police Dog
Championships at limber Court, East Molesley, Surrey, on June 28.

United States to join WHO to fight AIDS
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
United States is joining forces with
the World Health Organization to
step up efforts against the global
scourge of AIDS, which the WHO
estimates has infected 5 million to
10 million people in more than 100
countries.
Officials of the Agency for International Development and the
WHO today are signing documents
providing for a U.S. grant of $5
million to assist anti-AIDS efforts
of the Geneva-based health arm of
the United Nations.
"AIDS, which first emerged as a
threat in 1981, now looms as a
global terror," said Jay Morris,
acting administrator of the
development agency, in remarks
prepared for a Capitol signing
ceremony.
Morris said the grant was
'eVidence of the commitment in
Congress, at WHO and at his agency to step up considerably our efforts to rein in AIDS' reign of
terror."
He noted that over the past year,
the agency "has been bombarded
by pleas for help from countries
that are not just seeing the
damage AIDS is doing to their people, but to their entire economic
structures."

One Rack Sportswear..

Sears vacuum cleaners being recalled
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Thousands of Sears vacuum
cleaners sold between Nov. 1, 1986
and May of this year are being
recalled because of wiring problems that could lead to fires, the
Consumer Product Safety Corn-

mission says.
The commission said Wednesday that some 33,000 Kenmore
brand vacuums are covered by the
recall order. The machines sold
for prices ranging from $260 to
$420, it said.
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the development of anti-AIDS programs, particularly in Africa,
where, unlike the United States
and Europe the fatal disease is
spread mainly through heterosexual contact.
Dr. Halfdan Mahler, WHO's
director-general, said Wednesday
the impending spread of AIDS to
the populous nations of Asia poses
the potential for a "major
catastrophe."
He said that within the last year
"we have had a doubling of the
number of countries reporting
AIDS." Mahler noted that of more
than 52,000 AIDS cases from 116
countries reported to the WHO, so
far only 151 cases have come from
Asia.
However, he warned, "If you
allow AIDS to get into the powder
keg of Asia, then we really are going to have a problem."

ise

— Ladies —

Shorts

An agency spokesman, Jerry
Lipson, said the United States this
year also is making available $6
million in aid to countries in
Africa and elsewhere hard hit by
the AIDS epidemic, as well as $3
million to provide condoms in
Third World nations.
Rep. Jerry Lewis, R-Citlif., a
member of the House Appropriations foreign operations subcommittee, said his colleagues in Congress were now just starting to
grasp the full seriousness of the
AIDS crisis.
"Things are just beginning to
get into gear and! hope to God it's
not too late," Lewis said Wednesday, adding that the United States
needs to undertake "a Manhattan
Project on behalf of world
health."
The WHO has been active in
assisting Third World countries in
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Sports Nuggets

Martin, Mann honored with
Street and Smith's selection

LOCAL SPORTS
• Cody Caldwell, Murray.
recorded his first-ever hole-inhole June 23 Caldwell used a
six-iron to birdie the 110-yard
No 10 hole at the Oaks Country
Club
Caldwell was playing with
Richard and Irma Tuck and
Charles Caldwell.

Cody Caldwell
Jeff Martin

• The annual Tiger Boys'
Basketball Camp, supervised
by Murray High coach Cary
Miller. has been moved from
this week to next, June 29-July
3
The camp, for boys in grades
3-6, will have one session,
9-1130 a.m.
Miller said that the annual
event stresses fundamentals,
offensively and defensively.
There is a $35 charge and all
campers receive tee-shirts.
To register, call Miller at
753-8874 or Murray High School
at 753-5202.

Murray State University basketball players Jeff Martin and Don
Mann have been selected for
recognition as honorable mention
all-American.s by Street & Smith's
Basketball Yearbook.
The publication, recognized by
many as one of the most
authoritative of the pre-season
basketball journals, selects its allAmericans by polling a panel of
outstanding college coaches and
nationally -recognized
sportswriters.
Martin, a 6-6, 195-pound junior
forward, led the Racers in scoring
and rebounding last season,
averaging 21.2 points and 5.6 rebounds per game. A first-team AllOhio Valley Conference selection
last year and a pre-season AllOVC choice this year, he was
h(SU's top field goal shooter with a
52 percent success rate last
season One of the top returning

scorers in the nation and the
leading scorer in Kentucky's Division I schools last season, he also
recorded 41 blocked shots in 1967,
only two short of the 1LSU singleseason record. His 67 career
blocks also are two away from the
school's career mark.
Mann, a 5-9, 175-pound guard,
averaged 15.5 points per game last
season while handing out a teamhigh 129 assists. A junior, he has
led the team in assists the past two
seasons. His 215 career assists
rank him fifth on the MSU all-time
assist leader board. An accurate
perimeter shooter, Mann won alltournament team honors at the
Wendy's Classic and Most
Valuable Player while leading the
Racers to the championship of the
Bayou Classic last season.
Street & Smith's Basketball
Yearbook is expected on
newsstands early this fall.

Don Mann

Graf seeks another title, Connors wins opener
By ANDREW WARSHAW
AP Sports Writer
WIMBLEDON, England —
Grass courts were supposed to be
the ultimate test of Steffi Graf's
ability to continue winning.
Judging by her first match at
Wimbledon this year, the lush
green surface could be a potent
weapon as Graf goes for a second
successive Grand Slam title.
"I felt more comfortable today
than I did in Paris," Graf said
after beating Argentina's Adriana
Villagran 6-0. 6-2 in the first round
Wednesday.
The 18-year-old West German
earlier this month became the
youngest women's champion of
the French Open, which is played
on clay.
Graf said grass, with its speed
and low bounce, would prove a big
obstacle.
But by quickening the rallies
and pressuring her opponent, Graf
said she "enjoyed every second"

Cary Miller

BASKETBALL
• LNGLEW'OOD. Calif. — Los Angeles Lakers rookie Billy Thompson underwent arthroscopic surgery on his left knee Monday morning
at Centmela Hospital but a team doctor said there was no ligament or
cartilage damage
The 6-foot-6, 219-pound Thompson suffers from a contusion to his
left kneecap which requires further rehabilitation. the Lakers said in
a news release
The team will reevaluate his condition in two to three weeks.

BASEBALL
• NEW YORK — Dwight Gooden said he had been using cocaine two
days prior to his arrest last December following a scuffle he and
some companions had with Tampa police officers who had ordered
their cars off the road.
"They lauthorities tested me for drugs and alcohol, and nothing
showed up So I thought I'd be OK in spring training. too."
Gooden refused to blame the pressures of baseball for his use of the
drug.
•Why did I do it Because I was stupid
Gooden's advice to those considenng the use of the drug is "never
pick it up the first time."

of the 32-minute match against
Vthagran, chalking up her 40th
victory in an unbeaten year.
It was the latest step in a teenage West German attack on the
two singles titles.
Boris Becker, the 19-year-old
defending men's champion, advanced to the second round
Tuesday.
The defending women's champion, Martina Navratilova, was
just as comfortable a first-round
winner as Graf. On a sunny,
breezy afternoon that followed two
days of rain and gray skies, the
top-ranked Navratilova led a procession of seeded players into the
second round as results ran true to
form on 18 courts.
Navratilova dropped nine points
in the first set and seven in the second as she trounced Claudia Porwik of West Germany 6-1, 6-0.
Her perennial rival, Chris
Evert, was almost as dominant in
beating Britain's Sara Gomer by

the same score.
Also winning were fourth seeded Helena Sukova, No. 5 Pam
Shriver of the United States, ninthseeded Bettina Bunge, No. 11
Catarina Lindqvist of Sweden, No.
12 Wendy Turnbull of Australia,
No. 15 Raffaella Reggi of Italy,
and No. 16 Sylvia Hanika of West
Germany.
American Jimmy Connors
started his 17th Wimbledon appearance with a 6-1, 7-6, 7-6 over
Marty Davis. Three other seeded
American men, No. 10 Tim
Mayotte, No. 15 David Pate and
No. 16 Kevin Curren, also reached
the second round.
Two Frenchmen, Yannick
Noah, the No.6 seed, and No. 9
Henri Leconte, also advanced.
No. 3 Mats Wilander of Sweden,
playing as well on grass as he did
on clay in Paris where he reached
the final, overpowered Gary
Muller of South Africa 6-2,6-1, 6-4.

Miloslav Mecir, the gifted but
unpredictable fifth seed from
Czechoslovakia, also advanced, as
did Ecuador's Andres Gomez, the
No. 8 seed.
The only seed, man or woman,
to drop a set Wednesday was No.
14 Emilio Sanchez of Spain.
Primarily a clay-courter, he beat
Mike Bauer of the United States,
6-4, 3-6, 6-2, 7-5.
Navratilova won the last 11
games against Ponvik and allowed her 18-year-old opponent just 16
points in the entire match.
Navratilova hoped that being
back on Wimbledon's grass would
inspire her to snap out of one of the
worst slumps in her career, in
which she is winless through seven
tournaments.
"I'm always confident I can win
this tournament," Navratilova
said. "I know the game is there. If
I just stay tough mentally, I will
win."

Davis burns Giants with speed, Mulliniks powers Toronto
!National
By The Associated Press

After burning up the National
League with his hitting in the first

'One of the nicest people..'

two months of the season, Cincinnati's Eric Davis is now burning
opponents with his speed.
"When you've got speed, a lot of
things can happen," San Francisco Manager Roger Craig said
Wednesday after watching the
fleet-footed outfielder score the

winning run in Cincinnati's 5-4,
10-inning victory.
Davis, who has tailed off at the
plate powerwise in June with only
three homers after hitting a
National-League-record 19 in the
first two months, scored the winning run after an errant pickoff

Another Reason
We Won This Award

1.41C:1

64,11

The
Highest Honor
A
Ford Motor Company
Dealership
Can Achieve

•-•

throw to first base.
It was the second time this
month that Davis had beaten the
Giants with his legs. On June 8,
Davis dashed home with the winning run from first base on a
400-foot single by Dave Parker.
Davis led off the 10th with a
single off reliever Scott Garrelts,
5-5. He went to third when Garrelts
threw away a pickoff attempt and
scored when first baseman Will
Clark bobbled the ball in the right(0eat'd oa page 3)
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Louise and Ralph
Parker
Rout* 2
Mayfield. Kentucky

KEITH WILLIAMS
Salesman
New and Used Vehicles

Mr. and Mrs. Parker, who
are of no relation to the
Parkers of Ford-Lincoln
Mercury, moved to West Kentucky about three years ago
from Michigan. Recently,
they purchased a Ford E•cort
wagon from us. Keith
William. was our salesman
who handled the transaction.

Third ?hen
39
39
In
40

We are proud of our people. Keith Williams has been one
of our salesmen since July of 1985. He is a 1977 graduate
of Caldwell County High School, and the son of Bob and
Shirley Williams, who live near Princeton. He is married
to the former Vicki Whisman of EddyvWe, and they have
a two-year-old daughter, Summer.
No issue is more important in today's automotive market
than customer satisfaction, but how our customers feel
they are treated at Parker Ford-Lincoln-Mercury,
especially when it comes to personal concerns related to
our services and products, is one of the most vital.
Parker Ford-Lincoln-Mercury's 50 years of service has
been built on satisfied customers,and Keith Williams' relationship with his customers exemplifies this cherished
tradition among all our service-minded employees.
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Major League Baseball.••
(aimed &sin peso 51
field bullpen.
"You've got to do what you have
to do to win," said Davis. "When
the ball got away at first base, I
Just took off."
Pirates8,ExposI
Pitcher Brian Fisher hit a threerun homer and R.J. Reynolds and
Barry Bonds added solo home
runs as Pittsburgh ended a threegame losing streak with a victory
over Montreal.
Fisher, 4-4, allowed nine hits
and two runs in five innings as he
won his second straight start. His
second three-run homer of the
season came in the second inning
came off Jeff Fischer, 0-1.
"I'm not a hitter," said Fisher
said. He threw it where I was swinging, it hit the bat and went out."
Mete 2,Cubs 1
Bill Almon's bases-loaded single
in the ninth inning lifted New York
over Chicago.
The Mets filled the bases against
reliever Lee Smith, 2-5, with one
out on singles by Kevin
McReynolds and Howard Johnson
and a walk to Dave Magadan.
Almon, acquired from Pittsburgh last month and just 2-for-16
with the Mets, then bounced a 1-2
pitch cleanly up the middle.
Cardinals 5, Phillies 3
Terry Pendleton hit a two-run
homer with two outs in the eighth
inning, powering St. Louis over
Philadelphia, despite Mike
Schmidt's 512th career homer.
Pendleton's homer, his fifth of

the season and second in 10 games,
followed Willie McGee's two-out
single. The homer off Mike
Jackson, 14, snapped a tie that
Schmidt created in the top of the
eighth with his 17th homer of the
season. Schmidt's homer moved
him into a tie in llth place on
baseball's all-time home run list
with Hall of Famers Eddie Matthews and Ernie Banks.
Astro* 12,Padres 7
Jose Cruz hit a two-out, threerun double in the seventh inning as
Houston rallied to beat San Diego.
Cruz's double gave the Astros a
9-8 lead, and Houston added three
runs in the ninth.
Dodgers 5,Braves 4
Mike Marshall's third hit of the
game, a bases-loaded single in the
10th inning, lifted Los Angeles
over Atlanta.
The Dodgers bounced back from
a 4-0 deficit.

American
George Bell, who is a bona fide
power hitter, hit another home
run. Rance Mulliniks, who isn't,
hit two.
That was enough for the Toronto
Blue Jays to defeat the Detroit
Tigers 5-3 Wednesday night, snapping Jack Morris' nine-game winning streak.
"The home runs surprised me
as much as anybody," said

Mulliniks, who hit a solo homer to
start the scoring in the first inning
and a two-run shot in the seventh
that gave the Blue Jays a 5-2 lead.
Bell's fourth-inning homer tied
the score 2-2. It was his 25th, tops
In the majors.
The victory gave Toronto a onegame lead in the American
League East over New York,
which lost to Baltimore 4-0. Minnesota outalugged Cleveland 14-8
and leads the West by four games
over Oakland, which defeated
Kansas City 4-2. Elsewhere, it was
Seattle 10, Chicago 7; Boston 8,
Milwaukee 7; California 4, Texas
1.
Morris, 10-3, had won seven
straight starts and hadn't been
beaten since April 20.
Winner John Cerutti gave up the
three Detroit runs and seven hits
In 6 2-3 innings, including Terry
Harper's solo homer,for his fourth
victory in his last five starts.
Orioles 4, Yankees0
Baltimore scored all its runs
with two out in the first inning
when Cal Ripken, Eddie Murray
and Ray Knight homered off Ron
Guidry, 0-3.
Dave Schmidt, 8-1, making his
fifth consecutive start after 20
relief appearances, pitched a
three-hitter for the Orioles' fourth
victory in 26 games and their first
complete game at home.
Twins 14,Indians 8
Kent Hrbek's towering threerun homer capped a four-run

fourth inning for Minnesota's 14th
victory in 17 games.The Twins are
41-29, the first time they have been
12 games over .500 since May 1979.
Cleveland led 1-0 when loser
Greg Swbidell walked Al Newman
to start the Minnesota fourth. Kirby Puckett's single and a walk
loaded the bases. After Tom
Brunansky's sacrifice fly tied the
game, Hrbek hit his 17th home run
into the right-field upper deck.
Athledcs 4, Royals 2
Curt Young and Dennis
Eckersley combined on a fivehitter and Mike Davis drove in
three runs with two singles.
Young, 9-4, pitched seven innings
and allowed four hits, losing his
shutout on Juan Beniquez' two-run
homer in the seventh.
Kansas City's Danny Jackson,
3-10, became the first 10-game
loser in the majors. He allowed
four runs and eight hits in 5 2-3
innings.
Mariners 10, White Sox 7
Alvin Davis led the Seattle attack with a three-run homer and
RBI double to back Mark
Langston's ninth victory. By winning for the eighth time in their last
10 starts, the Mariners moved into
a virtual tie with Kansas City in
the AL West, 4% games behind
Minnesota. The White Sox lost for
the 19th time in 24 games.
Red Sox 8, Brewers 7
Switch-hitting Todd Benzinger
drove in the first four runs of his
major-league career with two
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Local softball leagues report several contests
Memories Magic highlighted the
past week of Girls' Upper Division
Softball by winning three of four
games.
Memories swept a doubleheader from Poison Monday by
scores of 13-8 and 17-7. Jennifer
Parker led Memories in the first
game by going 3-for-4 at the plate.
Leslie Weatherford and Donnis
Stogner both went 2-for-3. Aimee
Ford was the winning pitcher and
also blasted a double.
Tammy Garland led Poison in a
losing cause with three hits and
two RBI. Nora Garland was
2-for-3. Amy Barnett scored three
runs and Terry Burkeen had a
single.
Terry Gillium was the top gun
for Memories in the nightcap, going 3-for-4. Laurie Perrin was
3-for-4 and Kelly Krouse scored
three runs. Parker and Kim
Shelton were 2-for-4 with Julie
Bazzell earning a double.
The two Garlands led Poison
again with identical 2-for-3 nights
at the plate. Tracy Marvin and
Tonya Hughes each got a hit.
Stefani Barnett got one hit and
scored two runs.
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In other action Monday, the Dirty Dozen crushed the SureShots
9-1. Ann Greenfield led the Dozen
with a triple and four RBL Ginger
Billington, the winning pitcher,
and Angela Whited both went
2-for-3. Yolanda Greenfield was
1-for-1.
Holly Cherry led the SureShots
with two hits. Tina Barrow and
Cindy Crutcher each had one hit.
Sherry Rule, the losing pitcher,
also had a hit.
Earlier in the week, Memories
crushed the Dirty Dozen in the
first game of a twinbill by a score
of 22-4. However, the Dozen came
back to win the second game 17-15.
Ford led Memories with a 2-for-4
performance, including a triple.
She also was the winning pitcher.
Shelton was 3-for-4. She had one
home run and five RBI. Weatherford and Parker both went 2-for-3
at the plate. Perrin scored three
runs.
Stacie Williams and Whited led
the Dirty Dozen with triples.
Becky Jirak took the loss, but went
2-for-2 at the plate. Billington added a double.
Ann Greenfield led the Dozen in

the second game, going 4-for-5, including a home run. Yolanda
Greenfield was 3-for-4 while
Williams, the winning pitcher,
was 3-for-5, including a triple.
Whited was 3-for-3, with a triple
and four RBI. Burton scored two
runs and Billington was 2-for-4, including a double.
Ford, the losing pitcher, led
Memories at the plate with a
2-for-3 night, including a home
run. M.C. Woolridge was 3-for-4
and Perrin was 2-for-3. Chris Carmode had three hits on the night
and Shelton added a triple.
In the other game last week,
Poison dumped the SureShots 18-5.
Paige Young and Nora Garland
teamed up for the win. Young was
2-for-2 and Tammy Garland was
3-for-3 and scored three runs.
Tracy Higgins also had three hits
in the game, including a triple.
Dina Fazi led the SureShots with
a 2-3 performance, one hit being a
triple. Jana Cocker singled and
Tara Lamb scored a run. Betsy
Whitfield took the loss.
In other action, the SureShots
downed Memories 7-3. Cherry led

the SureShots with two hits and
two RBI. Rule was the winning pitcher. Barrow was 3-for-3, Lamb
had an RBI and Stephanie
Vanover had two hits.
Shelton, Gillium, Weatherford
and Stogner all had hits for
Memories.
The Blue Devils downed the
Gold Gloves 19-10 as Shannon
Johnson knocked two home runs
and two triples. Nikki Satherwhite
homered and tripled and Angie
Fitch homered. Stephanie Holland
tripled and doubled, Emma Shaw
tripled and Kristin Johnson
doubled.
Brook Minner had three doubles
for the Gold Gloves. Carrie
Watkins, Dawn Toth, Melissa
Villaflor, Katherine Cofer and
Tricia Nelson doubled.
The Cards edged the Slammers
10-9 as Allison Cantrell banged two
doubles and Kylie Johnson went
3-3. Connie Pierce and Terri Ford
doubled.
Amanda Haneline homered and
Sharma Norsworthy and Tori
Glover doubled for the Slammers.
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bases-loaded singles, one from
each side of the plate, and Wade
Boggs extended his hitting streak
to 25 gam.% with a single and a
homer.
Teddy Higuera suffered his
seventh loss in his last eight
decisions.
The homer was Boggs' 100th hit
of the season, the earliest the
three-time batting champ has
reached that mark

Angels 4,Bairn 1
Don Sutton held Texas to three
hits in seven innings and tied
Gaylord Perry for 12th place on
baseball's all-time victory list
with 314. Pitching in 91-degree
heat, the 42-year-old Sutton struck
out four and walked one before DeWayne Buice went the last two innings for his fifth save.
The Angels won their fourth consecutive game.

Black Patch finale washed out
With rain wiping out all but five
holes of yesterday's final round at
the Junior Black Patch golf tournament, Tuesday's scores stood,
leaving Murray High's Bill Fandrich in a four-way tie for third.
Fandirch won the play-back,
however, claiming the third place
trophy with a 73. Fandrich was
just three strokes off the leader,

Matt Rogers of Cadiz.
Marshall County's Price
Coakley was second with a 71.
Jamie Towler, Cadiz, won the
girls' tournament with a 75. Murray's Amy Wilson was second with
a 78 and Calloway County's Joan
na Gibbs with an 82.
Tabatha Johnson, Murray, won
the first flight with an 82.
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Playhouse to host youth workshop
The Playhouse in the Park will
hold a two-week workshop on
technical theater skills for
students in 7th through 12th grade
beginning Monday, June 29.

the group will explore are set
desiln, stating, lighting, coetwning, makeup and sound.
Students who enroll in the
workshop are invited to join the
Young Actors' Guild. Members of
the Guild assist with technical production of several shows
throughout the year as well as performing on stage.
At least one production during
the summer season is a vehicle for
the Young Actors' Guild. Last
year, for example, the group
presented Shakespeare's "A Midsummer's Night's Dream." This
year, the musical "No No

Students enrolled in the "behind
the scenes" workshop will meet at
the Playhouse with theater director Liz Bussey from 9:30 a.m.ton
p.m. Monday through Friday. The
workshop concludes on July 10.
Hussey said she plans to involve
the students in a study of the script
for "Arsenic and Old Lace,"
which the community theater will
stage in the fall. Among the areas

Nanette" has guild members in
featured roles and in the chorus.
The technical theater skills
workshop is offered free of charge
in return for the contribution the
Young Actors' Guild makes to the
Playhouse during the year.
Young people without any
previous theater experience are
welcome.
"We get calls all the time from
people who want to get involved,"
said Bussey. "This is a good way
to start."
To register for the workshop,
call the Playhouse in the Park at
7594752

Musical tradition 'comes home
as Summer Showcase continues
By RUTH PERKINS
A fine, long-standing Murray
State tradition has "come home,'
as Director James I. Schempp
puts it — the university's effort to
provide family entertainment for
West Kentucky's summers has
come back to the Murray State
campus after 14 years of taking
the show to various recreation
sites around the region. This
year's version, "Summer
Showcase," is being presented
cafe-style in The Stables, the
snack-bar-lounge on the first floor
of the Curris Student Center.
Murray State's commitment to
and involvement with the region of
West Kentucky is not a new idea,
and the history of this show is just
one example of that fact. As far
back as 1973, the university was
reaching out to Jackson Purchase
residents and visitors with songs
and laughter. The shows have
gone through several evolutions
since then — from "Gaslight
Gaieties' to "Twilight Cabaret"
to ''Sing Out Kentucky" to this
year's "Summer Showcase" —
but the theme has remained the
same: "It's summer," they seem
to be telling us; "where we are is a
great place to be; let's have some
fun."

Fun is definitely the key word
here, and the emphasis is on family. There's a lot of color in Renay
Johnson's costumes and the
sparkling simplicity of William R.
Peeler's set, a lot of joy and movement in Karen Balzer's
choreography, and the show is just
long enough (a little over an hour
to be thoroughly entertaining
without trying the patience of the
younger members of the audience.
There's a lot of slapstick humor,
too; cornball jokes that go way
back, sweetened by the particular
joy of watching your children and
grandchildren share the laughter
you remember from a generation
or two ago.
And most especially there is
music. Music Director Joe
Jackson has conjured a whole
spectrum of musical treats for this
year's audience — songs to make
you laugh, songs to make your toes
tap, and songs to tighten your
throat and make your eyes mist
over. There are twenty-six songs
in all, some you've heard and
hummed all your life, some less
familiar but just as much fun.
I Have you ever heard a song call
"Paducah?" — you shouldn't miss
it,. Jackson's arrangements blend
and harmonize the voices with ex-

quisite delicacy and style, making
even the oldest tunes fresh and
•
new.
He does have great voices to
work with, of course. The nine cast
(Coat'd on page 511)
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Kaw-Liga anniversary set
Merle Kilgore, Executive Vice
President of Hank Williams Jr.,
Enterprises, announces that KawLiga Korners will celebrate its
first anniversary in Paris, Tennessee on July 3. Kaw-Liga
Korners, a souvenir shop featuring memorabilia of country music
superstar, Hank William Jr., was
named after the legendary Hank
William Sr.'s song, "Kaw-Liga."
The celebration will take place
outdoors at their six-acre sit on
highway 79 East in Paris, Tennessee on July 3.
The event will feature Hank
Jr.'s Barna Band, Merle Kilgore

Bill Monroe, the father of
bluegrass music, is one of 12
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and from Branson, Missouri, the
Ozark Jubilee, a nine-piece band
with comedian Willie Makit.
A 1977 Ford LTD fishing car,
donated by Joe Mahan Ford,
Paris, Tenn., will be given away at
the celebration. Persons wishing
to enter may register at Joe
Mahan Ford or Kaw-Liga
Korners.
This event is in association with
the Paris-Henry County Rescue
Squad. Festivities begin at 7:30
p.m. Tickets are, adults $5,
children under 12 — free. Bring
your lawn chairs. Plenty of food
and soft drinks will be available.

'Big Mon featured at Opryland

iriLV Lqiin

The Spinners

Members of the chorus of the Playhouse in the Park production of "No, No, Nanette," enjoy one last laugh
before their final weekend. Pictured from left to right (top row) are: Heidi Heise, Amy Ross, liaci Bolls;
(middle row), Gina Harris, Christy Bell, Meredith Julian, Lori England, Deidra Holcomb and Cathy Krizan;
and (bottom row), John McDonald, Gene Biby, Shane Morton, Vince Medlock, Scottie Rice and Michael
Robinson. Performances are Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Sunday evenings at 8 p.m., June 25-23. Call
759-1752 for ticket information.

Bill Monroe
Father of bluegrass

bluegrass stars to appear at the
Opryland Bluegrass Festival July
3-5. Monroe will perform July 4
along with Mac Wiseman, Country
Grass and The Bluegrass Cardinals. July 3 performers are
Ralph Stanley, the Bluegrass Cardinals, and Hubert Davis and the
Season Travelers. July 5 performers are Jim & Jesse, 'the
Osborne Brothers, Raymond Fairchild, the Johnson Mountain Boys
and the Lewis Family. A
fireworks show will follow the July
4 performance. The festival is free
to Opryland guests. Because
Opryland offers complimentary
second and third-day admission,
the entire festival can be seen for
the price of one ticket ($16.95 for
everyone age 4 and older). For
more information call
615 )889-6700.

Friday,June U through /faraday.July:
Menday-Friday
5:35 a.m. Morning Edition. Terry Gross' Fresh Air joins Morning Edition from 8-9 a.m
9 a.m. Daytime Classics. Seven hours of classical music with news headlines and
features hosted by Margaret Hunt and Joe Jackson.
4 p.m. All Things Considered. National Public Radio's news magazine of the air
•p.m. Radio Reader with Dick Estell.
Friday,Jame 94
el p.m Evening Classics — Classical Encore with C.B. Hunt.
8:111 p.m. Nightbeat. Joe Jackson offers a prograrn of cool and progressive jazz from the
'504 through the '70s.
11 p.m. Soufflight
Saturday,Jame V
•a.m. Pickle with... A look at new albums in the WICMS folk/bluegrass library
'1 a.m. Weekend Edition with Scott Simon. NPR's weekend look at happenings around the
world.
8 1.m. Music from the Front Porch. Folk and bluegrass music from the WICMS record
library with Linda Morgan and Lynn Jarrett.
11 ese. Mountain Stage with Larry Croce. Guests are Debi and Megan Smith, Mike
Cross, and Rod MacDonald.
2 p.m. Our Front Porch with host John Sheffler. The Double Decker String Band is guest.
p.m. Off the Track. Music from the folk/rock and rock traditions of the '00is and '70's
with John Griffin and Jim Carpenter.
4 p.m. All Things Considered.
5 p.m. A Prairie Home Companion with Garrison Keillor. Repeat of a previous show.
7 p.m. Marian McPartland's Piano Jazz. Jane Jarvis is guest.
p.m. Jazz Horizons. Contemporary jazz hosted by Cain Williams_
ilasday, Julien
4 a.m. Opus '87 with Mike Ratlike. Chamber music from festival performances and
classical music from the WKMS record library.
11 a.m. Weekend Edition with Susan Sternberg. Two hours of news from NPR.
1 p.m. The Big Broadcast of 1987 with Bobby Bryan. Featured artists include Les Brown,
CountBasie, Ozzie Nelson, the King Sisters, and others.
4 p.m. All Things Considered,
5p.m. Our Times. Interviews and features with WIOLS news and public affairs director
Kent Jenkins.
4 p.m. Legacies — The history of women and the family in America from English settlement to the Civil War.
CIO p.m. NPR Playhouse — Little Chills. -Spare a Quarter. Mr Fenton" by Andrew
Joffe and "Grecian Girdle" by Timothy Liebe.
7 p.m. Vocal Chords. Faculty members from the 1ISU Department of Music survey the
tradition of classical vocal music.
11 p.m. Audiophile Audition with John Surlier. Interview with Dave Fokos of Synthesis
Speakers.
9p.m. New Sounds with John Schaeffer
II p.m. Music from the Hearts of Space. Electronic and meditative space music.
Illeaday. Jame 21
4:NI p.m. Evening Classics — The St. Louis Symphony Orchestra — Leonard Slatkin con.
ducts Britten, Richard Strauss, with Barry Tuckwell, soloist
CS p.m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan. Featured artists include Dave McKenna, Blue
Mitchell, Mel'forme, Woody Herman and others.
Tuesday,June In
6:30 p.m. Evening Classics — The Chicago Symphony Orchestra. Sir Georg Solti conducts Stravinsky, Liast and Richard Strauss. Jerome Rose, piano SOW
5:110 p.m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan. Featured artists include Red Garland, Eddy
Davis, Jimmy Rushing, Rob McConnell, and othei a.
Wednesday,July 1
4:29 p.m. Music from Washington. The Cleveland Quartet performs works by
Mendelsaohn, Beethoven. and Smetana.
8:44 p.m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan. Featured artists include Milt Jackson, Stan
Getz, Nancy WUmin, Doc Severinson, and others.
iliareday, July t
4:15 p.m. Evening Classics — The New York Philharmonic. Zubin Mehta conducts works
by Liszt. Haydn. and Schuman.
11:81 p.m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan. Featured artists include Duke Eillington, Benny Carter, Ella Fitzgeriud, Count Basle, and others.

SIZZLING SALE ON SUMMER FUNWEAR!
FBA

A. Electric

Weed Eater'
Sale27.88
Tap-N-Go automatic line
feed Double insulated
1480-8077

B. Electric
Trimmer/Edger

s €.413.6I8
Cuts a 14" path 35 amp
motor. Tap-N -Go head
with automatic lone feed
Includes 50' of 065 line on
spool (480-6065l
C.

Gas Trimmer

sai•89.99
Trims almost anywhere,
15" cutting path 2-cycle.
22 2 cc engine Tap-N-Go
head with automatic line
feed Includes 40' of 060
line 1480•77151

Reg. To 16.99

Fashion Shorts*Novelty Knit Tops * Camp Shirts
* Rompers * 2-Piece Swimsuits

T•
Assesteee

STORE HOURS:
ki°^-"t 8:3.3-9:°°
Sun 12:00-6:00

RIM

4000111

753-8604Zp=
..

THURSDAY,JUNE IS, 1Re7

THE MURRAY LEDGER I MILES

SOMEWHERE SOMEPLACE
SOMEONE 15(WENN&
A CAN OF DO6 FOOD
AND I'M NOT THERE

50uND5 TRAVEL FAR
ON A SOMMER Ni6i4T..

Showcase...
(awed trots paie 48)

Jenkins and Tracy Leslie all turn
in fine performances, filling The
Stables with energy, joy and the
sweet rich blend of their voices.

members (plus Dunker, the MSU
mascot, but he doesn't sing), all
Murray State students or
graduates, display wonderful
range and ability. Greg Aplin,
Earl Brown, Media Erickson,
Beth Farris, Cindy Hale, Shelley
Howell, Donna Krueger, Kent

"Summer Showcase" offers
visitors to the Jackson Purchase a
taste of the life and talent that
abound here, as well as a chance
to see some of the campus of Murray State University, one of the
friendliest and most attractive

schools in the mid-south.
Performances will continue
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday
ni0tsat 7:30 p.m. through August
7. Tickets, $3 for adults and $2 for
children and senior citizens, are
available at the door of The
Stables or you can call 762-4483 for
reservations.
Part of the joy of summer:
"Summer Showcase" has come
home.

2-1ne,< -•

THE MIST HANGS
HEAVY i4 THE AIR. AS
THE BEAUTIFUL LONG 016TANCE 61V I MtAF-R.
ENTERS IRE *ATER

How NA
00iN16 7

BME TAKES A FINAL
LOOK AROUND THE
ENG1-16A COAST,.
NEXT 6TOP : FRANCE.'

CONGRATULATiON6
„YOU MACE IT

Zookeepers expect panda cub to survive
"We are absolutely confident"
the cub will survive, general
curator Benjamin Beck said after
watching the mother, Ling-Ling,
take her first steps outside the nest
with the tiny cub Wednesday."We

WASHINGTON (AP) Zookeepers are keeping their
distance from a 2-day-old panda
cob that its mother is nursing
quietly out of sight of curious zoo
visitors.

ACROSS
1 Merrier
6 Animal
11 Places for
combat
13 Trade
14 Mlle: abbr.
15 Ladles
17 Babylonian
deity
18 "The sixth
sense"
20 Challenges
21 Slender
finial
22 Old-time
slave
24 Small child
25 Smooth
26 Withered
28 Cultivated
30"—
Stockings'
32 Paradise
33 Skinned
35 TrinklIng

2

1

6 fastens shut
7 Bitter vetch
8 — a
moment's
notice
9 Leaked
though

1 Contests
2 Gets up
3 Old pronoun
4. Goal
5 Foray

5

11

8

7

6

9

10

12

14

15

17

16UI
21

20

18.19

24

22

25UUU

III
29
28•

26U27

343

32

31

35

34

33
38

37

UU
36

39
44

42

41

40
45

43U•U
44
50

47

54

r

53

52

7C

WILL
\
NOW
YOU'LL GET , YOU BE
MORE WORKj GOOD
NOW z
PONE!

L"Kodak

Colorwatch'
system

10 "Midnight —
to Georgia"
12 Quarrel
13 "— Bailey"
16 Support
19 Gift
21 Early part of
night
23 Cooks in hot
fat
25 Pitchers
27 Cloth
measure
29 — man out
31 Sharper
33 Golf club
34 Judge
36 ''Five Easy
—"
37 Lift
39 Deposited
41 Bosc, e.g.
43 Difficulty
44 Act
17 And others:
abbr.
48 Indian weight
51 Cerium
symbol
53 Italian river

THis sipE is
FOP ICING
CAKE

for great film
developing

WHILE YOU CHIEF' SACT IN COUNCIL
HERE WITH MY FATHER,,AND HIM„7HE
WAME3E51 CHIEF- TALKING PEACE— ,

I boVA ,N THE JUNGLE
WITH OUR HUNTERS,,
WHEN WE RE1URNE12,

Alr-ft

Expires June 30, 1987

UU

Special geed wilb this ad. Unit
me coupe per roll sad one
special per roll of film.

WA/RiS Catalog

Water Slide — Rampage — Bumper Boats

Good $200 I
An
render For All DayOffPass
(\
tilers-

Snap Shot

New

at Ky Lake, 1 mi. s. of Ky Dam VHIag•

Call For Group Rates 362-9091
Monday Through Friday

•
rq.

Void on any other promotions

a

A UTOWEEK

MOTOR TREND

"Medallion is tight, quiet, and
nimble-

11:1111-11csrcf

"It's one of the best imported
family sedans ever to hit the

—to

U S market"
WASHINGTON POST

CAR AND DRIVER

'The right car for the right
market-

oni

1 HOUR
PHOTO
DEVELOPING

Open: Mon.-Sat., 9-6
Olympic Plaza, Murray
759-9347

I

.1

-Medallion may be just the
right car for the Euro-hungry
compact segment"

PAPER
,or

Bel-Air Center, Murray

automotive Buys

Photo

Good Through June 30th

"The station-wagon version
is arguably the most stylish
compact wagon on the market It also is the roomiest
wagon in its class with an
interior volume of 141 cubic
feet"

LEI ME PUT IT THIS WAY,
IT'S EITHER DOG FOOD'
OR NOTHING

GARF1EL.12.-WE'RE OUT OF
AT FOOD. WOW ABOUT
DOC/ FOOD INSTEAD?

2 Prints for the price of 1
0 One 5 x 7 FREE
0 81 off any film processing

55

"Medallion is a generously
accommodating load carrier
The front seats are wide, the
rear leg and head room is
good, and the long, lowloading trunk appears to
have all the capacity of a
black hole'

-112Fq

i• ZS

49

as

51UU

itirE,

04P%
(
de

Savings

DOWN

4

3

GASP
ACHE

MA ID
LOG
ABLE
IRE
LA
MAN
PEERUD
FLAW
NOBLE
STRECIMER
RE
'PACT
DIP
RAG
AU
L I
TEA
PAW
RIM
(OEM
TAMER
OF
DEPENDED
MODEL
TEND
AGE
10
STEALS
SER
URET
RIOT
WEN
EELS
STOA

r

['PickOwnYour'

Answer to Previous Puzzle

37 Part of E.R.A.
38 Moray
40 Cut
42 Unit of
Siamese
currency
43 Mix,as dough
45 Command of
horse
46 That thing
47 Foes
49 Calcium
350 Subdivision
of area
52 More
profound
54 Build
55 Waste metal

ff.

are comforted by the fact that
things seem to be going as
predicted."
The 4-ounce cub, born at 3:33
a.m. EDT Tuesday, could become
the first giant panda cub to survive captive birth in the United
States.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

PAGE 11-Et

CASELOT OIL SALE!

"Medallion wagon's base
price . undercuts that of
the (Toyota)Camry wagon
by nearly $1000 Aprther
enhancing the appeal of an
already attractive vehicle"
DETROIT FREE PRESS

LOS ANGELES
HERALD EXAMINER

"Its waiting to charm you off
your feet and into its seats,
even as we speak"

Thisad
wasvvritten bysome ofthe
toughest writersin America.
HOUSTON POST

PHILADELPHIA INQUIRER

Great Value! Spectrum
10W40 motor oil
THAT S ONLY
Ali-season tires are steel-belted for superior !coact resistance and longer wear

MADE BY MICHELIN...
BACKED BY SEARS!

$708
Limit 2 cases per customer No dealers o•ease'
Sears has on hand sufficient quantities to meet the
demand Sears reserves the right to •irrit Quantities

RoadHandler 50 Radials
Our RoadHandier 50 'i.gnway rao a
•.
Same steel-belted construction and
50 000 mile warranty as our finest RoaaHanc,
all-season radial at 45-50% LESS.
Special purchase
P155 80R13

SERVICE VALUES!
Battery starting, charging
$5

nstaii corrosion protec,14e
tion cads c,ean batten/ tray
more Reg S5 99

Complete oil change
Jo to 5 cgs Soectrum 101N40
motor oil and a new Sears on
filter Reg 511 99

1988 MEDALLION

Steady Rider RT shocks
For a smooth ride in all temperatures -,N93801R

3.9%
$500
NOW

•"III,.

,
• 101.1,00
-•
vr.
•••••••••
moolo. •••••
11•1••
'•• ••• •••••• •
' ST* ••••••
,
•••••••••• .•••••• ••••••

1101. ••••.1.11

OR
11.1P.

Cain's AMC Jeep Renault
Hwy 641 N.

977

999

Electronic spin balancing
'

e ectronicaily Oalance your tires anc wnee s
-ger wear greater ride comfort ana satety

WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL
w

753-6448

ASK aOCut Sears ceci: pans

IhnerVeNne aret,<marl*O...Prrilinv Co*
tu•••• • •••••
C••••••••••••••
*It
•
• ••

Open
Mon.-Sat.
9:00-5:30

a at e

.• HP

,

•'•

,••
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CLASSIFIEDS
2.Notice

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply. Our most comprehensive policy
pays for Skilled, Inor
termediate
Custodial Care.
With Medicare's
new guidelines for
confinement, Nursing
Home
Insurance is more
important
than
ever. For free information call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
-tree semi dein service"
COMMUTER to
Chicago needs riders
Call 901 642 1710 or 312
331 3628

Missed
Your
Paper
Call
753-1916
5:30 to 6 p.m.
Mon-Fri
3:30 to 4 p.m.
Sat

2.N•tice

G. Help Wanted

THE Geld Nugget, west
side of square.
Ma yfield, Ky. 24-4762.
Diamonds, black hills
gold, 14k1. gold chains
"We sell for Hiss! "We
guarantee it.- Jimmy
Thompson Jeweler

HOUSEKEEPER
needed, some babysit
tiny, 1 or 2 days a week.
Send resumes to P.O.
Sox 104.0.
1NWAY We're looking
f or quality
owner/operators to come
grow with us. We offer a
choice of programs,
weekly settlements, 41
state authority, and many
other benefits A safe
driving record required
800155-9736 Tony, 800 284
0919 Greg.
distance
1. ON
trucking
nor
thAmerican Van Lines
needs owner/
operators! If you need
training, we will train
you. You will operate
your own tractor If yOu
don't have one, nor
thAmerican offers a
tractor purchase pro
gram that can get you
started for an initial
investment of $1500. If
you are 21 or over and
think you may qualify,
we'd like to send you a
complete information
package Call any
Toll free
weekday
1 800 348 2191 ask for
Dept 194.
NEtID a lob' A openings
now You may qualify
if: (1)you do not have
GED or your high
school diploma, (2) you
have been out of school
9 months or more, (3)
you are between ages 16
& 21 We are a EOE
This prolect is funded
by the Western Ky
Private Industry
Council JTPA Call
J T.P A Out Of School
753 9378 between 8:30
12 -005 days a week
NEW CHRISTMAS
LINE, gifts, toys and
home decor!! Every
thing available thru one
program Merri Mac
needs 3 people to re
present our 1 0 0%
guaranteed line! Great
hostess program, free
kit program Car and
phone needed Cali toll
free 1 800992 1072

S. Lest and Found
tOST 11/7 mile on 9
East- 6-year old male
tri color Beagle with
collar, name. Reward.
753 4641, SAM 5P M.
Monday Friday.

LOST
Small female dog,

AL
8 years old part
poodle, light tan &
blonde w/black on
ears, short curly
hair, over weight
weighs 25 lbs
Her norm is "Kelly".
Lost south of Murray in
New Providence area
on George Shoernakef
Rd

$500 Reward
Can 753-1362
between 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

attic 5 p.m. 436420$.

BALLOONS

for all oc
casions at Faye's next
to Pagliai s We deliver 6
753 7743

Help Wanted
L GY field
SAAE
Excellent business and
11111111111111111111111111h1111141111191410 sales opportunity Local
position available. Call
606-873 2442 for details.
DRIVERS immediate
openirngs for OTR
drivers a minimum of
25 years old (insurance
to pruned tree,
purposes) with 2 years
verifiable experience
Call
TSL now at 1-80°cut your lawn or
6415312 or 501-648,4400
DR 1 VE R S wanted
tend your garminimum 25 years old
(insurance purposes)
den?
find it
with verifiable OTR
experience. Call USA
right here in the
Truck (Nat')) 800 237
1642 or 4643.
c la ssifieds I
TUR I NG! _overnment
t,
ea $15,000
lobs your
$68,0013 CØII (602)838
8815 Ext 684.

NEED HELP!

"Sealed bids will be received at the
Office of the Food Service Coordinator,
Murray City Schools, 9th and Poplar
Streets, tmtil 1:00 p.m. on Monday,July 6, 1986 for furnishing the following
items to the cafeterias of the Murray
City Schools: Milk and Ice cream,
bread. Bid forms may be obtained
from the Office of the Food Service
Coordinator or will be mailed upon request."

Attention Tanners
The Home Tanning Bed
You Have Been Waiting For Made By
The Wolff System, looks & tans
like commercial beds Contact

Electric Beach
312 East Broadway
Mayfield - 247-1849

Sales Help Wanted
High Commissions Paid
Interviewing between
9 a.m. and 12 p.m.
'earesday. Thursday & Friday
at Wildcat Village
across from Duncan's Grocery on 94 East

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

OVER--TW-road truck
driver needed 2 years,
verifiable experience,
East Coast experience
502/365 3140
OVER the road drivers
We're looking for re
sponsible drivers with
two years OTR ex
perience, and a good at'!,
tude. If you have a safe
driving record call Jim
Moberly 606 623 9210
Lexington, Greg Deppe
802-284 0919 Louisville
SOMEONE to keep
children in their home
or mine Weekdays
References needed 492
8899
URGENTLY seeking
RNs for all patient care
areas: ICCU, 12 hr
shifts.. ER, OB/Med
Surg Contact Oweata
Williams, RN,
L
Director of Nursing,
Marshall County
Hospital, Benton, KY
502•527 1336. Come loin
our family.
WE have immediate
openings for manage
ment trainees We are
an established West
Kentucky transporta
tion company that is
presently expanding
The potential candidate
must have a BS degree
in business with a
minimum of 3 years
work experience We
offer an excellent corn
pensation package
Send resume to P 0
Box 1040 K

Asst. Dkector of
nursing position
available for a
Registered Nurse
who is interested in
long term care. Excellent salary &
benefits. Contact
Lanny Harvey, Ad
ministrator,
at
Heritage Manor,
247-0200.
9. Situation Wanted
GeRIERAL house and of
fice cleaning 5 years ex
perience, References
supplied 759 460.4 or753
8642
MOTHER of T year old
will keep children in my
home, in Dexter area
437 405
10. Business Opportunity
1000 SUNBEDS Suanl
Wolff Save up to 50/ Cali
for fret color catalogue &
wholesale prices 1 800
228-6292
1000 TONING tables
Slenderquest Passive
Exercisers Highest
quality immediate de
livery Call for free color
catalogue I. special pric
ing 1000-721-6292
11

"For crying out loud,PM . Cant you pin
boot your Ousel lam everyone ewer

Instruction

Kinuy Ledger & Times

32 Apts for Rent
24. Miscellaneous
26. T V -R adio
15. Articles lee Sale
EASE TO OWN- Iff I BEDROOM duplex -in
rrrenririrrilin LOG homes. Over 411
Northwood, $265 per
Mahogany tab* with 6
chairs; solid maple
kitchen dinette set with
2 chairs; canning iars;
freezer boxes; 36" exhaust hood for stove.
753-5302.
TAPPAN gas rang.,
almond, $300; GE
Spece m aker microwave
oven, touch-pad, 1300;
both in excellent cond.
Also, brand new Schwinn
Air Dyne stationary
bicycle, S500. 527 8827
16. Home Furnishings
t LAZY BOY rocker
recliners. in good con
dition, need to be
cleaned, $40 each 474
9089.
1 green
recliners
vinyl, 1 brown cloth.
Cheap. 437 4214
EARLY America style
solid cherry dining
room set, including
large hutch, 2 extra
leaves, 6 chairs. Glass
dinette set with 3 chairs.
Desk, chair with otto
man and antique clock
753 0421
LAZY Boy hide a bed
sofa 489 2689
QUEEN sized water ,
bed, 2 months old, 3
second flow mattress;
living room suite with
wood frame Must sell
Call 759 477
20. Sports Equipment
BUSINESS clubs,
organizations, we will
stock your custom logo,
use as you need at
Faye's, 753 7743.
MARLIN lever action 21
caliber with new
B ushnell scope
7537161.
22
Musical
N EED POWER?
130 watt Peavey MX
Flite Case guitar am
w it ler head for sale.
Amp has channel switching, four-tube output,
reverb and effects loop,
all for $295 Phone
759 1938 after 5P.M. for
details

Wanted:
Responsible party
to assume monthly payments on
a like new SpinetConsole Piano
Can be seen locally Please include
phone number &
write or phone Credit Manager,
Box 1006. Centralia, IL 62801,
PH. 618/5324163.

standard models. Free
brochure. Honest Abe
Log Homes, Route One,
Box SICK, Moss, Tennessee 38375. (101:1)-7313015.
The 51
cycle engine oil now for
4 Cycle also. See at
Stokes Tractor, Industrial Rd., 753-1311.
PPORTUNITY- No investment needed. Start
your own business. Seven
motorized exercise
tables. For information
call Mastertont at
502-361 3491.
POLE Buildings
24'x30'x9' save completely erected, (1) lrxt'
end slider and (1) entrance door included.
$2,929. Other sizes
available. Blitz Builders
1.800-428-4009.
POLE buildings 26',(45'x9' cave, one
10'xIE end slider and one
walk door, painted steel
roof and sides, completely erected, tax
included, $4,977. Other
sizes available. Blitz
Builders, Inc. 1-500-4281009.
POLE builders, contractors. Build with
0-Rib metal roofing and
siding from Davis Metal
Sales. Information/
free brochure, Danville,
Ky. 1-900-442-0135, 1-900222-7003.
POOL KITS- DO -if
yourself inground pool
kits. 16x32, $4275; 17x34,
$4445; 18x36, $4645;
20x40, $4995. Lee's Pools
and Spas 4946 Reidiand
Road, Paducah. 8986333.
POTTING soil, 40 pound
bag, $2.39. Wire tomato
supports, .69 cents. We
have 4 Cu. ft. bales of
Spaghnum peat moss,
$8.69. Coast to Coast
Hardware, 753-8604.
PRECIOUS Moments
porcelain doll, still in
box. 489-2689.
'RUBBER bed mats for
all pick ups. Stokes
Tractor, Industrial Rd
753-1319.
SANITIZED play sand,
50 pound bag only $1.99,
now in stock. 2x8x16
patio stone, only .69
cents each. 2x12x12
square patio stones in
red, gray and black,
$1.69 each. Coast to
Coast Hardware, 7538604.

aPITNIOL-

SERVICE after the safe
at Stokes Tractor, Industrial Rd., 753-1319.
SEWING machines:
Due to school budget
cuts the nations largest
manufacturer offers
new heavyduty models
with many stitches,
buttonholes, everything. 20 year guarantee. Originally $449.
Now $139. Freearms $10
extra. M -Card, Visa
AX COD. Free delivery.
315-593-8755 anytime.
TANELY U -install
door opener, 1/4HP,
model 1200, $35; marine
toilet head, model
compact, condition fair,
$15; Sunfish sailboat
with equipment, good
condition, $350; steel
secretarial desk with
typing table, 135. 4365340.
STATE sales rep for the
latest in... truck trailer
safety equipment. $100,
000 8, up in annual
commissions plus 10% of
state sales. Call: 1-800845-6026.
WIMMING pools Everything must go! Various sizes of display and
repossessed Kayak Pools.
factory reconditioned.
Manufacturers'
Warranty, installation &
financing available. Only
a few left! Make us an
offer. Call toll free
1 -800-THE-POOL Ext.
13115.
TORO the Si Weed
trimmer. See at Stokes
Tractor, Industrial Rd.,
753-1319.
TRAILER made out of
a truck bed, $60. 7537161.
USED riding mowers,
all sizes and all prices.
Stokes Tractor, Indust
rial Rd., 753-1319.

24 Miscellaneous
1200 BTU window air
conditioner, runs good
753 1862
1 9x7 garage doors
Best offer Call 436-2973.
15 YARDS of used
carpet argi.,A,ID excellent concii $45 7539930
LOTS in Murray
Memorial Gardens, $550
each 247 9411 or 247.
3986
ANTIQUE straight
razor collection. Call
after 6P M. 753-9506.
ATTENTION home
owners Leading
swimming pool manufacturer seking 11
qualified home owners
for immediate 1987 pool
installations. Financing
available_ Other pool
prices from 5577. Call
1 800-331-5914.
A Wonderful family experience. Scandinavian,
European, Brazilian High
School Exchange
Students arriving in
August Become a host
family for American In
tercuiturai Student Ex
Call
change
1 800 SIBLING
BABY car seat, pool
table, antique round
table and chairs; 3
piece Maple bedroom
suite 753-9930.
BETTER built storage
buildings, now on display at Treas in
Murray. ll'x12' starting
at $58 5 Call L.E.
Williams 4S9 2663.
BIRD baths and day
pots New shipment,
lust arrived Coast to
Coast Hardware, 753
8604
ZUSTOM license plates
at Faye's Also, Tiger,
Complete. Just like
Laker and Murray city
plates, at Faye's next to
new. Best otter.
Pagliars.
GOOD used air
Cali
conditioners- 110 volt
220 volt, refrioerators,
freezers, electric ranges
Hodge & Sons 753-4669.
34ALF price! Flashing
VERY good condition,
arrow signs $299!
piano, $850,
Lighted, non-arrow $299! used
king size fold
Unlighted $24! Free box Jameson
end
letters! Warranty. See out couch, $200, 2
locally. Limited time tables, 630. 753-6716.
only Price war! Call WE-M-17,7errW-W-rpa,r
sir conditioners Call
factory_ 1 (100)423-0163.
JUNE Special- New Dill Electrk 759-1577.
push mowers Wheel WE now have Briggs
Horse Toro- Southland. and Tecumseh engine
From $109 and up. parts For all your
Stokes Tractor, Indust service needs set vs at
'Stokes Tractor, Industrial Rd., 753- 1319.
LARGE, large, large rial Rd., 7s3-1319.
selection of storage Weri! I lost 25 pounds
buildings in stock for in one month! You can
immediate delivery. tool Sato, no drugs De.
Acree Portable recommended,
Buildings, Mayfield, guarantoodl Calf Dade
today 1-1110-44-0N6.
Ky. 502-241-7131.

FOR SALE

DP- 1500
Weight Set

753-8200

311. Pets-Supplies

3111. Pets-Supplies

AKC black Lab puppies,
console TV waft remote,
championship line, $125
AKC
Labrador
puppies,
$53 a month. Murray month. 731-4406.
showing call 753
6 weeks old, excellent For
Rental & Sales. 753-1201.
4106 days.
34 Houses tor Rent
bloodline.
7534116
or
LEASE TO C1WN- WirOR sate- CFA re
we at Paradise Kennels
eless remote VCR, $32 a 3 BEDROOM. Water,
gistered Persian kit
733-4106,
6
miles
east
of
month. Murray Rental washer, dryer and aptens, reduced. Also,
Murray.
pliances furnished
& Sans. 733-1201.
AKC Pomeranian
pets.
No
LEASE TO OWN- if" Natural gas.
puppy. Call 753-5950.
7513177.
color TV, $28 a month
Murray Rental & Sales. 4 BEDROOM house, 41. Public Sales
4 1 . Public Sales
1-1/2 bath, carpeted,
733-1201.
redecorated, double
27. lashes Hums ter Sale garage. References. No
10x55 MOBILE home, pets. $300 per month.
$SW. Call 753-9227 after 753-2376.
UNIQUE 1 bedroom on
5:30P.M.
Olive St. Large yard,
12x65 WHELLER,
bedroom furnished, patio. No children or
Fri., June 26
121 South
central heat and air pets. Lease, deposit.
evenings.
753-3913
$300.
8
a.m - 1 p.m.
with washer and dryer
Lynnwood Estates
porch, TV antenna, VACANT beautiful 1
Roduewd Prices
underpinned, on KY bedroom brick house in
3rd house
Lake, Blood River on country. Family room,
ALSO, many
basement, 2 car garage.
rental lot. 753-604.
on left
new items.
BUILDING house must $350 a month, same
Clothes,jewelry,
sell or take over deposit. 753-5292.
1615 Loch
payments. 1964- 14x60 2
Lomond Dr.
37. Livestock-Supplies
toys & misc.
bedrooms, 1 bath
Murray, KY
sale- Ilegislered
$9,900. 489-2868 after
Saute Gertrudis bull- 25
6P.M.
months old. Paris, TN.
DOUBLEWIDE
Located near Kentucky Call 901-642.8930.
Lake- Great summer SIMMENTAL and
Simbrah bulls. Per
home. 753-8964.
formance & semen
Saturday, June 27, 1987
IN
refinancing- used mobile tested. Excellent qual10:00 A.M.
homes, Green Tree Ac- ity. $650 & up. Cadiz.
ceptance offers fixed Ky. 522-8794.
To settle the eeteae of Mrs. Opal Usrey. Mr. and
rates, no closing costs, no
Mrs. Usrey kept house sixty-seven years.
prepayment penalty. 41. Public Sales
Five miles west of Hardin. Turn off Highway
Lexington, 1-800-221-8204,
80 onto Highway me. Go one-half mile and turn
E.O.L.
onto Magness Road. Proceed oise-half mile to sale
HOUSE trailer for sale:
site.
12x60, 3 bedroom, 1-1/2
Copper laundry kettle, aladdin lamp, tin front
baths, priced to sell.
pie safe; white gas iron, Sears air conditioner,
Call 502-328-8259. Can be
quilt box; primitive chest of drawers, trunks,
seen in Coach Estates
buffet; sewing machine; gas cook stove; maple
B-3.
table w/4 chairs; Kenmore washer; 01.2 wash ketMOBILE home 11x32,
tle. John Deere tractor wheat drill, McCormick
double axle, air, power
pole, $995. Call 753-8061.
corn drill; wagon wheels; postal bedroom suite,
crochet pieces; quilts, horse-drawn equipment.
26. Mobile Homes tor Rent
costume Jewelry; glassware only a few of the
6edroom
1 AND
many Items to be sold.
trailers in city limits.
Lots of shade
No pets. 753-9866 or
Terms: Cash or check with proper ID.
753-2365.
Not responsible for accidents Announcements
1 OR 3 BR, furnished or
day of sale take precedence over printed matter.
unfurnished, some new
furniture, natural gas
electric, air conditioned. Shady Oaks
753-5209.

r

Yard
Sale

Carport
Sala

ralt

ESTATE AUCTION

Yard
Sale

Fox Meadows
Lot 13-E
8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Friday

CANCEL IFRAINS

30. Business Rentals
4 AR shop. wa er and
alr furnished, 1 mile
east. $250 monthly or
$225 monthly on year
lease. Available approx. July 10th.
753-7714.

Yard
Sale

Saturday
June 27
a.m.
- 4 p.m.
8
1602 Belmont
32. Apts for Rent
Drive
rcer151Frrmgr'n
apartments, nicely
furnished, located near
campus. Days, 753-6111;
nights, 753-0606.
1 BEDROOM duplex
near downtown and
hospital. Mature person
desired. Deposit required. 436-5356 or 7530807.
1 BEDROOM furniP)ed
apartment. A/C, no
pets. 121 North next to
fairgrounds. 753-3139.
1 BEDROOM apartment. Stove and refrigerator furnished.
North of Murray. No
pets. 753-5410 or
753-6458.
1 or 2 BEDROOM
apartment near downtown Murray. Call 7534109, 762-6650 or
436-2844.
/ BEDROOM apartments for rent at Embassy Apartments.
Families and married
couples welcomed. Now
renting 1 bedroom
apartments. Call 7533530.
1 BEDROOM duplex,
all appliances, good
neighborhood, near
shopping center. $275
per month. Call 753-2967
after 1P.M.
1 BEDROOM, central
heat and air, all appliances furnished,
drapes, near Univers
ity. Vacant first of July.
753-7947.
BROWN gable
townhouses in Benton
now available for leasing. Enjoy the quiet,
peaceful life. Custom
decorated, 2 and 3
bedroom, 1 1/2 and 2
1/2 baths. Spacious
design, fully equipped
kitchens. All maintenance provided. These
units must be seen to
appreciate their qual
ity. 527-1481 for an
mpointment.
ror rent: 1 or 2 BR apts.
Water furnished. Starting at $144. Murray
Manor Lfinited. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
Call 753466S.
MUR-Cal apts. Northwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR.
Now renting. Equal
Housing Opportunity,
7394964.
NEWLY decorated /
bedroom, of a 7 room
apartment, partially
furnished including
drapes. 1604 Miller.
Lease and deposit required. Coules
preferred. No pets.
Phone 753-0932 or 753MM.
NICE 2 bedroom unfurnished apartment
Stove, refrigerator,
central air and heat. No
pets. $265 month. 753-

RICE 7 bedroom, Hazel
Hwy., no pets, central
air and heat. 4024634.
TARING applications
for Section 1. Rent
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
B R. Apply Hilldale
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
E qual Housing
Opportunity.

Moving
Sale
EvorythIng Goes
Good Chian Items
Priced to Sall

501 N. 5th St.
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m. - ?

Yard
Sale
Fri. & Sat.

Uncle Jeff's
Shopping Center
(In front of
Shoemaker furniture)
Antiques, household
items, toys and other
items.

`jdq;

0 DOUBLE D
AUCTION COMPANY

Donald (Deb) Rickman. Auctioneer

527-8909
Jerry Austin Insurance
& Real Estate

fl

527-3255

ESTATE AUCTION
Sat., June 27th at 10 a.m. Rain or shine
At the late Mrs. Esther McCallon home
place off of Hwy. 121 in the Stella Com1
2
munity. Turn north off of Hwy 121,/
mile east of Stella, Ky. on Peach Orchard Rd.
This is over a 75 year collection of furniture, appliances, choice antiques, good
glass and china, collector items, electric
stove, 2 refrigerators, chest type home
freezer, small appliances, dinette set, living room furniture, color TV, odd chairs
and tables, lots of linens, nice dishes, cooking utensils, wringer washer, 3 fancy antique dressers, 2 antique cherry beds, nice
chests, library table, 2 fancy oak rockers,
spool leg lamp table, 2 treddle sewing
machines, 2 nice trunks, oak kitchen
cabinet with frosted glass doors, oak glass
door pie safe, 8 day kitchen mantle clock,
nice picture frames,12 or more nice quilts,
some good glass and china, stone items,
cast iron skillets, milk cans, kerosene
lamps,lots of trinkets, lawn set, tools, lawn
mower, tiller, Lots more. For information
call

Otto Chester Auction Service
435-4128

Lynn Grove, Ky.

NOTICE
TVA Timber For Sale

Yard Sale
Fr/. Only
-2 p.m.
s.m.
8
94 East, 2 nil, out 2nd
St on right on 280
(Pottortown Road)
Portable chemical toilet
e/chernicals, baby furniture
& toys children 6 adult
clothes, leather purses
various household items

Yard
Sale
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
915 Johnny
Robertson Rd.
Children's clothes. toys.
bicycle, lots of Avon bottles, odds & ends

1 DAY WILY
Moving/
Garage Sale
Fri. 8-5
1528Cantertury
Linens. blankets. nohow,
011 WM. eCe416410(wit
clonIng. Mints. baskets,
pictures. snow shovel. loom,*splice =moms
pliswen. pillows & much
mOre

The Tennessee Valley Authority offers tor sale throe
tracts of standing hardwood timber containing an
estimated 1.271,169 board feet of sawtimber and 1,102
cords of poletimber The three timber sale areas are
in Land Between The Lakes located as follows
Work Area 41 sale contains selectively
marked hardwood timber estimated al
574.001 board feet of sawlimber and 513
cords of poietimber and is located approximately 6 miles south of Golden Pond. Kentucky, in Trigg County, Kentucky Sealed bids
on this sale will be received until 10 a m .
CDT, July 14, 1987, at which time bids wi1;
be publicly opened and read
Work Area 80 sale contains selectively
marked hardwood timber estimated at
375,633 board feet of sawtimber and 200
cords of poletimber and is loCated approximately 7 miles northwest of Dover. Tennessee. in Stewart County, Tennessee Seals
ed bids on this sale will be receivedtimedune 1d0
bids
am CDT. July14,19117, at which
will be publicly opened and read
Work Area 64 sale contains selectively
marked hardwood timber estimated at
321.535 board feet of sawtimber and 389
cords of poletimber and is located approximately 7 miles west of Dover. Tennessee.
in Stewart County. Tennessee Sealed bids
on this sale will be received until 10 a m
CDT July 11, 1917, at which time bids will
be publicly opened and read.
Sealed bids will be received by the Land Stewardship Section. Land Between The Lakes, Tennessee
Valley Authority. Golden Pond, Kentucky 42231
Parties interested In inspecting the aforementioned
timber or receiving bid forms and detailed information
should contact the above office Office hours are 7 00
a m to 3 30 pm . Monday through Friday (telephone
number 502(924-5602)

CLASSIFIEDS
41. Public Sales

41. Public Sales

4 0 . Produce
,

3 Party
Yard Stile

Law. Tam Nam

2Party
Carport Sala

Saturday
606 S. 8th
7 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
1611 Sunset
Boulevard

16 herringbone chain 141<
gpip 141< gold diamond
waterfall ring. stereo wa
large speakers luggage
yard chairs Children's tabie
baby items
bamboo
shades clothes & misc kitchen items

Clothes, ladies jeans,
cameras, curling iron,
clocks, radios, nice
chairs, lots of misc.

Garage
Salo

Yard &
Moving Sale
Fri. & Sat.
a.m. 2 ml. S. of
Murray on 121

Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m. - 3 p.m.
!mild*
94-East - Next to

CMOs mt. Mgmalcome Argo ...ft
4M*1A roM, wart portros As
,
metw. Leafletted I weed mod
mom Pm craft NOPS. cins
CC"'
(twat I swims., wow I xis's
cialfm. Km IMMO Ile Ln Me
Dmely e Pam drolos Dom duo
Mitpoirl and mressoms xmc
Awns

Lskowsy Convenience
Material, toys. vegetables, baked goods, men's
& ladies clothes, small appliances. knick-knacks.
FREE items

7'-7•
13 31
3

0

Rex Camp's Backhoe Service
Installing City Sewer & Water Lines

753-9224
Bodeau Floor Sanding Co.
Dustless Sanding

Summer Special
Any 12 X 18 room or less Sanding, Sealing &

Also Orders For
SIVISt Co
Call 71S47211
FLOYD 1110KINZIII
43. Reel Estate
OR sale or rent- 25x48
store front, 5 rental apts.,
large lot, 1303 Chestnut
St., adjoining MSU. 615
262-0000.
ON the market $20,053
less than retail... Business building with deep
lot... Dial 753-1492 at
Century 21 to begin or
relocate your business.
44. Lots for Sale
3 ACRE wooded lot near
Southwest School. $8500.
Call 753-5233 after 6P.M.
FOR sale: 18-acre tract
of land 4 miles from
town on Hwy 121-South.
This property offers 336
ft. of highway frontage,
has city water and the
land is level to gently
slope. This property
could be used for residential, business or
agricultural development. Offered at
$19,900. Ruth Ryan,
Realtors, 502-354-8871;
Locally call Gil at
753-5249, Rt. 1 Box 461,
Hwy-68 Aurora, KY.
42048.
kENTUCKY Lake lot. 1
acre, 12x60 mobile
home, septic and well,
$16,500. Home- 554-8128
or Office- 442-3632. Owner financing.
NICE lot on 121, 61/7
miles North on natural
gas lines. 180x300, $3600.
Days 753-1953 or nights753-0870.
TRAILER lot in
Keniana Shores. Septic,
water, power. 753-6912.

Polyurethane Finish
"Since 1954"

*1 SO
Your Satisfaction Guaranteed
354-8127

Rt 4 Box 127

Benton, KY 42025

IZI I) 'F\4. 110\11. s
Don't miss the great savings
on this attractive home.

Great location!
3 bedroom,13,4 bath, central electric heat
& air, fenced back yard, tastefully
decorated thru out. Greatly reduced!
Now offered in the 40's.

MTG Better Homes
& Gardens 75.34800

Call

45. Farms for Sale
15 BtRES more or less,
trailer with add-on,
large block well house
Owner will help finance.
759 440.
46. Homes for Sale
3 BEDROOM house and
2 lots overlooking Kentucky Lake, Pine Bluff
Shores, $12,000. Days753-6660; nights- 7536121.
1 BEDROOM, 2 bath,
brick home on 15 acres.
Central heat and air,
fireplace, 2 car garage,
deck and patio. Located
7 miles East of Murray
on Or. Douglas Road.
$72,500. Phone 436-5574.
7 ROOM house, insulated,
gas heat, city water, New
Providence Rd. $28,000.
Call 753-8061.
REDUCED
Moving
must sell- 3 bedroom
brick, aluminum trim,
pew carpet, new dishwasher, new roof, nice
neighborhood. 801
Sunny Lane. Call 7537458.

44. Heim ler Sale
EVERYBODY LOVES
A BARGAIN when
prices seem sky high.
We have an excellent
value in this charming 4
bedroom horn* Mat has
just been reduced, has
an assumable VA loan
with a payment of only
$240.60. This is a home
for your family. Come
see it today. Call Mary
Jane at Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors,
753-1492.
FOR sale by owner: 5
Bedroom, 2 bath house
In Canterbury. Family
room w/fireplace, dining room.' Large redwood deck, fenced
yard with lots of trees.
Central air, gas heat,
TVA insulation, 2 car
garage. $75,000.
7519520.
PEACE and quiet, 5
minutes from Court
Square. 3 acres, 2
houses, city water. $55,
000. For appointment
call 753-2669.
47. Motorcycles
157t0 GS-1000- tUZUKI,
excellent condition, 14,000
miles, 2 helmets w/stereo
headphones & walkman.
$1600 firm. Call 753-7300,
1980 CB 650 HONDA,
14,000 miles. Good condition. Call 759-1959
after 4P.M.
1981 GL-1100 HONDA,
FM/AM stereo cassette, chrome foot rest,
air scoop, 23,000 actual
miles, excellent condition. 753-4617.
1981 HD Superglide,
candy red, excellent
condition. 436-5584
1981 HONDA Goldwing
GL -l100, AM/FM
cassette, chrome foot
rest and air scoop,
23,000 miles, excellent
condition, $2200. 7534617.
1982- 185-S HONDA
3-wheeler, $350. Can be
seen at 1407 Vine St.
MINI bike, $80. Good
condition. 489-2239 after
4P.M.
YAMAHA 3-wheeler
YTM-200, bought new
May 24th, has 6 months
warranty, never been
ridden except in yard,
helmet included. Compound bow, Indian
brand, with arrow and
sights. 753-0572.
49

Used Cars
1973 BUICK Centurion,
good collector item,
located on 732 1/2 miles
off 94 East. Phone
759 - 4515 after
6P.M.-8P.M.
1976 CUTLASS
Brougham, 753-7558.
1978 DODGE Omni,
good condition. $600.
Call after 5P.M.
435-4285.
1979 FORD Mustang
Turbo. PS, PB, air.
$2200. 759-9206 after
4P.M.
1981 RX7 MAZDA, below book value, sharp
car. 247-7695.

We Put Our Heart And Sold In It!
Judy Johnston
437-4446

Jean Bird
753-3584

Joan Whayne
753-2643

Wirray Ledger St runes

Joe Dyer

Dean Lampkins

436-2336

753-1258

49. Used Cars

52. Boats-Meters
1982 Z 28, FULLY 14' JON boat with ?OHO
loaded, T -tops, 57,000 Johnson trolling motor
miles, extra nice. 759- and seats, $550. Can be
402 or 753-0044.
seen at 1407 Vine St.
1953 BUICK Riviera, 15' STARCRAFT bass
40,000 miles, loaded. boat, 50HP Mercury,
759-1637, 8A.M.-5P.M.
new seats and carpet.
1983 LJ GRAND Prix, $1250. Also, free pup.
V-8, loaded, extra nice. pies. 753-9785 after
Call after 5P.M. 5P.M.
16' GALAXY ski boat,
753-4489.
1915 FORD Escort, dark walk-through windblue, PS, PB, air con- shield with top, 115HP
ditioner, 56,000 miles. Mariner, $2500. Sharp!
753-9785 or 753-3254.
$3300. 753-6664 anytime.
'79 OLDS Cutlass 18 MARK Twain boat,
Supreme, burgundy, inboard/ outboard,
tinted windows, new 165HP, 6 cyl. 753-9741.
Eagle tires. $2500. 753- 1974 23' RIVIERA
5513.
Cruiser pontoon. $4000.
BLUE 1978 Datsun 753-364 after 6P.M.
hatch-back 510, good 1977 HOWELL Craft
condition. $500 firm. speed boat with a
474-8009.
Johnson 115 motor; 1983
IMPORT Auto Salvage. Yamaha-200, 3 wheeler,
Motors, transmissions, 1985 250SX Honda, 3
starters, alternators, wheeler. 753-2105
etc. Come see our
prices. 474-2325.
1978 TIDECRAFT.
White, red interior, 75
50. Used Trucks
Evinrude, new cover,
1970 CHEVY pick up skiis and all ac
long wheel base, 35 cessories
Used 3
automatic 492 8208 seasons. $4500 753-2339.
after 5P.M.
1979 SILVERADO jet
1975 DODGE 3/4 ton boat, 20', 454 Chevy
motor, good condition.
4x4, $600. 436-5584.
'1977 FORD 4x4, 351 753-6664 anytime.
motor, 4 speed trans 1981 17' BAHA, 115HP
mission. Good Mercury motor with
condition no rust 753- power trim. 753.2763
after 4P.M.
7161
• SILVERADO, extra
sharp, with Road Run
'78 GMC
ner tandem axle trailer,
low hours. Must see to
Step-side, low rider
appreciate. Call 354
8605. A
753-0405-days
14' V bottom
alumacraft boat. Call
759-1573-nights
436-2834.
HOUSEBOAT 34'
1978 FORD fully fiberglass, 310 inboard
customized van, motor engine, generator,
2 years old, new tires, newly painted, stereo
runs good. Asking $4000. and tape player,
753-6510. Can see at E-18 microwave, etc. Fully
Fox Meadows after equipped. Call 436-2289
5P.M.
after 6P.M.
1987 MAZDA. 6 months OLDER model fishing
old, new XP2000 tires, boat with trailer and
AC, cruise, Alpine late model motor, $550.
stereo, luxury mats, 436-5677.
bed mat, etc. 753-2339.
POLARCRAFT Jon
'74 CHEVY van, 356 boat, trailer and small
engine, good condition. motor, excellent for
small lakes. 753-7595
753-5484.

• -

5 1 . Campers
1976 GMC Midas mini
home, self contained,
double air, PB, PS,
AM/FM radio, speed
control and awning.
753-6048.

53. Services Offered
YARD landscaping,
leveling driveways,
blade work and bush hogging. Call 436-5430 or
753-0659.

**************************+
* ANNE'S IDEAS *
*
*

Interior & Exterior

641 N.
In The Village
*
*
*
*
Let me make your home beautiful
*
*
one room or two.
*
*
* *Wall Paper •Paint *Furniture Rearranged *
* *Bedspreads 'Drapes *Porches Decorated *
* The color of your house trim can change your *
* whole house or maybe just your yard needs *
*
* landscaped
WE DO IT ALL *
*
*
For ii. FREE ESTIMATE phone *
753-2695 *after 5 pm. 753-5406 *
*
*
*
ANNE WILLIAMS

Older home with a beautiful
wooded lot. Deck around a pool,
Located Northwest of Murray.
Priced in the low 30's.

Tastefully decorated. Recently
painted outside. Just waiting
for you. Priced in the low 20's.

I..‘

_.ralL

3 bedroom, large den w/fireplace,
close to town. Only in the 20's. Call

ESTATE AUCTION
SATURDAY, JUNE

27, 1987
10:00 AM.-RAIN OR SHINE
DON STIMSON ELECTRIC CO.

MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY
At The South End Of The 45 By Pass
Near The Cardinal Drive-In

Looking for a place close to the
lake? We have it! Well maintained 3 bedroom. Priced in the
20's.

111114r11
91
Something your fam9y needs SP ACE! Den with warm
friendly fireplace. Gameroom
upstairs,8 bedrooms,2% baths.
Bunrootn, covered patio and 2
car garage. 1.4reated Southwest
of Murray an 2 acres m/1
LOTS FOR SALE
Haywood Vista
South 4th
Ledbetter Shores
Crappie Hollow

den Oldie - you'll be pleased as punch when you see this
3 bedroom home with new kitchen cabinets, carpet and central gas heat. Full basement.
See today!

Must see to appreciate. Well
cared for house perched on 2
acres with trees, storage bldg.,
barn & pond plus extra-space
for your hobby. Home has
decorative security door.

2 bedroom brick, plus a small
guest house, workshop & 20
acres m/1. Priced in the 60's.
Additional 40 acres m/1 plus a
barn can be purchased for
821,500.

bedroom,2 bath home. Large
family room plus a deck. Only
minutes from town. Priced in
the 40's.

Cedarling Hills S/D. Lake
front, lake view home sites for
sale

5.9 acres located in town.
Reduced from the 50's to the
BO's.
109 acres m/1 for sale

410,

MTG Real Estate/
Better Homes&Gardens
Of Murray 753-4000
Olympic Plaza

SOLD

MTG Estate

I

tAettIHM•

The better way to sel your home. L.

S

„To-.

gi

A.1 ENTERPRISE'
Dealer in gas and wood
burning appliances, offering full service installation. Also,
fireplace repair.
'Chimney cleaning
'Masonry 'Damper
'Bird screen •HoodS.
Free estimates.
753-0953.
A I STUMP Removal.
Reasonable rates, 10"
below surface. Call us
before you decide. Free
estimates. 753-0906.
APPLIANCE Service on
all brands washersdryers- refrigerators
freezers- electric rangesair conditioners. George
Hodge & Son, r10 Dixie,
land Shopping Center,
753-4669.
APPLIANCE
SERVICE. Kenmore,
Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 26 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper,
Bob's Appliance Service, 202 S. 5th St.
Business 753-4872, 4365848 (home).
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
Factory authorized for
Tappan, Kelvinator and
Brown. Service on gas
and electric ranges,
microwaves, dis
hwashers, re
frigerators, etc. Earl
Lovett, 354-6956 or 753
5341.
COLLEY Tree Service
Keep your trees in
shape by topping, prun
ing, deadwooding,
spraying, fertilizing, or
removal of unwanted
trees. Stump removal
Complete tree care. 14
years experience. Free
estimates. 753-0366.
CONCRETE work,
patio, sidewalk, carport. Free estimates.
759-1202.

C.E.'s
Remodeling & small
plumbing jobs.
753-9626
CUSTOM built, single
tilt replacement win
dows, manufactured
locally. Jerry Atkins &
Associates. 753-8407.
CUT air conditioning
costs with TVA ap•
proved solar screens.
Jerry Atkins & As
sociates, 753,847.
DIRTY?? Let our
mobile cleaner work for
you. We clean
aluminum sided houses,
mobile homes, trucks
and trailers. Western
Kentucky Cleaning
Services. 527 7994.
MITCHELL Paving•
Driveways, parking
lots, seal coating and
striping. Also,
limestone, gravel, topsoil and grading. Phone
753-1537.
PENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753,2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
FOREIGN car repair.
Specialist on all im ,
ported cars. Deis& or
fuel injected. 489-2279.
most any type
driveway white rock
also, any type gravel,
dirt and sand call Roger
Hudson, 753 4545 or
753-6763.
GENERAL Building
Repair- 20 years experience. Roofing &
painting, indoor & outdoor. Odd jobs. No job
to small. 04.8057.
GUTTERING by Sears.
Sears continuous gut•
ters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
INSULATION blown in
by Sears. TVA ap ,
proved. Save on those
high heating and cool
ing bills. Call Sears
753-2310 for free
estimate.

roR

CPSOM

Renovated older home - has
been reduced. Located on 4
acres m/1. Priced in the 30's.

*
*

53. Services Offered

1982 GMC Pickup. V-8. Automatic. 25.600 Miles• 1956
Oldsmobile. 4 Door•1956 Ford, 4 Door•1965 Chevy,
4 Door•1955 Chevy, 4 Door•Storage Van Trailer•2
Axle Flat Bumper Hitch Trailer
Sears 11 Horse Electric Start Riding Mower

GE uobiteBase unit. 59 Progress w 70' Tower • GE
Master Executive II MobileRadlo Unit•GE Mobile Unit
AB Dick 675 Copy Machine w Stand•IBM Typewriter•
Victor Adding Machine • Office Desk • Three-Office
hairs•Three-File Cabinets.
Lincoln 225 Amp Weider, Stinger, Hood, Gloves •
Greenlee 0686 Wire Puller•Greenlee 0777 Rigid Bender w Hyd. Pump, 11
/
4"Thru
Rigid 0 700 Threader
w `4" Thru 2" Dies•Rigid 0 141-21
/
2"Thru 4" DM Head
•One Shot 2" Rigid Bender•Enerpec
Thru 2" EMT
Bender•Three-Rigid *450 Chain Vises•Two-Single
Spool Wire Rollers•Double Spool Wire Roller•TwoGreenlee it 7310 Knock Out Punch Driver Sets•Doyle
Model 73 Vacuum•Milwaukee Heavy Duty Porta Band
Saw • Rameet Fenner • Nelson Stud Driver • Milwaukee Electric Hammer•Three-Jack "A" Ladders•
Ftve-12" Sections Of Cab*, Trey • Twelve-Scaffold
*ucks And Braces• Two-Temporary Poles• EightScaffold Whose•Ready Kerosene Heater•2 Ton Hyd.
SIIIVICe Jack•36" Pipe Wrench•Homellte Certrifugal
Pump•Pressure Spray Washer System.
500 -750 MGM THw Copper•45 Kvw Transformer•
Several Hundred Feet Of
And %'• Rope•Numerous
Strip Lights• Several Emergency Supply Pecks And
Balosters•Numerous Breakers And Fixtures•Several
Wall Fixtures And Display Lights • Appros 300 Of
7200C Plugenoid Blank Cover • Approx 200' of G
a000c. 11000C Rounick, Cower• Approm 140' of I'4"
Rigtd•400W ITT Outdoor Street Light
Odd Ouantities Of Electrical Contractor
Inventory Supplies That Will Be Auctioned
In Lot Guantltise"
TERMS: • •
Siittleiwent •
Of Steel

JAMES R. CASH
AUCTIONI. I H

FANCY FARM

Hi Ai t TATL BROKER
KENTUCKY 42039

15021 623 8466 OR 4502) 623-638e
'A LUNG SUCCESSFUL SALES IN SEVERAL

STATES

Busy Bee's
House Cleaning
Service
753-0394
Ask For Bonnie.
REMODSLTAG inside
and out, roofing, lawn
care. Also, painting
interior and exterior
Call Willie for free
estimate 436.2326.
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing,
concrete. Free es
timates. Call 474-2307 or
753-6973.
SEWING Machine Re
pair. All makes and
models. Home & In
dustrial. Bag closing
machines. Also scissor
sharpening. 40 yrs.
experience. All work
guaranteed. Kenneth
Barnhill, 753 2674,
Stella, Ky.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky.
42001 or call 1-442-7026.

STUMP REMOVAL
10- below surface
Inexpensive. clean.
No Lawn Damage

MIR bop
702-6411114
PPM ESTIMATES

53. Services Offered
ICENSED eiectriciae,
residential and commercial. Air conditioning. Sales and service.
Gas installation and
repair for natural and
LP. Fred's Repair 7537203.
PAINTING - Drywall,
25 years experience.
Free estimates. Call
Jack Beard, 753-9545.
PAINTING- Interior
and exterior. Also,
pressure washing houses and mobile
homes. 25 years experience. (901) 642-2040.
PROFESSIONAL window cleaner. 25 years
experience. Private
homes and commercial
stores. Call 1-901-7823670.
QUALITY workmanshipframe & trim carpentry.
Remodeling, patio and
fencing. D.L. Poole 435,
4306.

53. Services Offered
MOBILE HOMr
Specialist, Repair,
leveling, underpinning,
roofs, floors, plumbing,
wiring, washing,
hurricane straps. 7594850.
aDD 'fob specialist,
ceiling fans, electrical,
plumbing, fencing. You
name it, I do it. You
buy, I install. You
break, I fix. Call 4362868 evenings.
PAINTING-. Interior. exterior, commercial- residential. Free estimates.
25 years experience.
Tremon Farris- 759-1907.
PAINTING. interior, exterior. 25 years experience. Quality work.
Reasonable rates. Free
estimates. Yearry's
Painting 436-2245.
PAINTING, carpentry
and yard work. Also,
small roof work. 753
0424.

:1
5940 *
Custom Kitchen
Cabinets

AN Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

it

'Drop by & sae our showroom
409 SUNBURY - MURRAY - 18•And lkowny BrescIA

**********************

No0

•••••

SOP

••••

.4•0
,

.411•0•

When You List With Us...

START
PACKING!!!
Watch tor our picture acs of featured homes
appearing reguiry n this paper and in our

Homes For living Magazine.

Koppe
rud
Reafty
711 Main

753-1222
/N.

ESTATE AUCTION
Sat., June 27th, 1987, 10:00 a.m.
At the late Mr. & Mrs. Bryan Staples
farm home place. From Kirksey, Ky. Turn North on 299 first paved road to right,
first house past church. See Auction Signs.
WW sell antiques, collector items-good
used furniture and applicances, Mr.
Staples tractor and equipment and car.
Nice glass door pie safe-flat top trunkold wood table and chairs-old library
table-old bookcase-old oak looking bed.
Nice oak chiffrobe-old oak rocker-brass
bed with mushroom caps-high back iron
bed-old guilt box-old pictures and
frames-several clean old quilts-quilt
tops-handspun bedspread- handspun
blanket-fancy
old
bedspread
or
coverlet-other
bedspreadsold
needlework 1 lace-some good old early
1900 ladies clothes-buggy lap spread-old
Queen Victorian Pin, 1837-1897-a good
Wallis for Governor Poster-a good World
War I billfold-good Red Cross scarf with
checker board on it-old pocket knives
and razors-old glasses-old jelly bucket
with note 1898-old pencil box-dove tail
boxes-Black Hawk old corn sheller came
from Clarksville, Tennessee-old straight
chairs-flat iron-feather beds-feather
pillows-sewing basket-old 6 dozen egg
shipping crate-old metal sign cream buying station Swift and Company-Cracker
tin-primitive church benches-Blue fruit
jars-wash kettle-several stone jugsjars-churns. Wood barrels-old meat
grinder-what not items-costume
jewelry-old double fine tooth comb-old
powder dishes-wall plates-old meat
platters-green mixing bowls-Old Homer
Locklin bowl Virginia Rose Pattern-stem
fruiters-stem glasses-8 place setting of
Harker Pottery Co. 22 Kt. gold fine
china-50 piece of green depression block
pattern-approximately 33 pieces carnival
glass-other glass and china-fancy silver
plate tea service. Service for 6 silver plate
1847 Rogers flatware-8place set of
flatware- set of Wearever cookware-cast
Iron pieces-pots and pans-spice rackgood clean small kitchen appliances-frost
free refrigerator-nice electric rangechest home freezer-washer and dryerchrome breakfast set-portable sewing
machine-vacuum cleaner-couch and
chair-other odd chairs-coffee and end
tables- table lamps-floor lamp-nice
Zenith Color TV -Beautiful large poster
bedroom suit-heaters and fans-old
lantern. Old Vintage dresser from 19th
Century-old books-lot of linens-large lot
of clean fruit jars-pressure canner-wash
tubs-step ladder-good carpenter toolspower hand tools and wrenches-carpenter
tool boxes-Ariens riding mower-push
mower-garden tiller-hand and garden
tools-nice Ford tractor-2 bottom plowcultivator-disc-corn planter-utility
box-horse drawn tools-1978 4-door
Plymouth car P/S, P/B, air-conditioning,
nice car-lot of used brick and blocksmany other items not listed. Not responsible for accidents. Auction held rain or
shine. Lunch available. For information
and your auction needs.
Phone 435-4144
Lynn Grove, KY

DAN MILLER,Auctioneer
IAceisnied and Desilied IN Ky.and Ti.#1151
Terry Pemba - Darrel Beane - Asellaseers
"My servioe tioesset mot, it pays"

•
I
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Pickups,
Blazers & Vans

SALE
GMAC & Bank
Financing Available
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V
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1915 S.10, stile

Mrs. Gladys Valentine
Mrs. Gladys Valentine,$4,o(Rt.
7, Murray,died today at 12:02a.m.
at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
A member of First Christian
Church, Murray, she had been a
buyer for Woolworth Stores.
Born Aug. 16, 1902, in McCracken County, she was the
daughter of the late Charles
Bowland and Ella Tense!

Miss

Mrs. Valentine is survived by
her husband, William H. Valentine, Rt. 7, Murray,and one sister,
Miss Mine Howland, Paducah.
Graveside services will be
Saturday at 10 a.m. at Salem
Cemetery at Lynn Grove.
Friends may call at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home after 3 p.m.
Friday.

Luther A. Scott

Hilda C. Dulaney

Miss Hilda C. Dulaney, 83, died
today at 2:10 a.m. at West View
Nursing Home.
Born June 8, 1904, at Kirksey,
she was the daughter of the late
William Dulaney and Maud
Gingles Dulaney.
After World War II, Min
Dulaney had taught second grade
for American children for 14 years
in Germany,for four years in Italy
and for three years in Japan.
Following her retirement she

went to Miami, Fla., to reside until
she was brought to West View Nursing Home at Murray.
Miss Dulaney is survived by one
brother, Donald Dulaney of
Prescott, Arts. An aunt is Mrs.
Fred (Bertie) Gingles of 1606
Farmer Ave., Murray.
The body will be cremated.
There will be no visitation or
memorial services. J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home is in charge of
arrangements.

R W rally isgweie. reit. 4speed

983 S.10
Itoo-otos 4
1%1114 at Mee,
-

dud% Cheri Reim
1986 Scotsdate 4X4 rec
1984 Customs** big
S P.S. rirsulo

$4

984 04811111181111,406
Itt. P.S. Mc 9•08•0

1963 Shoat, 2410 as. .. S7

Luther A. Scott, 67, of 302 North
Cherry St., Murray, died Wednesday at 8:45 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
He was a retired laborer for
Warren and Shoemaker Seed Co.
He was a member of Mt. Horeb
Freewill Baptist Church where he
served on Deacons Board. Ushers
Board and Missionary Society.
Mr. Scott was a member of Ruling Star Lodge No. 51 Free and Ac-

PW PL ett cruet et, aao raa

1985 Ctstendele

*OW

*4.-tor PS Pa.ado. at

1983 Custettkom
Stake Bed PS PB ono 350 V4

1979 Borns, *it
S3,500
p.s Ps.. el. Ilia.et limo
1979 Mahal. red4an
P S. P

. auto kora

$5500
sr 454

& rem

Marro, bst

John

cepted Masons and of Shriners
Balkis Temple No. 57 at Paducah.
He is survived by one daughter,
Mrs. Caroline Staggs.rd of New
Haven, Conn.; three sons, Charles
Scott of Murray and Albert Scott
and Don Scott of Arlington, Texas;
12 grandchildren; several nieces,
nephews and cousins
Rutledge-Mason Funeral Home
of Murray will be in charge of
funeral and burial arrangements.

Robert Weatherly

John Robert Weatherly, 79, of
Memphis. Tenn., formerly of Murray, died Wednesday at 1:30 a.m.
at his home.
He was the son of the late Robert
Authur Weatherly and Nettie
Winter Weatherly of Murray.
Mr. Weatherly is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Mamie Weatherly; one
son, Robert Weatherly and family

of Memphis; several nieces and
nephews of Murray.
He was preceded in death by one
brother, Roy A. Weatherly Sr.,
and one half brother, Harry E
Jenkins, both of Murray.
Services will be Friday at 10
a.m. in the chapel of Memphis
East Funeral Home, Poplar
Street, Memphis.

.011

MYERS

Keys

79c
Buy One,

1983 Camaro Z-28, blue
1981.Malibu, 4 dr., blue
1,...i Caprice, 4 di, gold

$7200
$3,500
$3,000

1983 Monza, 2 dr. gray
1980 Chevette, 2 dr., silver
1980 Malibu, 4 dr , Nue
1979 Malibu, 4 dr., blue
1979 Chevette, 4 dr.. blue
1978 Impala. 4 di. wnite

32.000
$1.500

Ends
Saturday

Visa-MC-Distorts

"SPECIALS - OF - THE - WEEK"

Get One FREE!

PS.PB.bc auio

978 Suturbei, tete
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978 Jeep Chock.

$1500
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$1,900
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Bendl dies of heart attack
LOUISVILLE, Ky. 1AP State Rep. Gerta Bendl, a
longtime crusader for nursing
home reforms, died early today of
a heart attack at St. Anthony
Hospital. She was 55.
Bendl had been
Monday.
David Karem, a close friend and
political ally, said friends had
been concerned about Bendl's
health in recent weeks.
He said they were particularly
close because they made their
decisions to enter public service
together.
- "We sat down in her basement
on Newburg Road to talk about
It,'' he said. "Wilson Wyatt Jr. had
decided not to run for re-election
to the state legislature and both
Gerta and I were interested in doing that. She'd been active with
the Dames of Dundee, and I had
run and lost against Wilson in the
primary. So we decided that she'd
run for the Board of Aldermen and
I'd run for the legislature."
Once elected to the board - in
1972 - and four years later to the
state House of Representatives,
Bendl's voice was rarely quiet in

admitted

"We worked together in our first
administration from '73 to '77. She
always felt that government had a
great responsibthty to make people's lives better,." Sloane said.
A Democrat, she was the first
woman to ever head a committee
in the state House of Representatives, and her aggressive style
of politics sometimes put a few of
her male colleagues ill at ease.
"But there is no question that
she has had a dramatic impact on
the state and on Louisville,"
Karem said. ''Once she got up
there to Frankfort, she became
the conscience of every nursinghome issue and of a number of
other human-rights and social
issues as well."
Bend! is survived by three
children, Paula, Kurt and Erik.

Formica

Landscape

89
sq. ft
FULL SHEETS ONLY

$299

$2,500

ax

)1,,,Goessi.ufuool&
OM QUAUTY
SERVKX PARTS

II

pkg
$499
Underpads
Disposable
Incontinent Pants 1oct$399
Downtown
Hawaiian Tropic $349
1-Shirts
COurt

All Summer

South 12th Street
Murray
753-2617

Turbine Vents
$ 19
49
No. B1B- 12

$2.900
$1,900
$1,800
$2,000
$4200

Used Oldmobles
1986 Cutass, 2 dr., bib
$10,000
1985 Delta 98, 4 dr., gra' . $10,000
981 Cutlass Brnm., 2 dr . white 34.800
"t Omega. 2 Or, write
32,000

Jewelry

30%F

Door Mats, Rugs
& Afghans

fir 0/
L 700FF

All Suntan
PRODUCTS

S6,500
$2,900

Other Used Cars
1985 Plymcuth Caavelle

36,500
1986 Mazda 626 LuxurySOLD
1986 Nissan 2005X, red.
$8,500
1984 lissr Marna, 4 rt.,. . 39,590
i I1
1984 Do* *,!.-

ANY LARGE
For The

MEDIUM CHARGE
-*Up To 10 ItemsNot Good With
Any Other Offer

(June 25th-29th)

1984 V.W. Rabbit ........$3,500
1984 Ford Escort
$3,500
1983 Mercury Zephyr
$1,900
1.0 Mercury Lynx
$2,500
1981 Toyota Corolla
$4,100
1981 Ford Fairmont S.W.
$1,900
1980 Ford Farmont, 4 dr„
$1,700
1:I Ford Farnont S.W. . $1,900
1978 Lincoln. 2 dr., white
1978 Mercury Coup

S2,800

1973 Linccin WON

12,500

$1,9C0

Enjoy Mr. Gattis

7

Famous
ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT
Pizzo and Spaghetti Buffet
Only

349

-)161.Grtrstiirise4G&
r---- .1

GM fiR/AUTY LGm i
SERME PARTS - t

Every Mon-Tues & Wed Night
Through July
5-9 p.m.

*MN.1110
,
0011

Clue.*- With a punch of a button you can hear music
from country to rap, but if the sun was in your eyes
it would fall in your lop.

An Extra
20% OFF

Take

753-1462

UM Poetics
984 Fero, white
982 J-2000. white

Used Eticks
1982 Century Custom SOLD
$3,500
1983 Re,yellow .

Dine-In, Pick-UP or Delivery

Murray

DWAIN
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET,INC.

$4.90

Loma nco

No. 023322-4

%quart,
OMP.61 11110.04.1 r§01.1100n0116

8 long

999
$2

$2200

975 Ford F-100, bluklue

Timbers

Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.-Sun. & Mon.

3-speed. 33.XXX nee*

P S. PB

Jumbo Treated

her quest for action to benefit the
people of her East End district.
"It's a terrible tragedy. Gerta
was one of the finest public servants I've ever worked with," said
Jefferson County Judge-Executive
Harvey Sloane. He was
Louisville's mayor when she was
on the board of aldermen.

HOLLAND DRUGSA.

w.aAc

977 Ford F-100. red

Stock

Double Bowl
Sinks

Chicago Trtune Graphic by John Bode, Source Howl!aioxialos

Sartri PS

oes

$999

$5,500
$5,500

33 x 22

$9,000

PS,P8

Single Cylinder

A

PS. P 8 so. auto cruise blecitiew

4X4

$599

1978 Camera, gold

PS. P 8 , ex. ail°

aajpoo. OW Taloo

Dead Locks

aao.

977 EICam, brown' . ......12,8C0

9tk

Storage Building
Fully Assembled)
Delivery Available at
Additional Charge

9speed. ears. V4

97780.

Kwikset

8' x 12'

97 SAP*
12X0
0...grav.-p.s... P.R. sir.
977 Custadekse, tie
$1,9C0

Used Chorale' Cis
1986 Celetcy Eurosport, maroon $9,500
1986 Celebrity Eurcisport, blue $9,500
1116 Celebrity, 4 dr., silver
$9,000
$5,500
$4,500
$7,500
$6,500

LUMBER OF MURRAY, INC.Cash asaCiaerry

$2.900

GMAC & Bank
Financing Available

1986 Sprint, 4 dr,
1985 Chevette 4 dr., brown
1485 Ceietety. 4 dr, brown
1985 Cavalier St. Wgn., tan
1 I:, Cavalier St. Wgn., ,Iver.
1984 Cavaier Hatchback
1983 Int, 4 dr . vinite

500 S. 4th St. 753-6450
Ow. Mon-Fri 7-5 Sat. 5-12

USED
CARS
SALE

Don't
Forgot
DoIlvoryl

Chestnut
Street

753-6656

11.

-.11.0

"

DWAIN
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET,INC,
South
1 2th Street
Murray
753-2617

